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Abstract
Network coding is a technique that proposes a different approach for the
protocol design in data communication networks. Thus, the nodes in the
network are allowed not only to store and forward data packets, but also to
process and mix different packets in a single coded packet. By using this
technique, the throughput and robustness of the network can be significantly
improved. However, the transmission delay of network coding is still not well
understood. In real-time communication systems with stringent delay con-
straints, understanding the transmission delay distribution is at the core of
implementing network coding in practical scenarios. Moreover, the benefits
of network coding for broadcast scenarios have been proven, but the use of
this technique in data gathering applications is limited. Unlike broadcast
applications, where the main objective is to minimize the transmission delay,
in data gathering applications the challenge is to reduce the data collection
time, called the completion time. The inherent diversity and requirements
of data gathering applications make this completion time minimization even
more challenging and application-driven. Beyond transmission time consid-
erations, network coding requires additional processing to generate the coded
packets, which may influence the data transmission performance. In practical
scenarios, where the power levels are fixed for different processes, e.g., trans-
mission of data, generation of coded packets, the main challenge to improve
the energy efficiency of the system is to decrease the transmission time. This
implies careful attention in terms of energy efficiency of the overall system.
Thus, the focus of the thesis is on the design of communication protocols
based on network coding subject to performance metrics that include the
data transmission time, the data collection time, and the energy consump-
tion. Moreover, we consider different constraints, i.e., application constraints
(e.g., deadline, network size, topology, length of the data messages), network
constraints (e.g., data loss), design constraints (e.g., feedback type, limited
number of data packets).
We start by exploring the delay behaviour of network coding in broad-
cast applications. Previous results are typically asymptotic in nature or focus
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mainly on the average delay performance. Seeking to characterize the com-
plete delay distribution of network coding, we present a methodology that is
feasible for fixed number of receivers, limited field size and number of data
messages (generation size). Our findings can be used to optimize network
coding protocols with respect to not only to their average but also to their
worst-case delay.
Second, we deal with the data transmission performance for data gath-
ering applications, where the broadcast properties of network coding can be
again explored in more challenged networks. Here, we employ different spar-
sity levels for the coded data messages and types of feedback, and analyse
the benefits of network coding for two topologies, i.e., random and line net-
works, using analytical and numerical results. The findings can be extended
to large scale networks. We conclude that minimizing the completion time
can be achieved for a wide variety of sparsity-feedback pairs given the oppor-
tunity that network designers have to choose the setting that best matches
their devices capabilities.
We then focus on the hardware characteristics of battery-powered devices
that are critical for the design of energy efficient communication protocols.
Aiming at a systematic approach to choose protocols based on specific devices
or to devise protocols that adapt to device characteristics, we first identify the
hardware features of various devices and define a total energy consumption
model of the network, which leads to a new hardware abstraction. Secondly,
we illustrate the need of the hardware abstraction by evaluating the en-
ergy cost of two communication protocols, one based on network coding and
the other based on Automatic Repeat reQuest and Time Division Multiple
Access. The findings show that (a) the energy cost for a protocol varies sig-
nificantly on different device platforms and (b) the protocols can be adapted
to the underlying hardware for a maximum energy efficiency. Our results are
supported with real-life measurements using sensor motes, i.e., TelosB.
With this in mind, we use the new hardware abstraction to provide mech-
anisms to optimize a communication protocol in terms of energy consump-
tion. For this, we consider different levels of feedback to acknowledge the
successful transmission of the data. Thus, we provide the potential of our
contributions by illustrating how to (1) optimize the protocol to match the
hardware and (2) optimize the protocol and the hardware jointly. The results
show that the correct level of feedback is highly dependent on the platform
of the device. We cross-validate the results with real-life implementations.
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Resumo
A codificac¸a˜o de rede (network coding) e´ uma te´cnica que propo˜e uma abor-
dagem differente para a concepc¸a˜o de protocol em redes de comunicac¸a˜o de
dados. Os no´s na rede sa˜o permitidos na˜o apenas para armazenar e trans-
mitir pacotes de dados, mas tambe´m para processar e misturar diferentes
pacotes num u´nico pacote codificado. Ao utilizar esta te´cnica, o rendimento
e a robustez da rede podem ser significativamente melhorados. No entanto, o
atraso das transmisso˜es (transmission delay) da codificac¸a˜o de rede ainda na˜o
e´ completamente compreendido. Em sistemas de comunicac¸a˜o em tempo real
com restric¸o˜es r´ıgidas relativas ao atraso da informac¸a˜o, a compreensa˜o da
distribuic¸a˜o deste atraso e´ muito importante para a implementac¸a˜o de cod-
ificac¸a˜o de rede em cena´rios pra´ticos. Os benef´ıcios da codificac¸a˜o de rede
em ambientes de transmissa˜o em broadcast teˆm sido constantemente prova-
dos, pore´m, o uso desta te´cnica em aplicac¸o˜es de recolha massiva de dados
e´ desconhecida. Ao contrario das aplicac¸o˜es de broadcast onde o principal
objectivo e´ minimizar o atraso das transmisso˜es, nas aplicac¸o˜es de recolha
de dados o grande desafio e´ minimizar o tempo de coleta destes (comple-
tion time). A diversidade e os requisitos inerentes a`s aplicac¸o˜es de coleta de
dados tornam esta minimizac¸a˜o do tempo de coleta ainda mais desafiante
e orientada a`s aplicac¸o˜es. Para ale´m das considerac¸o˜es do tempo de trans-
missa˜o, a codificac¸a˜o de rede requer processamento adicional para realizar as
combinac¸o˜es dos pacotes de dados. Em cena´rios pra´ticos, onde os n´ıveis de
poteˆncia sa˜o fixos para os diferentes processos, e.g., a transmissa˜o de dados,
gerac¸a˜o de pacotes codificados, o principal desafio para melhorar a eficieˆncia
energe´tica do sistema e´ diminuir o tempo de transmissa˜o. Isto implica uma
atenc¸a˜o especial em termos de eficieˆncia energe´tica do sistema global.
Assim, o foco da tese esta´ na concepc¸a˜o de protocolos de comunicac¸a˜o
baseados em codificac¸a˜o de rede, considerando como me´tricas de desempenho
destes o tempo de transmissa˜o, o tempo da coleta de dados e o consumo de
energia. Ale´m disso, tomamos em conta diferentes condicionalismos, como
sa˜o os requisitos aplicacionais (e.g., o prazo de entrega, o tamanho da rede,
a topologia, o comprimento das mensagens de dados), as limitac¸o˜es da rede
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(e.g., perda de dados) e as condic¸o˜es impostas pelo projeto (e.g., o tipo de
feedback, o nu´mero limitado dos pacotes de dados).
Em primeiro lugar, exploramos o comportamento de atraso de codificac¸a˜o
de rede em aplicac¸o˜es de broadcast. Os resultados anteriores sa˜o tipicamente
assinto´ticos e concentram-se principalmente no desempenho me´dio de atraso.
Para determinar uma completa caracterizac¸a˜o da distribuic¸a˜o de atraso para
a codificac¸a˜o de rede, e´ apresentada uma metodologia que e´ valida para
um determinado nu´mero de receptores, tamanho de campo e nu´mero de
mensagens de dados (tamanho da gerac¸a˜o). Os nossos resultados podem ser
usados para optimizar os protocolos de codificac¸a˜o de rede na˜o so´ em relac¸a˜o
ao desempenho medio, mas tambe´m em func¸a˜o do comportamento no pior
caso.
Em segundo lugar, lidamos com o desempenho da transmissa˜o de dados
em aplicac¸o˜es para a coleta dos mesmos, onde as propriedades de broad-
cast da codificac¸a˜o de rede podem ser novamente exploradas em redes mais
constrangidas. Aqui, examinamos diferentes n´ıveis de disperssa˜o para as
mensagens de dados codificados e tipos de feedback, ao mesmo tempo que
analisamos os benef´ıcios da codificac¸a˜o de rede para duas topologias, re-
des em linha (line networks) e aleato´rias, utilizando me´todos matema´ticos
e nume´ricos. Os resultados podem ser estendidos para redes em larga es-
cala. Concluimos que a minimizac¸a˜o do tempo da coleta de dados pode ser
conseguida por uma grande variedade de pares de dispersa˜o-feedback, dando
liberdade aos designers de rede para escolher a melhor configurac¸a˜o que cor-
responde a´s capacidades dos seus dispositivos.
Em seguida, concentramo-nos nas caracter´ısticas de hardware de dispos-
itivos alimentados por bateria, pois estas sa˜o cruciais para a eficieˆncia en-
erge´tica dos protocolos de comunicac¸a˜o. Com o objetivo de escolher pro-
tocolos baseados em dispositivos espec´ıficos ou elaborar protocolos que se
adaptam a`s caracter´ısticas dos dispositivos, primeiro identificamos os recur-
sos de hardware de va´rios dispositivos e definimos um modelo para o con-
sumo total de energia da rede, o que leva a` uma nova abstrac¸a˜o de hardware.
Em segundo lugar, mostramos a necessidade da abtrac¸a˜o de hardware com
uma avaliac¸a˜o do custo da energia de dois protocolos de comunicac¸a˜o, um
baseado em codific¸a˜o de rede e outro baseado em Automatic Repeat reQuest
e Acesso Mu´ltiplo por Divisa˜o de Tempo (Time Division Multiple Access).
Os resultados mostram que (a) o custo da energia para um protocolo varia
significativamente em diferentes plataformas e (b) os protocolos podem ser
adaptados para que o subjacente hardware tenha uma maior eficieˆncia en-
erge´tica. Nossos resultados sa˜o compat´ıveis com medic¸o˜es reais extraidas de
sensores do tipoenergia TelosB.
Nesta perspectiva, usamos a nova abstrac¸a˜o de hardware para fornecer
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mecanismos de modo a otimizar protocolos de comunicac¸a˜o em termos do
consumo energe´tico. Para isso, consideramos diferentes n´ıveis de feedback
para a confirmac¸a˜o de recec¸a˜o dos dados. As nossas contribuic¸o˜es mostram
como (1) otimizar o protocolo para corresponder com o hardware e (2)
otimizar o protocolo e o hardware em conjunto. Os resultados demonstram
que o n´ıvel correcto de feedback e´ altamente dependente da plataforma do
dispositivo. Validamos os resultados com implementac¸o˜es reais.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The high energy consumption of the communication networks is increasingly
becoming an important topic due to the continuous proliferation of more
and more diverse networks [1, 2, 3, 4]. The main challenge is to design more
energy efficient communication protocols. However, minimizing the energy
consumption normally decreases the performance of the network in terms of
throughput and delay. To meet the system requirements, we need to solve
the trade-off between the performance of the network and energy consump-
tion. On the one side, the performance of the network may be characterized
by the data transmission time, i.e., the time to receive the data packets from
a source node to one or more nodes in the network, or by the data com-
pletion time, i.e., the total time required to collect all the data from the
nodes to a source node. Both of these metrics refer to delay and aim to be
done in a timely manner and using a minimum of resources. On the other
side, the energy consumption requires special attention in the design of the
modern communication devices, particularly for battery-powered networks.
Since the power consumption level of the communication devices is consid-
ered fixed, reducing the delay, e.g., the transmission time or the completion
time, directly minimizes the energy consumption of the system. Hence, the
communications engineer needs to consider from the start not only the sys-
tem devices, but also how the communication protocols will affect the total
energy consumption of it. In fact, the protocol designer needs to take into
account the existence of several challenges imposed by (a) the application,
e.g., different constraints in terms of the predefined deadlines, length of the
data messages, topology, size of the network, (b) the network, e.g., unreliable
channels, meaning the data message can be lost, and (c) the design, e.g., the
processing operations, feedback type, and scheduling mechanisms. Such kind
of approach is not what most of the state of the art does, as explained later
in this chapter.
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Figure 1.1: A typical wireless network coding example.
The more general question we want to answer is how to reduce the de-
lay/the energy consumption of the network while maintaining the require-
ments of the application? With this in mind, the thesis is particularly fo-
cused on environments that are characterized by the mentioned constraints
and cover relevant applications, such as wireless sensor networks (WSNs) and
smart grids. Our performance metrics are the transmission delay, the com-
pletion time, and the energy consumption. We propose to design protocols
that guarantee the delivery of the data before a specific deadline and meet
the challenges of increasing the energy efficiency in communication networks.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 1.1 introduces
the network coding and presents the fundamentals of this technique, where
Section 1.2 describes the main related works, revealing the principal research
questions left open. This chapter concludes with Section 1.3, where the
principal contributions of the thesis are presented.
1.1 Network Coding Fundamentals
Introduced for the first time in an information-theoretic setting by [5], net-
work coding is necessary and sufficient to achieve the multicast capacity of
a general network. The main idea of network coding is that data robustness
and the throughput of the network can be considerably improved by allow-
ing the intermediate nodes to perform algebraic combinations with the data
flows. In particular, using the broadcast property of the wireless channel,
network coding shows significant improvements from the traditional routing
approach. The simplest example that demonstrates these benefits is provided
in Figure 1.1. We consider a wireless broadcast network, where nodes A and
B want to send a message to each other, but the radio range does not allow
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them to communicate without a router R. In traditional 802.11, node A sends
packet a to node R, which forwards it to node B, and B sends packet b to the
router, which forwards it to node A. Thus, to exchange two packets, the tra-
ditional approach needs 4 time slots. Network coding achieves the same goal,
but with fewer time slots. Node A and B send their packets to the router,
one after the other; the router then XORs the two packets and broadcasts
the XOR-ed version. Node A recovers the packet from B by XOR-ing again
with its own, and node B recovers the packet from A in the same way. Thus,
network coding reduces the number of time slots from 4 to 3. The free slot
can be used to send new data, improving the wireless throughput.
In more sophisticated network coding protocols, the coded packets are
generated by performing linear combinations of the original packets in a
Galois Field GF(q). The algebraic framework in [6] and the emergence of
Random Linear Network Coding (RLNC) [7, 8] led to practical applications.
Here, network coding is performed in a fully distributed way by allowing
the nodes to select their coefficients independently and uniformly at random
from a Galois Field. The coefficients are appended to the header of each
output packet. To recover the sent data, the destination waits until it receives
enough independent packets to solve the resulting linear system by means of
Gaussian elimination. Moreover, if the coding coefficients are chosen from
a sufficiently large field size, the multicast capacity of the network can be
achieved with high probability [9]. Hence, a receiver is not concerned any
longer with the reception of a specific packet, but a new coded packet.
Two types of coding are possible, namely inter-flow and intra-flow network
coding. The first one means that the packets used in combinations belong to
different flows (example from Figure 1.1), e.g., [10]. It is particularly suitable
for multi-hop wireless networks, where the packets from different sources are
combined and then broadcasted together. A node can deliver multiple pack-
ets to different neighbours within a single transmission. On the other hand,
intra-flow network coding implies that the packets belong from the same flow,
e.g., [11]. It occurs when the encoder mixes its packets and broadcasts the
obtained combination to the same destination, which might be one or several
receivers. Each received packet contains some information about the original
data packets. Thus, the source is only concerned with the transmission of a
new combination and not a specific packet. When the destination receives
enough coded packets to decode the original source packets, it can send an
acknowledgement to the source to stop the transmission. The joint of these
two approaches can be found in CORE [12].
Network coding has been demonstrated in practical scenarios. In or-
der to reduce the number of transmitted packets, particularly in multiple
receiver/transmitter scenarios, network coding proves high benefits, as [13]
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shows. Additionally, MORE [11] presents a MAC-independent opportunis-
tic routing protocol and demonstrates the throughput gains. This work also
represents the first implementation of the intra-flow network coding. Fur-
ther, [14] introduces the implementation of RLNC in practice, using mobile
phones and laptops, and Galois field two. Here, the authors demonstrate
that high encoding and decoding throughputs can be achieved. Moreover,
CATWOMAN [15] shows the performance of network coding in a meshed
network and tailored to commercial WiFi hardware. In video applications,
[16] proposes an application for the Apple iPhone platform and shows the
low bandwidth usage of this application. Additionally, the implementation
of the CORE protocol [17] combines the benefits of intra-flow and inter-flow
coding. The results reveal that the throughput follows an optimal trend and
this scheme outperforms the COPE one from [13].
1.2 Previous Results and Open Research Ques-
tions
In classical network coding research, the network performance is optimized
for throughput, which means to delivery the information data to a set of
receivers within a minimum number of transmissions [18, 19, 20, 21]. But,
delay is typically not a concern. Here, the receivers need to wait until suf-
ficient data packets are received in order to be able to decode the original
data packets. In this sense, the delay implications of the form of online net-
work coding are explained in [22] and [23]. For a half duplex channel, [24]
shows the optimal number of coded packets to be transmitted before the
sender receives an acknowledgement packet. Moreover, [25] offers an efficient
alternative for end-to-end reliability, which relies on feedback solely for the
purpose of terminating the encoding process. In a line network, [26] pro-
poses a characterization of delay for a limited number of transmitted packets
through the network and the results show that the average delay is concen-
trated around its expectation. When feedback is available, [27] presents the
impact of the network coding schemes on the field size and the delay. Packets
can be combined dynamically using a sliding window mechanism, whereby
the destination node acknowledges the degrees of freedom it receives and un-
necessary packets are dropped from the sender queue, e.g., [28, 29, 30, 31].
For broadcasting data over a wireless network, [32] proposes a retransmission
scheme with feedback that will guarantee the delivery of the data before a
predefined deadline.
The network coding literature shows that robustness of the data trans-
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mitted and the throughput supported by the network are significantly im-
proved. However, the delay performance of the network coding protocols is
not yet well understood because the previous results are typically (a) asymp-
totic in nature, meaning that the network parameters, such as the network
size, the number of data packets to be transmitted, the field size, are un-
limited or (b) focused mainly on the average delay performance. Neverthe-
less, the minimum and the maximum transmission delay are significant for
non-asymptotic scenarios, especially for real-time applications with stringent
delay constraints, e.g., live video streaming or distributed control in sensor-
actuator networks.
The literature dedicated to network coding protocols used in data gather-
ing applications is also limited. Data collection protocols have been deployed
in [33, 34], where [33] presents a network coding protocol based on retransmis-
sions and [34] provides an approach using network coding and duty-cycling
in sensor networks. But, network coding protocols are suitable for broadcast
applications. Thus, in multi-hop networks overhearing the transmissions by
the nodes creates redundant packets, which increases the availability of the
data and may help to complete faster the data transmission. In this sense,
[35] offers a collection tree protocol using an algorithm based on overhearing,
meaning that the intermediate nodes propagate not only its own data, but
also data from their children. The protocol uses either a common RLNC
or a systematic approach, where the nodes send first uncoded packets and
then coded packets, over the field of size 16, i.e., GF(24). The results are
implemented in wireless sensors using a grid network of 6 x 6 nodes and show
the reliability of network coding for the data collection protocols. Moreover,
[36] demonstrates the benefits of using network coding in terms of comple-
tion time in a large scale smart grid network, where the protocol employs
Tunable Sparse Network Coding (TSNC) [37]. TSNC means sending sparse
coded packets at the beginning of transmission and more dense to the end
of the transmission. The level of sparsity is also exploited by using different
feedback techniques. However, the settings of the tests are limited to GF(2),
fixed number of packets used in combinations and feedback frequency, and
just one data packet is initially available for transmission at each node.
Usually, data gathering applications need to face the challenges imposed
by the entire system, e.g., large network size, limited data messages, specific
coding parameters, different topologies, while minimizing the time to com-
plete the data transmission. Since the previous results for data collection
protocols using network coding are restricted, i.e., they use specific topol-
ogy or particular parameters, a deeper understanding of the RLNC and the
TSNC feasibility for the data gathering protocols is required for challenged
networks.
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Although reducing the active transmission time will provide energy sav-
ings, e.g., a lower energy per bit, these are hardly the only factors affecting
the energy performance. This is particularly true in network coding proto-
cols, which add a processing overhead for encoding, recoding, and decoding
the data packets. Hence, previous literature has been focused on minimizing
the energy consumption for the network coding protocols. For instance, [38]
provides a theoretical and practical analysis in wireless ad-hoc networks un-
der various settings, such as forwarding factor, managing data generations,
and impact of transmission range. The authors characterizes the minimum
amount of energy required to transmit a unit of data information in an one-
to-many network. Furthermore, [39] proposes an algorithm on the oblivious
back-pressure that reduces network power consumption over existing algo-
rithms. In the context of body area networks, [40] demonstrates that for
small networks, the amount of energy reduction achievable can range from
29% to 87% by using network coding techniques. Additionally, in the con-
text of battery-powered networks without using network coding techniques,
the energy is still a concern. For instance, significant literature in WSNs
has been addressed the energy minimization using the radio characteristics,
as shown in [41, 42, 43, 44]. Thus, [42] exploits techniques that turn off
the radio during idle periods to reduce the power consumption, while [44]
proposes a protocol that uses a radio wakeup mechanism to minimize the
energy consumption. Moreover, [45] reduces the number of transmitted bits,
[46] presents the real negligibility of the energy spent for switching transac-
tions, and [47] shows the impact of the light and deep sleep modes for the
MAC protocol in a WSN. Furthermore, data gathering protocols have been
addressed in [48, 49, 50], where the routing schemes using the path less costly
are provided for a low energy consumption in WSNs.
The related work on energy efficiency neglects several aspects. Commu-
nication engineers and researchers usually assume that the transmit power is
the most important factor in determining the energy consumption in battery-
powered networks, e.g, sensor networks. Therefore, in many cases, when
designing protocols aiming to reduce the energy consumption of the overall
network, the main approaches are focused on reducing the transmission of
the data messages. Other sources of power consumption significant for the
overall energy consumption of the system should be considered, such as the
receive, listen, process power. For example, in WSNs, the receive power can
be higher than the transmit power [51] and idle/listen power can almost equal
to the receive power [52], but the list with examples can continue. Hence,
the previous proposed models to characterize the total energy consumption
of the system are not complete. This calls for a hardware abstraction that
addresses the overall energy consumption of the network and allows for a
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fast evaluation of the energy efficiency of the given protocol specifications.
Moreover, a deeper analysis on how to perform network coding operations
in battery-powered networks is missing. From the protocol perspective, the
challenge is imposed by designing mechanisms to find a match between the
protocol and the hardware for a low energy budget.
Network coding plays an important role for this thesis. On the one side,
network coding can be used to improve the delay by minimizing the data
transmission time or completing faster the collection of the data. The data
transmission time analysis refers to intra-flow coding, while the completion
time to inter-flow coding. On the other side, generating coded packets has
an impact on the processing energy and consecutively, on the total energy
consumption of the system. Thus, a deeper evaluation on how to implement
coding operations is required. Protocol optimization needs both the delay
implications and the energy impact. But, evidently, there is a trade-off be-
tween the delay and its implications on the energy consumption, because
the longer the completion of transmission process takes, the more energy is
consumed. Moreover, when using network coding, the impact of the field size
on the transmission time and the energy consumption is also fundamental
for this thesis. For instance, a higher field size implies a smaller delay, while
a small field size a higher delay [53]. Additionally, for high field size, the
trade-off between the transmission time and the energy is analysed in [54].
But, the influence of different field sizes on the energy efficiency is not known,
e.g, the coding operations and the transmission time. Also, binary field size
is simple to implement in practice because it only requires XOR operations,
however, the impact of the field size on the energy consumption in practical
scenarios needs to be better analysed.
1.3 Main Contributions and Thesis Outline
The focus of the thesis is on the design of the network coding protocols
under different performance metrics and system constraints. The first two
metrics refer to the delay. Thus, the first performance metric is the data
transmission time of the network coding protocols, i.e., the time required
to decode the data packets. This metric is not yet well understood because
the previous results focused mainly on the average delay performance and
are usually asymptotic in nature. But, we need to analyse the delay distri-
bution, including the worst and best case scenarios. Thus, we call for the
complete delay distribution using non-asymptotic scenarios, which is neces-
sary for the applications with rigorous deadlines. Particularly, we propose to
evaluate the delay behaviour of network coding in the case of limited finite
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field sizes. Additionally, the second metric is the completion time, i.e., the
total time required to collect all the data messages in a network. The evalua-
tion of this metric using network coding protocols is unknown under different
system constraints, e.g., coding parameters, topologies. We set out to un-
derstand the feasibility of two network coding protocols, RLNC and TSNC,
for the data gathering applications and challenged networks. Including the
presence of diverse feedback capabilities is useful for the implementation of
these protocols in practical data gathering scenarios. Finally, the third met-
ric is the energy consumption of the network coding protocols. The first two
metrics support the third one because the energy consumption of the data
transmission process is derived from the power consumption level and the
active transmission periods of time. Besides, the network coding operations
introduce additional processing costs. Hence, we call for further analysis the
processing energy imposed by the network coding operations and the impact
it has on the energy consumption of the overall system. These performance
metrics aim to be evaluated in the presence of several constraints. In the
following, we enumerate the constraints of the system, which refer to (i) the
application (e.g., deadlines, topology, hardware limitation, network size, or
length of the data messages); (ii) the network (e.g., data loss), and (iii) the
protocol design (e.g., feedback type, field size, restrictions used in coding
operations, and scheduling mechanisms). The ones for the application are
usually fixed, defined by the designer according to the requirements of the
system. As an example, for WSN applications, the hardware platforms are
sensor motes and the size of the network can vary between few motes, e.g.,
body-area networks, to few hundreds or even more, e.g., forest sensing. An-
other example is smart grids, where the hardware of the nodes correspond
to the smart meters or sensors and the size of the network is around hun-
dreds or thousands of nodes. In case of the network constraints, these are
challenges that cannot be controlled by the human being. On the contrary,
the protocol limitations are the ones that can be tuned in the early phase
of the communication protocol design. Not all the constraints are described
for each of the metric previously defined, but during each chapter, they are
properly explained. Thus, the main contributions of the thesis are presented
in the following.
• Analysis of the Delay Distribution for Broadcast Applications: We in-
vestigate the delay distribution of RLNC for any field size and arbitrary
number of encoded packets (or generation size). First, we take a com-
binatorial approach to the problem that allows us to derive the precise
probability distribution of the delay of RLNC in the scenario of an
erasure channel. We use this distribution to present some fundamental
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properties of RLNC in erasure channels. Most notably, we show that
for a small field size, the probability of having M linearly independent
combinations after M received packets is already close to 1. Moreover,
we demonstrate that to obtain a similar performance to the standard
Automatic Repeat reQuest (ARQ) scheme, one can use RLNC in a fi-
nite field of small size, without the need of a feedback channel. Then,
by introducing a Markov chain model we are able to obtain a complete
solution for the erasure broadcast channel with two receivers. A com-
parison with ARQ with perfect feedback, round robin scheduling and
a class of fountain codes reveals that network coding on GF(24) offers
the best delay performance for two receivers. We also conclude that
GF(2) induces a heavy tail in the delay distribution, which implies
that network coding based on XOR operations although simple to im-
plement bears a relevant cost in terms of worst-case delay. For the case
of more receivers, which is mathematically challenging, we propose a
brute-force methodology that gives the delay distribution of network
coding for small generations and field size up to GF(24). The key idea
for this method is to fix the pattern of packet erasures and to try out
all possible encodings for various system and channel parameters. Our
findings can be used to optimize network coding protocols with respect
not only to their average but also to their worst-case performance.
• Data Collection Protocol using Tunable Sparse Codes and Feedback
Mechanisms: After understanding the delay aspects of RLNC, we use
the broadcast properties of network coding for data gathering appli-
cations. Here, we focus on TSNC which needs a deeper analysis for
the evaluation of its applicability in practical scenarios. The idea is
to model TSNC for various sparsity levels of the coded packets and
different feedback types. We exploit two types of feedback, (1) the
explicit feedback sent deliberately between nodes and (2) the implicit
feedback when a node hears its neighbour transmissions. First, we
propose analytical bounds for a line network, valid for any field size,
various sparsity levels and the aforesaid feedback mechanisms. Second,
we perform numerical results for a grid network using a small field
size and compare the findings with some well-known protocols, such as
RLNC and master-slave. We find that (a) the performance of TSNC de-
pends on the topology of the network, (b) the completion time increases
with the sparsity, and (c) the less frequent the explicit feedback, the
higher the difference between sparse and dense coded packets. Hence,
the minimum completion time is achieved either by using very sparse
coded packets and frequent explicit feedback or dense coded packets
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and a less frequent explicit feedback. Thus, our results show that it is
possible to achieve a minimum completion time for a wide variety of
sparsity-feedback pairs.
• Hardware Abstraction Model for Protocol Design: The design of energy-
efficient protocols for data gathering and the development of hard-
ware platforms for sensing applications are typically viewed as separate
tasks. In many cases, communication engineers decide on the protocol
specification based on high-level hardware abstractions, which assume
that the radio transmission block is the top spender of electrical power.
However, a closer inspection of the existing technology immediately re-
veals that this assumption does not hold for the majority of sensor
platforms currently available in the market. To help close this gap, we
propose a new hardware abstraction for protocol design that takes into
consideration all of the main energy spending operations. Our results
confirm that (a) the same protocol can have very different energy con-
sumption profiles over different sensor platforms and (b) slight changes
to the protocols using the proposed hardware abstraction can lead to
significant energy gains over a wider range of sensor platforms. The
latter findings are supported by real-life measurements, where network
coding is implemented using common sensor motes, e.g., TelosB motes.
• Protocol Optimization for Deadline Constrained Applications: The de-
sign of the communication protocols in battery-powered networks usu-
ally neglects several key characteristics of the device’s hardware. We
show how to effectively reduce the total energy consumption of the
network by designing energy-efficient protocols that use the previous
hardware abstraction and mechanisms to optimize a communication
protocol in terms of energy consumption. The problem is modelled
for different feedback based techniques using a Markov Decision Pro-
cess (MDP), where the nodes are directly connected to a base station,
or through relays. The findings provide insights about the match be-
tween the protocol and the platform type. We show that the use of
relays may decrease up to 4.5 times the total energy consumption by
carefully matching the protocol and the hardware. The results are
cross-validated using real-life measurements.
The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we
analyse the delay distribution of network coding for broadcast applications
using a closed-form expression, a Markov approach, and a brute-force model.
Chapter 3 provides a data collection protocol for large scale applications fo-
cused on minimization of the completion time. In Chapter 4, we propose
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a hardware abstraction model useful for the protocol design and with this
model we optimize the protocol for deadline constraints applications in Chap-
ter 5. Finally, Chapter 6 concludes the work and gives some directions for
possible future work.
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Chapter 2
Delay Distribution for
Broadcast Applications
2.1 Motivation
After a decade of research, the throughput benefits and robustness proper-
ties of network coding [5, 21] have been well established for highly dynamic
networks. In an information-theoretic setting, in which delay is not an is-
sue, [5] showed that network coding is necessary and sufficient to achieve
the multicast capacity of a general network. In general, the network coding
delay is typically not a concern and, hence, this chapter focuses on a better
understanding of this metric, which is critical in real-time applications.
Some previous delay implications are addressed in [22] and [23]. The
proposed schemes use feedback techniques and aim to construct coded pack-
ets that are immediately decodable, meaning to provide a new information
packet to the receiver. The online schemes provide a trade-off between the
throughput achieved and the average delay experienced. For a half duplex
channel, [24] shows the optimum number of coded packets, in terms of mean
completion time, to be transmitted before the sender receives an acknowl-
edgement. The work presented in [26] addresses a line network with different
erasure probability channels and characterizes the average delay for a limited
number of transmitted packets through the network. The findings show that
the average delay is concentrated around its expectation. If the intermedi-
ate nodes in the network merely store and forward packets, fountain codes
(e.g., Raptor codes [25]) offer an efficient alternative for end-to-end reliability,
which relies on feedback solely for the purpose of terminating the encoding
process.
This research effort has resulted in real-life protocols for wireless mesh
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Figure 2.1: System model: one-to-many broadcast network.
networks [13] and peer-to-peer content distribution [55], among other appli-
cations [56]. Arguably less well understood is the delay behaviour of network
coding, which is of particular relevance if network coding techniques are to be
employed equally successfully in real-time applications such as live streaming
or automatic control systems. The design of such systems requires knowledge
not just of the average delay, which has already been studied to some extent,
but also of the worst-case delay, which can be inferred from the complete de-
lay distribution. Providing such a characterization of network coding delay
for various scenarios of interest is the goal of this chapter.
Consider the broadcast scenario depicted in Figure 2.1. A source wants
to transmit M packets p1, p2, .., pM to a set of receivers N . Each receiver
observes the output of an independent erasure channel. To overcome the
impairments of the channels while serving all of the receivers simultaneously,
the source is allowed to mix the incoming packets and sends out linear com-
binations following the basic rules of RLNC. More specifically, the encoder
mixes p1, p2, .., pM and outputs coded packets of the form
∑M
i=1 αi · pi. The
coding coefficients α1, . . . , αM are independently and randomly selected from
GF(q), where q = 2m. The source appends in each coded packet the vec-
tor of coefficients, such that the receiver is able to reconstruct the linear
combinations it has received.
Coded packets are transmitted over independent erasure channels. A
packet is erased with probability ej on channel j, ∀j = 1, 2 . . .N . After
collecting M linearly independent combinations, each decoder is able to re-
construct the encoding matrix by means of Gaussian elimination, thus re-
covering the original packets. Feedback is limited to one acknowledgement
for the reception of all M packets. Our main figure of merit is the data
transmission time, or simple the delay/decoding delay, Dj of each receiver j,
which is defined as the total number of time slots required for j to decode
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the M packets.
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. The related work
is presented in the following. Section 2.3 provides the analysis of delay dis-
tribution for a scenario with a single receiver. The analysis is based on a
closed-form expression and is compared against the ARQ scheme. The anal-
ysis of the delay distribution for a general case is given in Section 2.4. Here,
the analysis is provided using a Markov Model and a Brute-Force Model.
For the Markov Model, the delay performance of RLNC is compared against
three reference schemes, namely, ARQ with perfect feedback, round robin
scheduling, and a Luby Transform (LT) code. The chapter concludes with
Section 2.5.
2.2 Related Work
Most results that address network coding delay take into account only the
average delay performance. In [57] this metric is computed for a broadcast
scenario with multiple receivers and then compared to round robin schedul-
ing. The average delay of network coding is shown to decrease with a rising
number of receivers. Likewise, the work described in [58] provides results for
the average delay yet includes also the energy and throughput performance,
as well as a comparison with standard ARQ schemes. The average delay for
a time-division duplexing scheme is provided in [53] in a broadcast network
and the case of one receiver as a function of the field size of RLNC is char-
acterized without addressing the actual delay distribution. The contribution
in [14] is focused on the average delay performance of systematic network
coding with small field sizes, once again in a broadcast network.
When feedback is available, more sophisticated mechanisms can be used
to broadcast a data stream to multiple receivers. A typical approach is for
the receiver to send an acknowledgement once it decodes a complete set of
coded packets (or generation). The work presented in [26] considers a limited
number of packets and characterizes the average delay on a line network. It
follows that in this special case the delay performance is concentrated around
its expectation. Fountain codes, such as LT Codes [59], form yet another class
of codes that provide reliable communication and throughput efficiency by
acknowledging the successful decoding of the original message block.
Naturally, it is possible to explore feedback in a more elaborate way.
For a half duplex channel, [24] combines the idea of incremental redundancy
with network coding, i.e., using feedback to request additional coded pack-
ets. The work therein proves that there exists an optimal number of coded
packets that can be transmitted before the sender receives an acknowledge-
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ment. There, the optimum is defined in terms of the average delay required
to complete the transmission of a generation of packets. What each receiver
feeds back is the number of the degrees of freedom that are still required
for decoding the entire generation successfully. An extension to this work is
presented in [58], which offers a complete delay and energy characterization
of the aforementioned coding scheme. Online network coding mechanisms
for random arrivals of packets are considered in [10, 29, 30, 31]. These con-
tributions assume that packets are combined dynamically using a sliding
window mechanism, whereby the destination node acknowledges the degrees
of freedom it receives. Unnecessary packets are thus dropped from the sender
queue. The delay implications of this online network coding mechanism are
addressed in [22] and [23].
Since most results in the literature are based on the average delay, the
worst case delay performance is still not well understood. Previous work on
worst case delay includes [60] which uses deterministic network calculus to
describe delay service guarantees for a packet at an intermediate node, how-
ever the network model therein does not admit packet losses. By considering
erasure channels our work offers results for a more realistic network model.
This scenario of a source broadcasting packets to several receivers over era-
sure channels was analyzed in [61], where it was shown that the minimization
of delay for this broadcast scenario is NP-hard. Thus, knowing the complete
delay distribution is clearly a step-forward, as it allows us to give upper and
lower delay bounds for such a model.
2.3 Closed-Form Expression for a Single Re-
ceiver Case
The main contributions for this part of the work are mentioned in the fol-
lowing:
• Delay Distribution: We use a combinatorial approach to derive the
probability distribution for the delay of RLNC, in the scenario of an
erasure channel. The results are valid for any number of packets and
any finite field size.
• Field size: We prove that a modest field size is sufficient for the prob-
ability of achieving optimum delay to be very close to 1.
• Binary field has a heavy tail: We show that the binary field, which is
attractive due to the low complexity of the XOR based encoding pro-
cedure, induces a delay distribution with a heavy tail, which makes it
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hard to provide quality of service guarantees, with respect to decoding
delay.
• Comparison with ARQ: We show that delay distribution of RLNC for
a small finite field size, GF(24) is close to that of ARQ schemes with
perfect feedback.
2.3.1 Problem Statement and Main Result
Throughout this work, we consider the scenario of a source that has to trans-
mit M packets to a receiver over an erasure channel. RLNC is used as a
coding strategy for recovering from erasures in the channel, when feedback
is not available (except for the acknowledgement the reception of all the
M packets). In each time slot, the source transmit a packet of the form
s =
∑M
i=1 αi · pi. We assume that there is at least one i for which αi 6= 0.
If after the random selection process, ∀i, αi = 0, the source restarts the
selection process until ∃i : αi 6= 0.
Our performance metric, the delay, is denoted it by D. Notice that the
receiver needs to obtain M linearly independent combinations of the initial
packets to be able to decode, this implies that D ≥M . Our goal is to derive
the probability distribution of the delay, P(D = k), for k ≥M .
We present some quantities that will be instrumental for the description
of our main result. Let Sk(t) denote the set of all possible numbers of linearly
independent coded packets received by time slot t such that the delay is k.
We will prove in Section 2.3.2 that Sk(t) is given by
Sk(t) =


{0, . . . , t} if t ≤ k −M
{M−(k−t), . . . , t} if k−M<t≤M−1
{M−(k−t), . . . ,M−1}if M−1<t<k
{M} if t = k.
(2.1)
We define ft(n) as the number of coded packets that are linearly inde-
pendent with respect to any subset of received coded packets that provide n
degrees of freedom at time slot t (where n is such that the delay is k), and
gt(n), as the number of linearly dependent coded packets. We will prove in
Section 2.3.2 that ft(n) and gt(n) are given by
ft(n) =
{
qM − 1− gt(n) if n ∈ Sk(t),
0 otherwise.
(2.2)
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and
gt(n) =


n∑
j=1
(
n
j
)
(q − 1)j if n ∈ Sk(t) and n ≥ 1,
0 otherwise.
(2.3)
We are now ready to present our main result.
Theorem 1. Consider a link with capacity of one packet per time slot. A
packet is dropped with probability e. For a source that hasM packets to trans-
mit and uses RLNC (in the finite field GF(q)), we have that the probability
distribution of the delay, D, for k ≥M is given by
P(D=k)=
k−M∑
j=0
(
k−1
j
)
qM−qM−1
(qM−1)k−j−1
C1(1) · e
j(1−e)k−j , (2.4)
where C1(1) can be computed from the following recursion:

Ck−1(M−1) = 1
Ck−1(s) = 0, for s<M−1
Ct(M−1) =
k−2∏
j=t
gj(M−1), for t≤k−2
Ct(s) = ft(s)Ct+1(s+ 1) + gt(s)Ct+1(s),
for t≤k−2 and s <M−1.
(2.5)
The implications of this result are discussed in Section 2.3.3.
2.3.2 Proof of Theorem 1
The proof is based on a series of lemmas.
We separate the channel effect (due to the erasures) from the possibility of
receiving a coded packet that is linearly dependent with the ones previously
received.
Lemma 1. Let E represent the number of erasures in the first k − 1 time
slots. We have that
P(D = k) =
k−M∑
j=0
P(D = k − j|E = 0) ·
(
k − 1
j
)
ej(1− e)k−j.
Proof. Let E(k) represent the “Erasure occurs in time slot k”. It follows
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that
P(D=k) =P(D= k|E(k))P(E(k)) + P(D= k|E(k))P(E(k)).
Notice that, if an erasure occurs in time slot k, the receiver gets no
new coded packet in that time slot and, therefore one of the two following
statements is true: (a) if the receiver has already decoded all the packets at
time slot k, then it has decoded all the packets before time slot k; or (b) the
receiver has not decoded all the packets at time slot k. In case (a) is true, we
have that the delay is smaller than k, and in case (b) is true, we have that
the delay is larger than k. Therefore, we have that P(D = k|E(k)) = 0 and
thus
P(D = k) = P(D = k|E(k))P(E(k)) = P(D = k|E(k))(1− e). (2.6)
Let E represent the number of erasures occurred in the first k − 1 time
slots. We have that
P(D=k|E(k)) =
k−1∑
j=0
P(D= k|E = j, E(k))P(E = j|E(k)).
First, notice that P(E = j|E(k)) = P(E = j) since erasures in different
time slots are independent. Moreover, we have that E is binomial distributed
and hence P(E = j) =
(
k−1
j
)
ej(1− e)k−1−j . Now, notice that if E > k − 1−
(M − 1) = k −M , in the first k − 1 slots, the receiver gets less than M − 1
coded packets, which implies that the delay is larger than k. Therefore, we
have that, for the delay to be k, we must have E ≤ k −M , which implies
that
P(D = k|E(k))=
k−M∑
j=0
P(D = k|E = j, E(k)) ·
(
k − 1
j
)
ej(1− e)k−1−j.
Now, we focus on P(D = k|E = j, E(k)). The linear combinations
transmitted in the time slots where the j erasures occurred do not play any
role in this probability, since the receiver did not get them. Therefore, having
a delay equal to k in the presence of j erasures, is equivalent to having a delay
of k − j in the special case of a perfect channel, where no erasure occurs.
Hence, we may conclude that P(D = k|E = j, E(k)) = P(D = k − j|E = 0)
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and thus
P(D = k|E(k))=
k−M∑
j=0
P(D = k − j|E = 0) ·
(
k − 1
j
)
ej(1− e)k−1−j. (2.7)
To conclude the proof, we just need to replace (2.7) in (2.6) and the result
follows.
With the previous result, we are able to study the probability distribution
of delay through the analysis of the perfect channel case, i.e. we only need
to characterize P(D = k|E = 0).
We start by describing what are the possible values for the degrees of
freedom at the receiver, at a given time slot and for a fixed delay value.
Lemma 2. Let Sk(t) represent the set of all possible numbers of linearly
independent combinations of packets received by time slot t so that the delay
is k (in a channel without erasures). Then we have that Sk(t) is given by
(2.1).
Proof. To ensure that the delay is equal to k, we must have that, at the end
of time slot t = k, the receiver has obtained M degrees of freedom so that
he can decode all the packets. Thus, Sk(k) = {M}.
Now, consider the case t ≤ k −M . In this case, there are still at least
k − (k −M) = M time slots. Therefore, even if in all the first t slots there
was an erasure, the receiver may still be able to obtain delay k. Therefore,
we have that for t ≤ k −M , Sk(t) = {0, . . . , t}.
For t > k−M , the number of remaining time slots (to obtain delay k) is
given by k− t, which is less than M . Therefore, to obtain a delay equal to k,
we must have that the number of independent linear combinations at time
slot t is at least M − (k − t). Moreover, to ensure that the delay is k, the
receiver can only obtain the last degree of freedom at time slot k. Therefore,
we have that, for k −M < t ≤M − 1, Sk(t) = {M − (k − t), . . . , t}, and for
M − 1 < t ≤ M − 1, Sk(t) = {M − (k − t), . . . ,M − 1}. To conclude the
proof, just notice that the expressions derived here for Sk(t) are precisely the
ones presented in (2.1).
Next, we describe the total number of possible coded packets that can
be innovative to the receiver, given that it has already a certain number of
degrees of freedom.
Lemma 3. Consider the case where n linearly independent combinations of
packets have been received by time slot t. Let ft(n) represent the number of
coded packets that are linearly independent from any subset of the received
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coded packets, such that the delay is k, and gt(n) the number of linearly
dependent ones. Then, we have that
ft(n) =
{
qM − 1− gt(n) if n ∈ Sk(t),
0 otherwise.
and
gt(n) =


n∑
j=1
(
n
j
)
(q − 1)j if n ∈ Sk(t) and n ≥ 1,
0 otherwise.
Proof. First, notice that, by Lemma 2, if n /∈ Sk(t) then it is impossible to
obtain delay k. Therefore, we have that if n /∈ Sk(t), then ft(n) = gt(n) = 0.
There are qM − 1 possible linear combinations of the source packets (we
exclude the combination with all coefficients null). Therefore, it is clear that
ft(n) = q
M − 1− gt(n) (if n ∈ Sk(t)). Thus, our focus must be given to the
number of different linear combinations that can be constructed with the so
far received packets, given that the receiver has already n degrees of freedom.
Let S be the subspace of GF(q)M that represents the current knowledge of
the receiver and let s1, . . . , sn be elements of the basis ofGF(q)
M . Any linear
combination of the received coded packets can be written as
∑n
j=1 αj · sj ,
where the operations are taken in GF(q) and ∃j : αj 6= 0. We refer to the
size of the set {αj 6= 0} as the degree of the linear combination. Consider a
certain value for the degree, say j. Each of the j non-null coefficients may
take (q−1) different values. Moreover, there are
(
n
j
)
different possible choices
for which coefficients are non-null. Therefore, we have that for a degree j,
there are
(
n
j
)
(q − 1)j different linear combinations that can be constructed
from the coded packets received thus far and, thus, the result follows.
We are now ready to present the expression for P(D= k|E= 0).
Lemma 4. We have that P(D = k|E = 0) = q
M−qM−1
(qM−1)k−1
· C1(1), where C1(1)
can be computed from the recursion in (2.5).
Proof. Let C(k,M) be the number of possible sets of k linear combinations
such that the delay is equal to k. We have that P(D = k|E = 0) = C(k,M)
(qM−1)k
.
Let Ct(s) be the number of possible sets of linear combinations to be trans-
mitted in time slots t + 1, . . . , k − 1 such that in time slot k − 1 the re-
ceiver has M − 1 linearly independent coded packets, given that in time
slot t the receiver has s linearly independent coded packets. Notice that,
in the first time slot, the received linear combination is always innovative
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and there are qM − 1 possibilities. Moreover, to have delay equal to k,
in time slot k − 1 the receiver must have M − 1 degrees of freedom and
the received linear combination in time slot k must be linearly independent
from the previous ones, and by Lemma 3, there are qM − qM−1 possibilities.
Therefore, we have that C(k,M) = (qM − 1) · (qM − qM−1) · C1(1) and thus
P(D = k|E = 0) = q
M−qM−1
(qM−1)k−1
· C1(1).
Now, we need to show that C1(1) can be computed by (2.5). By the
definition of Ct(s), we have that Ck−1(M − 1) = 1 and Ck−1(s) = 0, for
s < M − 1. Regarding Ct(M − 1) for t ≤ k − 2, we have that, if in time slot
t we have M − 1 linearly independent combinations, then we must receive
linearly dependent combinations up to slot k − 1 to have a delay equal to k.
Therefore, by Lemma 3, we have that Ct(M − 1) =
k−2∏
j=t
gj(M − 1). Notice
that, for certain values of s and t, it may not be possible to obtain delay
equal to k, but this is already taken into account since gt(M − 1) = 0 if
M − 1 /∈ Sk(t), and by Lemma 2, Sk(t) is the possible values for the degrees
of freedom at the receiver at time slot t, such that we can obtain delay equal
to k.
Let us now focus on Ct(s) for t ≤ k − 2 and s < M − 1. If in time slot t,
the receiver has s degrees of freedom in its buffer, then at time slot t+1 it has
s or s + 1 degrees of freedom. The former case implies that in time slot t a
linearly dependent combination was transmitted (by Lemma 3, there are gt(s)
possible combinations for that). The later case implies that the transmitted
linear combination is linearly independent, and there are ft(s) possibilities.
Therefore, we may conclude that Ct(s) = ft(s) ·Ct+1(s+ 1) + gt(s) ·Ct+1(s).
Once again, for certain values of s and t, it may not be possible to obtain
delay equal to k, but this is already taken into account since ft(s) = 0 or
gt(s) = 0 if s /∈ Sk(t). To conclude the proof, just notice that the recursion
described here is precisely the one described in (2.5).
With this set of results we have proven Theorem 1.
2.3.3 Numerical Results
Given a set of parameters (e.g., the number of packets to transmit over a
network, the erasure probability of the channel, and the field size), we are
interested in knowing the probability distribution of delay. To clarify the
relevance of our work we demonstrate how we can use the results derived in
previous sections to improve the design of systems with delay requirements.
By analyzing the delay of RLNC schemes we are able to find encoding pa-
rameters that comply with some required quality of service (QoS). Possible
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applications include distributed control systems, where delay bounds must be
ensured (e.g. a master node needs to guarantee that his commands reach the
slave nodes before a deadline) and real-time multimedia streaming services
with stringent delay constraints. It is remarkable that the obtained expres-
sion of the delay from the previous section can be used to build a bound of
the decoding delay for the case of one receiver, where the extension to the
multiple-receiver case still remains a big challenge.
The rest of this section is devoted to the analysis of the delay distribu-
tion under the variation of different parameters (field size, erasure probability,
and number of packets). The obtained results are compared with the ARQ
scheme, known to achieve optimal throughput and minimum delay over era-
sure channels if and only if perfect feedback is available, where by perfect
feedback we mean a lossless and instantaneous feedback.
2.3.3.1 The Effect of Field Size
In order to study the effect of field size in delay when using RLNC, we will
consider a fixed number of packets, M = 10, a fixed erasure probability e =
0.05, and e = 0.2 and let the field size vary. Figure 2.2 plots the probability
of delay when we consider an erasure probability of e = 0.05. From the
plot we can observe that for field size GF(2), we obtain non-negligible delay
with a heavy tail. For instance, the probability of having delay D = 10
is around 17% and of having delay D = 14 is almost 9%. Moreover, for
GF(24) and D = 10 the probability is 56%, whereas for D = 14 it is already
close to zero. With ARQ we have a probability distribution of delay for
D = 10 around 60%, whereas for D = 14 we get almost 0%. The cumulative
distribution function from Figure 2.2(b) shows that for fields larger than
GF(24), the probability of receiving all the packets within D = 14 time
slots is almost 99%, where for GF(2), the probability is around 90%. Both
histogram and cumulative function reveal that for q ≥ 16 the probability
distribution functions become very close to that of ARQ. A similar discussion
follows for higher erasure probability, as shown by Figure 2.3. We find the
probability of D = 10 for GF(2) achieves almost 3.1%, whereas for fields
larger than GF(24) the value lies between 10% and 10.7%. Moreover, for
D = 19 and GF(2) we get 5% and for GF(q ≥ 24) the probability is close
to 1%. For the same parameters, the probability for ARQ schemes is 10.9%
and 1%, respectively. As the probability of erasure increases, we can see that
it becomes the dominant term in (2.4).
From our illustrations we can see that for a field size GF(q ≥ 24) the gain
of RLNC in terms of delay becomes negligible. The size of the field GF(q)
does have implications from the point of view of computational complexity.
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Figure 2.2: Analysis for 10 packets, 0.05 erasure probability, and various fields
size.
The difference in implementation and system complexity between GF(24)
and GF(28) is not very significant, because both cases require Gaussian
elimination. Another issue of course is the overhead incurred by placing all
the coefficients in the header of the coded packet. This obviously grows with
the field size. Both Figure 2.2 and Figure 2.3 show that the gap between
GF(2) and GF(28) becomes smaller as the erasure probability increases.
It is clear that RLNC for field size larger than GF(24) approaches ARQ
schemes with perfect feedback. Small field sizes, such as GF(2) are very
easy to implement due to the simple XOR encoding operations. However,
the analysis shows a delay distribution with heavy tail, which means that
delay guarantees cannot be easily provided.
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Figure 2.3: Analysis for 10 packets, 0.2 erasure probability, and various fields size.
2.3.3.2 The Effect of Erasure Probability
The illustrations from Figure 2.4 show RLNC for fixed number of packets,
M = 10, fixed field size, and varying erasure probability (e = 0.05, e = 0.1,
e = 0.2, and e = 0.3). We present only GF(2) and GF(24), because it is
clear GF(24) is representative for higher field sizes. The result shows that
the effect of erasures and of the field sizes are completely separable. In this
case, by increasing the erasure probability, the average delay increases with
the same proportion for GF(2) as for GF(24). For instance for the case of
GF(2) the average delay for e = 0.05 is 12.20, whereas for e = 0.3 we get
16.39. An increase by 35% is observed. The results for the case of GF(24)
are similar, where the average delay varies between 10.60 and 14.38, resulting
again in an increase of 35%.
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Figure 2.4: Analysis for 10 packets, fixed field size, and different erasure probabil-
ity.
2.3.3.3 The Effect of the Number of Packets
The effect of different number of packets over different field sizes is presented
in this subsection. For a perfect channel (without erasures) we plot the prob-
ability distribution of normalized delay for receiving M linearly independent
combinations of packets, as shown in Figure 2.5. By normalized delay we
mean the number of coded packets subtracted from the delay value (D−M).
The results for GF(2) show asymptotic behavior only at M = 9, whereas for
GF(22) the asymptotic convergence starts already atM = 3. The higher the
value of the field, the lower the value ofM for which the probability becomes
constant. The probability of having M linearly independent combinations
afterM received coded packets is already close to 1. For field size larger than
GF(22), obviously the value is almost constant for all M packets.
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Figure 2.5: Normalized delay analysis for perfect channel.
2.3.4 Discussions
The next natural step would be to extend the delay analysis to the case
of N > 2 receivers. Although the erasure channels are independent, they
all share a common source. Therefore, the outputs of the channels are not
independent. Suppose that Yj is the output of the channel observed by j.
We have, for instance, that P(Y1 = 0, Y2 = 1) = 0, because we consider an
erasure channel (no bit flipping), but P(Y1 = 0) > 0 and P(Y2 = 1) > 0.
Hence, P(Y1 = 0, Y2 = 1) 6= P(Y1 = 0) · P(Y2 = 1).
Moreover, although the erasure patterns observed in each channel are
independent, the fact that a linear combination is innovative for one receiver
may imply that it is also innovative for another receiver. We illustrate this
fact through the following example. Consider the case of two receivers and
say that the source has transmitted p1 and p2 + p3 in the first two time
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slots. Assume that receiver 1 has observed no erasure and that receiver 2 has
received only p2 + p3. Let Ai(t) represent the event “the linear combination
transmitted in time slot t is innovative for receiver i”. Since the knowledge
space of receiver 2 is a subspace of the one of receiver 1, we have that A2(3) ⊂
A1(3). Thus, these events are not independent. The same applies to the
delays of different receivers, because the incurred delay depends essentially
on whether or not the received linear combinations are innovative. Although
for large field sizes all randomly generated linear combinations are innovative
with probability close to one, this is not the case for small fields such as
GF(2), which are practically relevant due to the low encoding and decoding
complexity.
We conclude that a trivial extension of the main arguments in the proof
for the single-receiver case does not yield a correct solution for the multi-
ple user case. Solving the multiple receiver case requires taking complex
statistical dependencies into consideration, which at this time seems elusive.
2.4 General Receiver Case
We start with an analytical analysis provided by a Markov Model and then
we show the results using a Brute-Force Model.
2.4.1 Markov Model
Seeking to characterize the probability distribution of the delay of RLNC for
the aforementioned communications scenario, we make the following contri-
butions:
• Fundamental Analysis: We propose a Markov chain approach that en-
ables us to derive the aforementioned delay distribution for the case of
two receivers and independent erasure channels. The one receiver case
follows immediately as a special case.
• Performance Evaluation and Comparison: In the case of two receivers,
we demonstrate that RLNC outperforms ARQ with perfect feedback
for a Galois field larger or equal to GF(22). The performance of RLNC
is also shown to be superior to that of LT codes (a class of fountain
codes [59]) and round robin scheduling — irrespective of the field size.
Our results also show that opting for network coding overGF(2), which
is convenient for its low computational complexity, bears the cost of a
heavy tail in the delay distribution.
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In this section we show that the delay distribution problem can be cast
in a Markov chain model. This approach allows us to obtain the delay distri-
bution for RLNC. More specifically, we provide an exact characterization for
two receivers over independent erasure channels. The one-receiver instance
is obtained as a special case. The following definitions are useful.
Definition 1. The knowledge space (or simply the knowledge) Kl of a re-
ceiver l at a given time t is defined as the linear span of the linear combina-
tions of packets p1, p2, .., pM received by l until time t.
Definition 2. We say that a node has k degrees of freedom (dofs) if the
dimension of its knowledge space is k.
Definition 3. We say that a linear combination is innovative to receiver l
at time t if it does not belong to Kl.
We also require the following events related to the arrival of a new coded
packet or linear combination.
Definition 4. Let EK denote the event that occurs when a received linear
combination is innovative given the knowledge space Kl of receiver l.
Definition 5. Let EnzK denote the event that occurs when a received linear
combination, with a coding vector that is not all zeros, is not innovative with
respect to the knowledge space Kl of receiver l.
Definition 6. Let Z denote the event that corresponds to the arrival of a
linear combination with an all-zeros coding vector.
Since in our broadcast setting the source is common to all receivers, it is
likely that subsets of receivers have the same information at any given time.
We formalize this intuition as follows.
Definition 7. We say that a subset of receivers L ⊆ Rl, L 6= ∅ and |L| > 1
share the common knowledge CL at a given time t if CL = ∩{l∈L}Kl at time
t.
2.4.1.1 N-Receiver Case
We consider the scenario depicted in Figure 2.1, in which a source wants to
transmit M packets to N receivers. The transmission adds a degree of free-
dom (dof) to the knowledge space of a receiver if the channel does not erase
it and the sent linear combination is linearly independent of all previously
received linear combinations. We can describe this process by means of a
Markov chain model.
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A Markov chain model is defined by a set of states and a set of transitions
with given probabilities. In our case, a state consists of the numbers of
dofs at each receiver, the number of dofs for the common knowledge space
of pairs of receivers, the number of dofs for the common knowledge space
of groups of 3 receivers, and so forth until we reach the number of dofs
for the common knowledge space of all receivers. The dependence between
the receivers inherent to the broadcast scenario is captured by these state
variables of common knowledge.
Each state is described by a set of elements. By (i1, i2, . . . , iN) we repre-
sent the dofs for each of the N receivers, with il = dim(Kl), where Kl is the
knowledge of receiver l, denoted here as Rl. We write
c1,2 = dim(C1,2) . . . c1,2,...,N = dim(C1,2,...,N)
for the common knowledge between each combination of 2, 3, . . . , N receivers.
The total number of indexes of a state is given by the expression
∑N−1
γ=0
(
N
γ
)
=
2N−1, which results in a total number of states of (M + 1)2
N−1. The first
state of the model represents 0 dof for all receivers, naturally the common
dofs are also 0, hence the state can be showed as (0, 0, ..., 0).
A transition to other states depends on the previous state, on the set of
receivers for which the coded packet was correctly received and the subset
of nodes that obtain an innovative linear combination. In every time slot
a transition occurs. The maximum dofs at each receiver is reached when
M linearly independent information packets are received. When all nodes
receive M dofs, they all share the same knowledge. Thus, there exists an
absorbing state, which is (M,M, ...,M). A state β of a Markov chain is
called absorbing if it has a transition probability pβ,β = 1, which implies that
the process never changes state once it reaches state β.
Transition Probability Matrix
As the state space is finite, we can represent the transition probability distri-
bution by the transition matrix T, whose (u, v) element gives the probability
of going from state u to state v. Since Markov chain is stationary, the tran-
sition matrix T does not change with time.
From the (M+1)2
N−1 states we discard those never entered by the process.
We call these states invalid states and focus on the valid ones. We denote
by A the number of valid states. Notice that A ≤ (M + 1)2
N−1. For the
lower bound, the number of valid states should be greater than (M + 1)N ,
which corresponds to the total number of N -tuples representing the indi-
vidual knowledges of the receivers for M transmitted packets. Hence, A is
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bounded by two exponential (on N) growth terms:
(M + 1)N ≤ A ≤ (M + 1)2
N−1. (2.8)
Lemma 5. For the N = 2 receivers case, the number of valid states is the
solution of a difference equation. For M ≥ 2, A(M,N) is given by:
A(M, 2) = 10 +
47
6
(M − 2) + 2(M − 2)2 +
1
6
(M − 2)3. (2.9)
Proof. The number of valid states is the solution of a difference equation
when N = 2 and M ≥ 2, and we denote it by A(M, 2). By considering
the number of valid states for M = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 packets, we noticed that they
follow a difference equation of the form A(M+5, 2) = A(M+4, 2)−4A(M+
3, 2)+6A(M+2, 2)−4A(M+1, 2)+A(M, 2). The characteristic polynomial
for this difference equation is z4−4z3+6z2−4z+1 = 0, which has only one
root, z = 1, of multiplicity 4. Therefore, the linear recurrence equation with
constant coefficients takes the form
A(θ, 2) = c1 + c2θ + c3θ
2 + c4θ
3, (2.10)
with θ ∈ 0...3. From (2.10) we find c1 = 10, c2 =
47
6
, c3 = 2 and c4 =
1
6
after applying the initial conditions, e.g., the number of valid states for M =
2, 3, 4, 5, 6. By substituting the coefficients and θ = M − 2 in expression
(2.10) we get A(M, 2) = 10 + 47
6
(M − 2) + 2(M − 2)2 + 1
6
(M − 2)3, which is
the same with (2.9). This concludes the proof.
The general expression for the transition probability matrix of size A×A
is
T =


p1,1(1) p1,2(1) ... p1,A(1)
... ...
...
...
pA,1(1) pA,2(1)... pA,A−1(1) pA,A(1)

 , (2.11)
where pj,a(1) denotes the probability of arriving at state a after one step
when the chain starts in state j. Here, state 1 corresponds to (0, 0, . . . , 0)
and state A corresponds to (M,M, , . . . ,M). As state A is an absorbing
state, we have that pA,A(1) = 1 and pA,a(1) = 0, ∀a = 1, 2, ..., A− 1.
A k-step transition probability matrix can be computed as Tk, i.e., the k-
th power of the transition matrix. This k-step transition probability matrix
represents the probability of arriving at each of the states in k transitions
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(time slots). The expression for matrix Tk is
Tk =


p1,1(k) p1,2(k) ... p1,A(k)
... ...
...
...
0 ... 0 1

 , (2.12)
where pj,a(k) denotes the probability of reaching state a in k steps after
starting from state j. We are particularly interested in the case of p1,A(k)
because it describes the probability that the packets are successfully decoded
after k time slots.
Delay Distribution
Our goal is to derive a probability distribution for the delay, i.e., determining
P(D = k) for M packets, where k ≥ M represents the number of time slots
needed to decode the information. Let us formalize our definition of delay
and its link to the Markov chain model.
A delay D of k time slots indicates that exactly k time slots are required
for all receivers to decode the information, i.e., to transit to state (M, ...,M)
of the Markov chain for the first time. The probability of P(D ≤ k) =
p1,A(k), which is the probability of arriving in state (M, ...,M) of the Markov
chain given that the system started at state (0, ..., 0). Thus, the probability of
decoding in exactly k time slots is given by P(D = k) = P(D ≤ k)−P(D ≤
k − 1).
Computational Complexity
For large N , the model requires high computational complexity, because the
number of valid states A increases exponentially with the number of receivers.
The impact is evident when computing the transition probability matrix and
managing the operations with matrices. We want to find P(D ≤ k), which
requires us to multiply a A × A matrix up to (k − 1) times. For instance,
N = 3 requires already O(M7) states, which means a state has 7 elements, 3
for the knowledge of receivers and 4 for the common knowledge. This is still
feasible for the two-receiver case, as we discuss in Section 2.4.1.2.
Particular Cases
Two special cases are observed when the channels assign specific values for the
erasure probability and a third one emerges when the receivers are arranged
in a different way:
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Figure 2.6: Markov Chain for two-receiver case.
• Perfect channels: It is the case when no erasures occur. A state is
represented only by the knowledge of one receiver and the Markov
chain has (M + 1) states.
• Noisy channels: This situation corresponds to channels with high era-
sure probabilities, whose delay can be approximated by independent
random variables. The cumulative distribution function of the N ran-
dom variables is then the product of the cumulative distribution func-
tion of delay for each one of the N receivers. Hence, the Markov chain
reduces to the case of one receiver and has (M + 1) states.
• Degraded channels: This case refers to the situation where the channel
of receiver l is a degraded version of the channel of l−1, ∀l = 2, 3, ...N .
In this case, the maximum delay is always the delay of receiver N . The
Markov chain reduces again to the case of only one receiver and has
(M + 1) states.
In these particular situations, we can observe that our Markov chain model
is represented by one receiver. The total number of states equals M +1. For
that reason, the model can be easily extended to accommodate an arbitrary
number of receivers.
2.4.1.2 Two-Receiver Case
For this case we denote by K1 the knowledge of the first receiver, by K2
the knowledge of the second receiver and by C = K1 ∩ K2 the common
knowledge of both receivers. In this case, each state is described by 3 elements
(i1, i2, c), with i1 = dim(K1), i2 = dim(K2) and c = dim(C). The first state
corresponds to (0, 0, 0). The elements (i1, i2, c) evolve in each slot and the
final state is defined by (M,M,M).
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The following theorem states the possible transition probabilities for the
two-receiver case. Let d1 and d2 denote the dimensions of the non common
knowledge of R1 and R2, respectively. This means that da = dim(Ka \ C)
and ia = c+ da, where ia = dim(Ka), c = dim(C) and a ∈ {1, 2}.
Theorem 2. In the Markov model RLNC over GF(q) with two receivers,
there exist at most 7 states to which state (i1, i2, c) can transit to with non-
zero probability. The transition probabilities are given by (2.13),
P(i1,i2,c)→(i′1,i′2,c′)= (2.13)

e1e2+e1(1−e2)P(E
nz
K2
∪ Z)+e2(1−e1)P(E
nz
K1
∪ Z)+
+(1−e1)(1−e2)P(E
nz
K1
∩ EnzK2 ∪ Z), if (1)
(1−e1)(1−e2)P(EK1∩EK2 ∩ EK1∪K2), if (2)
(1−e1)(1−e2)P(EK2 ∩ E
nz
K1
) +e1(1−e2)P(EK1 ∩ EK2 ∩ E
nz
K1∪K2
), if (3)
e1(1−e2)P(EK2 ∩ EK1∪K2), if (4)
(1−e2)(1−e1)P(EK1 ∩ E
nz
K2
) +e2(1−e1)P(EK1 ∩ EK2 ∩ E
nz
K1∪K2
), if (5)
e2(1−e1)P(EK1 ∩ EK1∪K2), if (6)
(1−e1)(1−e2)P(EK1 ∩ EK2 ∩E
nz
K1∪K2
), if (7)
where
• (1) i′1= i1, i
′
2= i2, c
′=c,
• (2) i′1= i1+1, i
′
2= i2+1, c
′=c+1,
• (3) i′1= i1, i
′
2= i2+1, c
′=c+1,
• (4) i′1= i1, i
′
2= i2+1, c
′=c,
• (5) i′1= i1+1, i
′
2= i2, c
′=c+1,
• (6) i′1= i1+1, i
′
2= i2, c
′=c,
• (7) i′1= i1+1, i
′
2= i2+1, c
′=c+2.
and
• P(EnzKa ∪ Z) = (q
−M+c+da),
• P(EKa ∩ EKa∪Kb) = 1− q
−M+c+da+db,
• P(EKa ∩ EKb ∩ EKa∪Kb) = 1− q
−M+c+da+db,
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• P(EKa ∩ E
nz
Kb
) = (1−q
−M+c+da )(q−M+c+db−q−M+c)
(1−q−M+c)
,
• P(EnzKa ∩ E
nz
Kb
∪ Z) =
= (q−M+c+db)−
[
(1−q−M+c+da )(q−M+c+db−q−M+c)
1−q−M+c
]
,
• P(EKa ∩ EKb ∩ E
nz
Ka∪ Kb
)=
=
[
(1−q−M+c+da )(1−q−M+c+db )
(1−q−M+c)
− (1− q−M+c+da+db)
]
,
with a, b ∈ {1, 2} and a 6= b.
Proof. The first part of the proof is combinatorial in nature and relies on
considering all possible events, namely (a) independent channels suffering
erasures, and (b) the coded packet adding a dof, (c) the coded packet not
adding a dof, or (d) a coding vector of all zeros with respect to the vector
spaces K1, K2, K1 ∪K2. We also observe the fact that several combinations
generate the same transition and that at every time slot the source can
provide at most one dof to each receiver.
Let f = dim(K1 ∪ K2) ≤ M . Note that f = i1 + i2 − c = d1 + d2 + c
or equivalently, c = i1 + i2 − f . Let us also define f
′ = dim(K1 ∪ K2 ∪ v),
where v is the incoming coded packet. Note that the transitions to i′a based
on ia are straight-forward, i.e. either i
′
a = ia, because of an erasure or the
fact that no additional dof is provided to Ka, or i
′
a = ia + 1, if there is no
erasure and the coded packet is innovative to Ka. When an incoming coded
packet v is innovative to K1 ∪K2 this implies that f
′ = f +1. Conversely, if
it does not provide a dof or the coding vector is all-zero then f ′ = f . Using
this knowledge, we can determine the values of c′ based on the transition to
i′1, i
′
2 and f
′. Thus, there are 3 possible values for c′, namely, c, c + 1, c+ 2.
If both receivers maintain the same dofs after the transition, clearly c′ = c
because f ′ = f , i′1 = i1 and i
′
2 = i2. When an incoming coded packet adds
a dof to K1 ∪K2, i.e., f
′ = f + 1, then we have two possibilities: (i) c′ = c
corresponding to the case in which only one receiver, say a, gets a new dof,
because i′a = ia+1, i
′
b = ib, and b 6= a, or (ii) c
′ = c+1 in case both receivers
get a new dof, because i′1 = i1 + 1 and i
′
2 = i2 + 1.
When the incoming coded packet is not innovative to K1 ∪K2, i.e., f
′ = f ,
then (i) c′ = c+1 if only one receiver, say a, gets a new dof because i′a = ia+1,
i′b = ib, and b 6= a or (ii) c
′ = c + 2 if both receivers get a new dof, because
i′1 = i1 + 1 and i
′
2 = i2 + 1.
Thus, a state has at most 7 transition states with non-zero transition
probability, including the case of self-transition. The transition probabilities
match the previously described events, combining the effect of erasures and
innovativeness of the coded packets.
This concludes the first part of the proof.
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Let us now prove the expressions for the probabilities of the different
events for a coded packet in terms of the knowledge at the receivers. The
probability that a coded packet is innovative with respect to the knowledge
space Ka of receiver a is given by
P(EKa) = P(EKa ∩ EC) = 1− q
−M+c+da. (2.14)
The event that a coded packet is not innovative or that the coding vector is
all-zero is the negation of an innovative coded packet arriving at the receiver.
Thus, we get
P(EnzKa ∪ Z) = q
−M+c+da. (2.15)
The probability of a coded packet not adding a dof to one receiver’s knowledge
space while it is already a part of the other receiver’s knowledge space is given
by
P(EKa ∩ E
nz
Kb
) =P(EKa ∩ E
nz
Kb
∩ EC)
=P(EKa |E
nz
Kb
∩ EC)P(E
nz
Kb
|EC)P(EC)
=P(EKa |EC)P(EC)P(E
nz
Kb
|EC)
=
1− q−M+c+da
1− q−M+c
(1− q−M+c)P(EnzKb|EC).
Given that P(EnzKb|EC)=1−P(EKb|EC) =1−
1−q−M+c+db
1− q−M+c
, then
P(EKa∩E
nz
Kb
) =
(1−q−M+c+da)(q−M+c+db−q−M+c)
(1− q−M+c)
. (2.16)
The probability that a coded packet is not innovative for both receivers or
that the coding vector is all-zero is given by the expression
P(EnzKa∩E
nz
Kb
∪Z)=1−[P(EKa∩EKb)+P(EKa∩E
nz
Kb
)+
+P(EKb ∩ E
nz
Ka
)]=P(EnzKb)− P(E
nz
Kb
∩ EKa).
Taking into consideration (2.15) and (2.16), the final result is given by
P(EnzKa ∩ E
nz
Kb
∪ Z) =
=
(
q−M+c+db
)
−
[
(1−q−M+c+da)(q−M+c+db− q−M+c)
1−q−M+c
]
. (2.17)
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The probability that a coded packet is innovative for both receivers while
adding a dof to Ka∪Kb is given by the expression P(EKa ∩EKb ∩EKa∪Kb) =
1− q−M+c+da+db.
For the case of a coded packet that adds a dof to the knowledge of both
receivers but does not add a dof to Ka ∪Kb we have
P(EKa ∩ EKb ∩ E
nz
Ka∪Kb
) =
= P(EKa ∩ EKb ∩ EC)− P(EKa ∩ EKb ∩ EKa∪Kb)
= P(EKa|EKb ∩EC)P(EKb |EC)P(EC)−P (EKa∩EKb ∩EKa∪Kb)
= P(EKa |EC)P (EKb ∩ EC)−P(EKa ∩ EKb ∩ EKa∪Kb).
The probability of a coded packet being innovative to Ka, given that is also
innovative to the common knowledge of both receivers is
P(EKa |EC)=
P(EKa ∩ EC)
P (EC)
=
1− q−M+c+da
1− q−M+c
. (2.18)
The probability P(EKa ∩EKb ∩E
nz
Ka∪Kb
) is obtained by combining (2.14) and
(2.18):
P(EKa ∩ EKb ∩ E
nz
Ka∪Kb
) = (2.19)
=
[
(1−q−M+c+da)(1−q−M+c+db)
(1−q−M+c)
−(1−q−M+c+da+db)
]
.
The probability that a coded packet is innovative with respect both to Ka
and to Ka∪Kb is equivalent to the probability that is innovative with respect
to Ka, Kb and Ka ∪Kb yielding
P(EKa ∩ EKa∪Kb) =
= P(EKa ∩ EKb ∩ EKa∪Kb)=(1−q
−M+c+da+db). (2.20)
This concludes the proof. Thus, we can compute the probability distribution
of the delay (2.12). But first let us provide some intuition on the transition
probabilities for each state (i1, i2, c) to state (i
′
1, i
′
2, c
′) given by the following
7 cases:
1. i′1 = i1, i
′
2 = i2, c
′ = c: this case includes the events that (i) both chan-
nels induce erasures, (ii) one channel induces erasure and the receiver
corresponding to the other channel gets a coded packet that does not
increase the dofs of its knowledge or was encoded with all zero coeffi-
cients, or (iii) the coded packet is not innovative for both receivers or
was encoded with all zero coefficients.
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2. i′1 = i1 + 1, i
′
2 = i2 + 1, c
′ = c+ 1: both receivers get innovative coded
packets and the transmitted coded packet is innovative with respect to
K1 ∪K2.
3. i′1 = i1, i
′
2 = i2 + 1, c
′ = c + 1: this case considers the events that (i)
both receivers get the coded packet and it is innovative for R2 but not
to R1, (ii) only R2 receives the coded packet and it is innovative for
R2 but does not add a dof to K1, or (iii) only R2 receives the coded
packet and the coded packet adds a dof to both K1 and K2 but is not
innovative for K1 ∪K2.
4. i′1 = i1, i
′
2 = i2+1, c
′ = c: R2 gets a new coded packet that is innovative
for K1, K2 and K1 ∪K2, and the channel associated to R1 suffers an
erasure.
5. i′1= i1+1, i
′
2= i2, c
′=c+1: this case is symmetric to 3).
6. i′1= i1 + 1, i
′
2= i2, c
′ = c: this case is symmetric to 4).
7. i′1 = i1 + 1, i
′
2 = i2 + 1, c
′ = c + 2: both R1 and R2 receive the coded
packet. The coded packet is innovative to both receivers but is not
innovative for K1∪K2.
Note that in case 7) the common part increases by 2 in a single time slot.
This happens if the knowledge of both receivers is increased, i.e., the coded
packet is innovative to both receivers, but it is already part of the common
knowledge space. For instance, when M = 2 we can have the following
situation. Before receiving a new coded packet, R1 has K1 = {p1} and R2
has K2 = {p2}, therefore K1 ∩K2 = ∅. This is represented by state (1, 1, 0),
i.e., each receiver has one dof and they share no common knowledge. In the
next time slot, a new coded packet is transmitted that is a linear combination
of p1 and p2. The knowledge of both receivers increases by one once this
coded packet is received, while the common part is increased by 2 since
dim (K1 ∩K2) = dim (p1, p2) = 2. This state is represented by (2, 2, 2).
2.4.1.3 One-Receiver Case
Suppose now that the source wants to send M packets to a receiver. A
similar model Markov model, focusing on average delay, is studied in [53].
The transitions from i1 to state i
′
1 are given by the following two cases:
• i′1 = i1: the coded packet suffers an erasure or the coded packet is
received but it does not add a new dof to the knowledge of the receiver.
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• i′1 = i1 + 1: a coded packet is received and the receiver gets a new dof.
The associated transition probabilities are given by
P(i1)→(i′1) =
{
e1 + (1− e1)P(E
nz
K1
∪ Z), if i′1 = i1
(1− e1)P(EK1 ∪ Z), if i
′
1 = i1 + 1
=
{
e1 + (1− e1)q
−M+i1, if i′1 = i1
(1− e1)(1− q
−M+i1), if i′1 = i1 + 1.
As in the general case, the probability P(D ≤ k) is given by the element
p1,A(k) from T
k, where A =M +1. The (M + 1)-th state is associated with
state i1 = M and the first state is associated to state i1 = 0.
2.4.1.4 Insights and Practical Implications
Having derived analytical expressions for the delay distribution of RLNC,
we are now ready to discuss some of the insights they offer. To this end, we
compare the delay of RLNC with three well established transmission schemes:
• ARQ: The sender will transmit every packet, whose reception is not
acknowledged by each receiver. This scheme is known to achieve opti-
mal throughput and minimum delay over the erasure channel with one
receiver (see [30]).
• LT codes: This class of rateless codes is well known to ensure reliability
and optimum throughput over erasure channels (see [25]). Feedback is
only used for acknowledging the successful reception of all packets.
The encoder performs combinations of packets using an appropriate
degree distribution in order to minimize the number of redundant code
packets. Usually, the degree is chosen from a robust soliton distribution,
which requires two additional parameters to be set, namely a constant,
const < 1, and a bound δ on the decoding failure probability [62].
• Round robin: This mechanism is well known to yield optimum through-
put in broadcast scenarios ([57], [63]), where the receivers experience
the same probability of erasure. It is a scheduling scheme with min-
imalistic feedback, where the source sends the packets in round-robin
fashion until the receivers announce the reception of all M packets.
The numerical results for these three techniques were obtained through
simulation. For the ARQ scheme, the source sends the same packet until it
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receives ACKs of successful reception from all the receivers. In the case of
the LT codes we use the robust soliton distribution, with const = 0.01 and
δ = 0.7. As our analysis focuses on small values of M , the performance of
LT codes is not sensitive to the values of const and δ. The round robin expe-
riences the same minimalistic feedback as our model by only acknowledging
the correctly received packets at all the receivers. Using these reference sys-
tems as a benchmark for the delay performance of RLNC, we now discuss
the two-receiver case in detail.
Two Receivers
We characterize the delay distribution of RLNC by means of the transition
probability matrix defined in (2.12). The analysis is carried out for different
field sizes and erasure probabilities using the cumulative distribution function
(CDF).
Field Size: In order to study the effect of the field size, we assume that
the channels have identical erasure probability. The number of transmitted
packets is fixed to 10 and we vary the field size from GF(2) to GF(28).
A comparison with ARQ, round robin scheduling and LT codes is also in-
cluded. For the case of a channel with small erasure probability (equal to
0.05), the findings are shown in Figure 2.7(a), where it is possible to see that
RLNC inGF(24) outperforms ARQ, and RLNC over GF(2) outperforms LT
codes. For a scenario with higher erasure probability, Figure 2.7(b) shows
that RLNC outperforms ARQ when done in fields as small as GF(22). LT
codes and the scheduling scheme are outperformed by RLNC.
For field sizes larger than GF(24), the delay performance is similar, as
evidenced by both figures. Thus, in the following we take GF(24) as a rep-
resentative for higher fields. We conclude from here that for GF(24) and a
broadcast scenario with two receivers, RLNC outperforms all the other trans-
mission schemes. In particular, GF(2) performs better than LT codes and
round robin. Moreover, as the erasure probability increases, the minimum
field size under which RLNC outperforms ARQ becomes smaller.
Erasure Probability: The effect of erasure probability is illustrated in
Figure 2.7(c). We fix the number of packets (M = 10) and the field size
(GF(2) and GF(24)), and vary the erasure probability (e = 0.05, e = 0.1,
e = 0.2 and e = 0.3). The channels have identical erasure probabilities. We
present only GF(2) and GF(24), because for GF(q ≥ 24) the results are
similar to GF(24). In this case, by increasing the erasure probability, the
average delay increases with the same proportion for GF(2) and for GF(24).
For instance, if we consider the case of GF(2), the average delay for e = 0.05
is 12.68 and for e = 0.3 we get 18.40, which implies an increase of 45%. The
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Figure 2.7: (a) and (b) The effect of the field size in the two-receiver case, for
M = 10 packets, various field sizes, and erasure probability (a) e = 0.05, (b)
e = 0.2. (c) The effect of erasure probability in the two-receiver case with M = 10
packets, fixed field sizes and various erasure probabilities.
same analysis for GF(24) yields 10.96 and 15.77, respectively corresponding
to an increase of 44%. Hence, for two receivers, the result shows that the
effect of erasures and field size are completely separable.
One Receiver
In order to study the effect of field size in delay when using RLNC, we fix the
number of packets, M = 10, and erasure probability, e = 0.2, while varying
the field size. From our illustrations in Figure 2.8 we can see that GF(2)
induces a heavy tail. The average delay for GF(2) is 14.31 time-slots and for
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Figure 2.8: The effect of the field size in the one-receiver case withM = 10 packets,
erasure probability e = 0.2.
GF(24) and GF(28) is 13.5 time-slots.
Number of Packets
We now analyze the effect of the number of packets to be encoded for var-
ious field sizes. The probability that a receiver obtains M linearly inde-
pendent combinations from M received coded packets is given by: P =∏M−1
i=0 (1 − q
i−M) [57], where q is the field size. By changing variables and
calling u = i − M we have: P =
∏−1
u=−M(1 − q
u). Note that for a given
field size q, if u is below a certain value, qu is negligible when compared to
1. Hence, when we increase the number of packets, i.e. the value of M , the
probability of having M linearly independent combinations from M coded
packets remains the same. For GF(q ≥ 22), we may safely neglect the effect
of the number of packets in the probability of obtaining M linearly indepen-
dent combinations from M coded packets. For the delay in noisy channels,
the erasure probability plays the central role on the choice of a suitable M in
order to ensure, for example, that all M packets are delivered on time when
the application has strict deadlines.
2.4.2 Brute-Force Model
Given the mathematical difficulty of characterizing the distribution of the
network coding delay for multiple receivers, we propose the following brute-
force approach. We consider the following figures of merit. The delay Dj of
receiver j, also called the decoding delay, is defined as at the beginning of
this chapter. Particular attention shall be devoted to the maximum delay,
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taken among all the receivers. The in-order delivery delay, denoted byDpi(j),
corresponds to the number of time slots necessary for receiver j to deliver pi
in the correct order to the application. The maximum in-order delivery delay
for pi is then given by Dpi = max
j
Dpi(j). We focus on the multiple-receiver
case and make the following contributions:
• Brute-force analysis of delay: Since the previous analysis for the single-
receiver case does not carry over to the case of multiple receivers, we
propose a brute-force approach, whereby the erasure pattern is fixed
and the delay is measured for all possible encodings (i.e. sets of linear
combinations of packets).
• Curve Fitting: For small field sizes, e.g., GF(2) and limited number of
receivers, the delay distribution is shown to be well approximated by a
normal distribution.
• Engineering Implications: We discuss how knowing the distribution of
delay can improve the design of network coding based protocols for
real-time applications.
2.4.2.1 Methodology
We start by fixing the number of receivers N , the field size, the number of
packets to be combined, and the erasure probability of each channel. Based
on the values of these parameters, we generate erasure patterns for testing
purposes, whose length ts must be sufficient to allow for all decoders to
recover all sent packets in one generation. Each erasure pattern can be
represented as a matrix
E = [ǫ1|ǫ2|. . . |ǫN ]
T , (2.21)
where ǫi is a binary vector of length ts representing for each time slot whether
receiver i obtained an erasure or a correct packet.
In a second step, we generate all possible encodings, i.e., sets of linear
combinations that can be generated by the encoder. The maximum block
length of an encoding is limited to the number of packets we want to transmit.
Finally, we carry out Gaussian elimination for all receivers, erasure pat-
terns and encodings. The delay is measured by counting the number of slots
until each packet is decoded and taking the maximum thereof. To reduce
the computational efforts, we adapt the number of time-slots to the param-
eter values of each experiment, such that all the packets are received with
more than 99% probability. The minimum number of time-slots required is
computed using Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1 Number of time slots for an experiment using Brute-Force
Model
Data: erasure probability (e), number of packets (M), number of receivers
(N)
Result: number of time-slots (ts)
Sum← 0
TotalSum← 0
ts ←M − 1
while TotalSum ≤ 0.99 do
ts ← ts + 1
Sum← Sum+
(
ts−1
M−1
)
· (1− e)M · ets−M
TotalSum← SumN
end while
2.4.2.2 Experiments
The proposed brute-force approach is obviously computationally heavy and
is only feasible for small field size and limited number of receivers. The
number of packets to be encoded, also known as generation size, must also
be kept to a small value. Nevertheless, as we shall demonstrate in the next
section, the approach provides new insights into the performance of random
network coding.
Our experiments focus on the cases of 2, 3 or 4 receivers, generations of 2
or 3 packets and erasure probabilities of 0.05, 0.1, and 0.2. Each experiment
is denoted as aNbM, where a and b give the number of receivers and the
number of packets, respectively.
For each erasure probability we run a number of experiments (one for
each erasure pattern) and compute the mean and standard deviation of the
delay. The length of the erasure pattern is determined using Algorithm 1.
To ensure the statistical significance of our results, we must run a sufficient
number of experiments depending on the value of the erasure probability.
Let K be the number of erasures in a specific erasure pattern. We start by
setting K = 0 and compute the probability of occurrence for this erasure
pattern. The procedure is repeated by incrementing K at each step until the
total probability of the thus obtained erasure pattern is higher than 90%.
This can be validated using the binomial distribution to compute the total
probability of the erasure patterns with up to K erasures, specifically
Po =
K∑
i=0
(
N ·ts
N ·ts−i
)
· (1− e)N ·ts−i · ei. (2.22)
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The value of K for which this probability exceeds 90% is denoted as Kmax.
It follows that the number of erasure patterns to be used for experimentation
is given by
E =
Kmax∑
i=0
(
N ·ts
N ·ts−i
)
.
Table 2.1: Cases of interest for Brute-Force Model: the number of erasure patterns,
probability of the erasure pattern Po(e) and the probability that decoding fails
P(D)
Experiment Number of Po(e) P(D)
and e erasure patterns (E) [%] [%]
0.05
3N2M 0.1
0.2
79
576
31.180
98
94.4
94.8
4.5
4.18
6.09
0.05
4N2M 0.1
0.2
137
6.196
536.155
95.7
95.6
91.1
5.5
5.8
7.5
2N3M 0.05 11 91.3 4.9
3N3M 0.05 121 96.3 9.8
The cases of interest and the corresponding experimentation values are
listed in Table 2.1.
2.4.2.3 Evaluation
The delay is measured in each experiment for every encoding and every re-
ceiver. The delay histogram is then obtained by counting the number of
encodings that yield a particular delay value. Encodings under which the
receivers are unable to decode all the packets are also taken into account.
The probability that decoding will fail is given by
P(D) =
1
Po
E∑
j=1
P(D|Ej) · P(Ej), (2.23)
with P(Ej) = (1 − e)
N ·ts−i · ei, i ∈ 0 . . .K and P(D|Ej) = (1 −
Rj
R
), where
Rj is the number of encodings that guarantee successful decoding under the
erasure pattern Ej and R = maxj Rj . The corresponding values for the
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cases of interest can be found in Table 2.1. As expected, the probability of
unsuccessful decoding increases with the erasure probability.
2.4.2.4 Numerical Results
Delay Distribution
We now present histograms and cumulative functions for erasure patterns
with 0.05, 0.1, and 0.2 erasure probability. The number of experiments used
in the study are shown in Table 2.1. The histograms in Figures 2.9 and 2.11
correspond to the cases of 3N2M and 3N3M , respectively. Since we are
trying all possible encodings, we obtain a CDF for the delay. The dotted
lines represent the confidence intervals that follow from the choice of erasure
patterns, as described in the previous section. From Figure 2.9(a), for in-
stance, we conclude that by randomly choosing an encoding we get a delay
equal to 2 time slots with probability 0.22 ± 0.08 and equal to 3 time slots
with probability 0.68. For the case of 3 packets and 0.05 erasure probability
(Figure 2.11) we can observe that the probability of a decoding delay within
4 time slots is approximately 0.56.
To illustrate the practical value of this brute-force analysis, we shall now
consider a comparison between the distribution for encodings with only one
uncoded packet with the distribution for completely uncoded transmission.
Figure 2.12(a) and Figure 2.12(b) show the gap between the two cases. For
instance, the case presented in Figure 2.12(a) can decode almost 0.55 of pack-
ets within 4 time-slots, whereas the instance depicted in Figure 2.12(b) can
manage within the same number of time-slots almost 0.47 encodings. For the
case of 2 packets and 0.2 erasure probability we can observe that sending only
one uncoded packet within the encodings guarantees a delay within 4 time-
slots with probability 0.60 (Figure 2.10(a)), whereas sending only uncoded
packets has probability 0.50 of delay within 4 time slots (Figure 2.10(b)).
Even if the number of packets is small, the analysis of network coding delay
provides insight as to whether or not it is useful to code and what generation
size one should use.
Distribution fitting
To find the best for the delay distribution among well studied and mathe-
matically tractable probability distributions, we used standard curve fitting
tools. It turns out that the delay distribution is generally well approximated
by a normal distribution. The specific findings for the scenarios under con-
sideration are given in Table 2.2. The cumulative distribution functions for
3N2M are given in Figure 2.13 for e = 0.05, e = 0.1, and e = 0.2 erasure
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(c) e = 0.2
Figure 2.9: Histograms and cumulative functions for the case 3N2M and different
erasure probabilities.
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(a) e = 0.2 and one uncoded packet
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Figure 2.10: Histograms and cumulative functions for the case 3N2M , erasure
probability e = 0.2 and encoding matrices with one uncoded packet within 6 slots
and only uncoded packets within 6 slots.
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Figure 2.11: Histogram and cumulative function for the case 3N3M and erasure
probability e = 0.05.
probability and for 95% confidence intervals. As we can see from the table
and also from the figure, the best matching with the normal distribution is
for the case of e = 0.2, where the number of erasure patterns is highest.
Table 2.2: Fitting the cases of interest with normal distribution
Experiment
and e Mean Std. Err.2 Sigma Std. Err.
0.05
3N2M 0.1
0.2
3.074
3.447
4.205
0.043
0.031
0.018
0.378
0.471
0.470
0.031
0.022
0.012
0.05
4N2M 0.1
0.2
3.077
3.438
4.003
0.043
0.031
0.025
0.382
0.479
0.385
0.031
0.022
0.022
2N3M 0.05 4.009 0.004 0.501 0.003
3N3M 0.05 3.458 0.008 0.950 0.005
Ordered Delivery Delay
When transmitting linear combinations to multiple receivers, it is not always
the case that the sent packets are decoded in the right order to be delivered
to the application. It is thus reasonable to carry out a separate analysis to
measure the ordered delivery delay illustrated in Table 2.3.
2Standard Error
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Figure 2.12: Histograms and cumulative functions for the case 3N3M , erasure
probability e = 0.05 and encoding matrices with one uncoded packet within 5
slots and only uncoded packets within 5 slots.
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Figure 2.13: Fitting distribution for the case 3N2M .
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Table 2.3: Cases of interest for the ordered delivery delay
Experiment Ordered delivery[%]
and e min | max
0.05
3N2M 0.1
0.2
66.66 75.75
66.66 75.23
66.66 78.20
0.05
4N2M 0.1
0.2
66.66 75.75
66.66 75.23
66.66 79.16
2N3M 0.05 38.04 38.10
3N3M 0.05 38.01 47.03
In Table 2.3 we can see that the generation size has a significant impact
on this performance metric. For example, for the cases 3N2M and 4N2M
the percentage of packets that are obtained in-order varies between 66.66%
and 79.16%, whereas for the cases 2N3M and 3N3M this percentage varies
between 38.01% and 47.03%.
2.5 Concluding Remarks
Motivated by real-time applications with stringent deadlines, we considered
the delay distribution of RLNC for multiple receivers. First, we derived the
probability distribution for the delay incurred by RLNC over erasure chan-
nels for one receiver. Our results hold for small as well as large field sizes.
The number of packets to encode can be arbitrary. Through a combinatorial
approach, we were able to derive the probability distribution of the delay for
RLNC, in the case of an erasure channel. We make use of this distribution
to present some relevant behaviours of the delay exhibited by this coding
technique. More precisely, we presented evidences that show that, even for a
small finite field size, the probability of having M linearly independent com-
binations after M received packets is already close to 1. We have also showed
that to obtain a similar performance to the standard ARQ scheme, one can
use RLNC in a finite field of small size, without the need of a feedback chan-
nel. Second, by determining the delay distribution of RLNC for the case of
two receivers, we were able to identify which parameter settings can meet
specific worst-case guarantees. The benefits of RLNC in the broadcast sce-
nario of interest were further highlighted by comparing its delay distribution
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to that of three other transmission schemes. Perhaps the most important
insights are that network coding over GF(24) for two receivers outperforms
ARQ and that GF(2), although simple to implement, induces a heavy tail
in the delay distribution. Third, given the mathematical difficulty in deriv-
ing an exact expression for R > 1, we resorted to brute-force analysis of all
possible encodings on a statistically significant set of erasure patterns. Nat-
urally, the maximum delay can be achieved be selecting a sufficiently large
field size. However, this is not always an option. Specifically, using GF(2)
has the advantage that no finite field multiplications are required, but only
simple XOR operations. This reduces the decoding complexity as well as the
overhead required for storing the coding coefficients and decoding matrices.
A prime example application where this is important is P2P file distribution,
where the sheer size of data requires efficient coding and decoding algorithms.
Another example are sensor network applications where overhead is critical.
Any increase in packet header size significantly reduces the portion of the
packet available for data, due to the very small packet sizes, and any sub-
stantial increase in memory footprint runs the risk of having to use very
energy consuming flash memory, rather than efficient RAM for the decoding
matrices.
Our analysis was given for the case of one-hop communication, but the
insights we obtained can be translated to more complex networks. In fact,
the sender can be either the original source at the edge of the network or
an intermediate node somewhere in the core. Likewise, the receivers can be
either intermediate nodes in the network or the final destination at the edge
of the network. On the other hand, the packets as defined in our problem
statement could in fact be coded packets if the sender acts as an intermediate
node.
It is important to note that the brute-force methodology to compute the
delay distribution can be used not only for RLNC but also for other coding
schemes. One example thereof is uncoded packets, whose performance we
compared against the case with coding. It would be interesting to understand
if the delay for random network coding with some constraints (for example, in
the choice of coefficients) is still well approximated by a normal distribution.
Also worth noting is the different results obtained for delay and ordered
delivery delay. We believe both metrics are important, depending on the
particular application.
What does not change is the fact that computing the delay distribution of
network coding is a high-dimensional and computationally demanding prob-
lem. Since we are interested in guidelines for system design, the proposed
methods based on a Markov chain model and a brute-force approach could
be used in combination to seek meaningful heuristics and bounds for the de-
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sign. In particular, a hybrid search would be able to select the most relevant
erasure patterns while capitalizing on the Markov chain to take the impact
of the field size into account.
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Chapter 3
Data Collection in Large Scale
Networks
3.1 Motivation
Although the previous chapter focused on the delay distribution of RLNC
using intra-flow coding, characterizing the transmission time in the presence
of multiple data flows, i.e., inter-flow network coding, is also critical. This
chapter addresses the protocol design for the data collection applications in
multi-hop networks, where the performance metric is the minimization of the
time required to gather all data packets from the network.
Efficient data gathering is a key to enabling a variety of applications,
e.g., mobile networks, monitoring in smart grids, collection of environmental
data, sensing in smart cities. Usually, data gathering is solved by using
unicast transmission protocols based on the direct diffusion method [64] or
expected number of transmissions [65] and multicast transmission using Luby
Transform codes [66], but the variety of the applications and the network
type can change the performance of the protocol. As a particular example,
smart grid applications need to collect the data at various levels, from the
lowest one in the low-voltage medium, e.g., the houses (or smart meters), to
the higher level in the medium-voltage medium, e.g., the central unit data
collection. The density of the nodes also increases significantly from the top
to the base. The data size can be small or large, less critical (e.g., common
reading of the smart meters) or critical (e.g., more demanding informations
about the state of the network, i.e., the current/voltage level, phases). Thus,
in general, the data collection protocol needs to consider various challenges
imposed by the network topology and size, the length of the data and, in
some cases, the deadline type.
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The potential benefits of network coding have been introduced for data
gathering protocols. Hence, [35] proposes an algorithm for the wireless sen-
sor networks based on two schemes, i.e., RLNC and a systematic approach.
The provided results demonstrate the reliability of network coding for data
collection protocols for a 6 x 6 nodes in a grid network using a field size
GF(24). More recently, [36] shows that significant improvements can be
achieved for data gathering applications in smart grids when comparing to
a well-known master-slave protocol by using a simple, but efficient protocol
based on network coding approach. This protocol is based on TSNC [37],
meaning sending sparse codes at the beginning of the transmission process
and more dense towards the end. The sparsity is given by using a system-
atic transmission approach and feedback mechanisms. But, the performance
evaluation is provided for some particular constraints of the protocol, e.g.,
the sparsity of the coded packet and the feedback type are fixed, the number
of packets sent by each node is limited to one, the field size for performing
network coding operations is two.
Hence, on the one side, the data gathering protocols need to embrace
several challenges imposed by the network and the application. On the other
side, the previous results for data collection protocols using network coding
are restricted in the sense that they use a specific topology or particular
parameters, e.g., for the sparsity level, the feedback type, the field size, the
number of data packets. Thus, we set out to understand the feasibility of
RLNC and TSNC for data gathering protocols, considering challenged net-
works and in the presence of diverse feedback techniques. Inspired in part
by the idea introduced in [36], we make the following contributions:
• Mathematical analysis : We propose a model that describes the packet
flows between nodes using virtual queues. Since the results in [36] are
valid only for GF(2), this model applies for any field size, number of
nodes, and number of data packets, and a line network. The findings
are valid for dense codes, i.e., common RLNC, simple sparse codes
and sparse codes including feedback techniques, i.e., tuned versions of
RLNC.
• Design optimization: We enhance the performance of the TSNC pro-
tocol, by relaxing the conditions from [36]. The gains for TSNC under
various sparsity levels, the implicit feedback imposed by overhearing
the transmissions between the neighbour nodes, and the effect of the
explicit feedback sent deliberately by a node, are some of the purposes
to optimize the protocol design. This part is valid for an arbitrary net-
work topology, any number of nodes and number of data packets, but
only for Galois field two, i.e., GF(2).
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• Communication strategies : We compare the gains of the TSNC protocol
with some existing protocols, e.g., master slave, conventional RLNC,
and with some tuned versions of RLNC. We aim to understand the
gain differences and under which conditions one protocol outperforms
the other.
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 offers
the related work. The queueing model for the line network is given in Section
3.3. The numerical model for the grid network is provided in Section 3.4.
The numerical results are given in Section 3.5 and the chapter concludes with
Section 3.6.
3.2 Related Work
Data collection protocols have been deployed in [33, 34]. Ref. [33] uses a
network coding protocol based on retransmissions, while [34] provides an
approach using network coding and duty-cycling in sensor networks. But,
network coding protocols are suitable for broadcast applications and, thus,
in multi-hop networks overhearing the transmissions by the neighbour nodes
creates redundant packets. This increases the availability of the data packets.
In this sense, [67] shows the trade-off between the transmission of redundant
packets and the amount of overhearing in wireless sensor networks. But, the
overhearing is limited to only two neighbour nodes. Moreover, [35] provides
an algorithm based on overhearing and uses either a common RLNC or a
systematic approach, over the field size GF(24). The algorithm imposes for
each node to store only 10% of the packets it overhears. The results are im-
plemented in wireless sensors using a grid network with 36 nodes and show
that the end-to-end packet error rate can be reduced for highly dynamic
environments. Furthermore, the authors in [36] show the benefits of using
network coding in terms of completion time in a large scale smart grid sce-
nario, where the protocol is based on TSNC. The level of sparsity is also
exploited by using different feedback techniques. But, the number of packets
used in combinations is limited, the feedback frequency is fixed, the field size
is two and just one data packet is initially available for transmission at each
node.
For the queueing analysis, some previous works have been focused on
routing and scheduling in multi-hop networks. The well-known work by
Tassiulas et al. in [68] introduces the back-pressure approach, where the
downstream nodes push back and slow down the flow coming for the upstream
nodes by maximizing the queue-weighted sum of the rates. This approach is
throughput optimal. Based on this scheme, [69] proposes the back-pressure
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method using network coding in the context of multicast transmissions. This
work uses intra-flow network coding, while our work addresses the problem
of inter-flow network coding.
3.3 Analysis for the Line Network
We first provide a mathematical model for a line network with N nodes, each
one wants to send M data packets to a base station (BS). The channels are
described by the erasure probability ei, ∀i = {1, 2, ..., N}, where the nodes
are numbered from the one farthest away from the BS to the one closest to it.
The transmission probability for each node i is pi, ∀i = {1, 2, ..., N}, where
a node i accesses at random the channel for transmission. A transmission
is considered without collision if node i transmits and node i + 1 and i + 2
do not transmit. Time is slotted, one packet is transmitted in a time slot,
and nodes have a half-duplex constraint. We assume that RLNC operations
are performed, i.e., a node mixes the packets it has in its queue (original
source packets and coded packets) with coefficients selected uniformly at
random from the Galois fieldGF(q). The density of the coded packets can be
controlled by performing combinations using a limited number of packets (C)
selected uniformly at random from the available ones. Thus, a coded packet
is C-sparse if it contains C non-zero coefficients from GF(q). Moreover, a
coded packet is innovative if it is linearly independent from the other packets
in the queue. The process stops when the BS collects all the packets from
the nodes in the network. Thus, the completion time is defined by the total
time required to gather all the data packets from the network at the BS.
The following definitions are useful for the rest of the chapter.
Definition 8. The queue of innovative packets for a node i at a given time
t is represented by Qi(t).
Definition 9. The queue of non-innovative packets for a node i at a given
time t is defined by Qi(t).
Definition 10. The total queue including the innovative packets and the
non-innovative packets for a node i at a given time t is defined by Qoi (t) =
Qi(t) +Qi(t).
Definition 11. The density of innovative packets for a node i at a given
time t is characterized by Qi(t)
Qoi (t)
.
Definition 12. The probability of transmitting with success a packet by a
node i is obtained from the joint of the conditions: (1) the channel does not
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Figure 3.1: Coupled queues of innovative packets, initial queue size at each node
is M packets and at BS is 0 packets.
erase the packet (1− ei) and (2) no collision occurs pi · (1− pi+1) · (1− pi+2).
Thus, we define the parameter Ki = (1− ei) · pi · (1− pi+1) · (1− pi+2).
3.3.1 General Case
We model the problem by considering coupled queues of innovative packets,
one queue for each node. The meaning is similar as in the case of coupled
tank system, where the idea is to control the liquid level in tanks and the
flow between tanks. Here, the liquid level is represented by the number of
innovative packets and the flow of liquid between tanks is equivalent to the
flow of innovative packets. The main concept is based on the changes in time
with the innovative packets for each queue. We assume that the initial size
of each node’s queue with innovative packets is M, Qi(0) = M , and the BS’s
queue is 0, QBS(0) = 0. These are virtual queues. The changes in the queues
are represented by the flows of innovative packets between two nodes, as
Figure 5.1(a) shows. The flows can be different for each node depending on
the characteristics of the channel (e.g., erasure probability), the application
feature (e.g., transmission probability), and the protocol requirements (e.g.,
coding method, feedback). The meaning of the flow of innovative packets is
provided by the following definition.
Definition 13. The flow of innovative packets for a node i at a given time
t is represented by the probability of transmitting with success an innovative
packet Pi(t).
Proposition 1. In general, for each node i, the description of the innovative
packets queue variation in time is provided by the input flow of innovative
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packets that comes from the previous node, Pi−1(t), and the flow of innovative
packets that leaves node i at time t, Pi(t), while for the BS, the flow is given
by the last node, N ,
dQi(t)
dt
= Pi−1(t)− Pi(t), (3.1)
dQBS(t)
dt
= PN(t),
where P0(t) = 0, ∀i = 1, 2, ..., N .
The completion time T is given when N ·M packets are received at the
BS,QBS =M ·N , meaning that the queues of innovative packets at each node
become zero. We provide the completion time analysis for the following cases.
First, a node performs RLNC operations using all the packets in its queue.
Here, the model is based only on the evolution of the innovative packets at
each node. Second, the number of packets used to perform RLNC operations
are limited using the C parameter and this corresponds to the sparse network
coding case or sparsity case. In this case, the model focuses on both the queue
of innovative and non-innovative packets. Then, we provide insights when
feedback techniques are applied in the network. The method uses again the
queue of innovative and non-innovative packets. Thus, we start with common
RLNC operations, but then, when using different sparsity levels and sparsity
with diverse feedback techniques, we deal with tuned versions of RLNC. The
difference between the pure RLNC, the sparsity and the feedback cases is
given by the flow of innovative packets between the queues, Pi(t), which is
described by the following lemmas.
3.3.2 Analysis for the Pure RLNC Case
The probability of transmitting with success an innovative packet by a node
i at time t is obtained from the joint of the conditions of transmitting with
success a packet and that packet being innovative (1− q−Qi(t)) [57].
Lemma 6. The probability of transmitting with success an innovative packet
from node i using field size GF(q) is
Pi(t) = Ki · (1− q
−Qi(t)). (3.2)
Corollary 1. When the field size is high enough such that the obtained net-
work coding combinations are linearly independent with high probability, thus,
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the completion time is
T = max
(
i ·M
Ki
)
, ∀i = {1, 2, .., N}. (3.3)
Proof. We define τi such that the completion time for each node is given
when Q(τi) = 0, ∀i = {1, 2, .., N}. We start with the general description of
the innovative packets flow variation given by (3.1). For the first node, we
have dQ1(t)
dt
= 0 − P1(t), where P1(t) = K1, ∀t ∈ [0, ..., τ1] and τ1 is given for
Q1(τ1) = 0. We obtain Q1(t) = C1 −K1t |
τ1
0 . We know that Q1(0) = M and
get C1 =M , hence, τ1 =
M
K1
. Thus, Q1(t) =M −
{
K1t, 0 ≤ t ≤
M
K1
0, others.
Then,
the completion time for the first node is given by T1 =
M
K1
. For the second
node we proceed similarly as for the first node. Here, we distinguish three
cases:
dQ2(t)
dt
=


K1 −K2, t ≤ τ1 and t < τ2
K1, t ≤ τ1 and t > τ2
K2, t > τ1 and t ≤ τ2
0, others.
(3.4)
The first two cases correspond to the situation when t ≤ τ1, then τ1 > τ2,
which means that the completion time is given by τ1, previously defined. For
the third case, we get
Q2(t) =M −K2t+K1τ1, t > τ1 and t ≤ τ2. (3.5)
Thus, for Q2(τ2) = 0, we get τ2 =
2M
K2
. The completion time for the second
node is given by T2 =
2M
K2
.
For the other nodes, the same reasoning is applied and for the general
case, the completion time for node i is Ti =
i·M
Ki
. Then, the completion time
of the system is provided by the node that takes longer the transmission of
the packets, which concludes with (3.3).
Remark 1. Regarding the transmission probabilities, if we equalize the terms
from the expression (3.3), i.e., M
K1
= 2·M
K2
= ... = N ·M
KN
, then Ki
Ki+1
= i
i+1
, the
optimum transmission probabilities to minimize the completion time are
pN−j =
A · pN−(j+1)
1 + A · pN−(j+1) − pN−(k−2)
, (3.6)
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Qi(t)
Qi(t)
Figure 3.2: Sparsity description for node i.
where
A=
N − j
N − (j + 1)
·
1− eN−(j+1)
1− eN−j
,with j=0, 1, ..., N−1
and k =
{
j, if j ≥ 2.
∄, otherwise
(3.7)
3.3.3 Analysis for the Sparse Network Coding Case
We address the sparsity case including the flow of innovative and non-innovative
packets. Two approaches are considered. The first considers the sparsity of a
coded packet, called C-sparse packet, and the second is based on the density
of a sparse packet.
C-Sparse Packet
Considering that the queue of a node can contain innovative as well as non-
innovative packets, we introduce the influence of using sparse coded packets.
The representation is given in Figure 3.2. The idea is to model the evolution
of the density of innovative packets. The speed of flow Pi(t) depends on the
density of the innovative packets, meaning that the higher is the density, the
faster is the flow.
Lemma 7. The probability of transmitting with success at least one inno-
vative packet from node i using C-sparse coded packets and field size GF(q)
is
Pi(t) = Ki ·
min(C,Qi(t))∑
j=1
(1−
1
qj
) ·
(
Qi(t)
j
)
·
(
Qoi (t)−Qi(t)
C−j
)
(
Qoi (t)
C
) , (3.8)
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where C ≤ Qoi (t).
Proof. The idea comes from the analogy to calculate the probability of draw-
ing balls from an urn without replacement. An urn has a white balls and b
black balls, and we extract n ≤ a + b balls without replacement, then, the
probability to have c white balls, for c ≤ a, is
Pc,n−ca,b =
(
a
c
)
·
(
b
n−c
)
(
a+b
n
) . (3.9)
In our case, the white balls are the innovative packets and the black balls
are the non-innovative packets. We count for the total possible cases of having
innovative packets, meaning the summation
∑min(C,Qi(t))
j=1
(Qi(t)j )·(
Qoi (t)−Qi(t)
C−j
)
(Q
o
i
(t)
C
)
.
This expression means that exactly j packets are innovative out of C, given
that j = 1, 2, ...,min(C,Qi(t)). Then, the probability of transmitting with
success at least one innovative packet is given by (3.8).
We approximate the expression (3.8) using the following lemma.
Lemma 8. The probability of transmitting with success at least one inno-
vative packet from node i using C-sparse coded packets and field size GF(q)
under the assumptions of Lemma 7 is
Pi(t) ≥ Ki · (1−
1
q
) ·
(
1−
(
1−
Qi(t)
Qoi (t)
)C)
. (3.10)
Proof. We use the total queue Qoi (t) and the non-innovative queue Qi(t). The
probability of having all C packets non-innovative is provided by the total
number of possible combinations when C packets are selected, given that the
queue has Qi(t) non-innovative packets and a total size of Q
o
i (t), i.e.,
(
Qi(t)
C
)
(
Qoi (t)
C
) ,
where C ≤ Qi(t). Using Pascal’s triangle, we know that
(
a
b
)
=
b∏
j=0
a+ j
j
,
then, we get
(
Qi(t)
C
)
(
Qoi (t)
C
) = C∏
j=1
Qi(t) + j
Qoi (t) + j
. Assuming that Qoi (t) ≥ Qi(t), we ap-
proximate
(
Qi(t)
C
)
(
Qoi (t)
C
) = (Qi(t)
Qoi (t)
)C
. Hence,
(
Qi(t)
Qoi (t)
)C
=
(
Qoi (t)−Qi(t)
Qoi (t)
)C
=
(
1−
Qi
Qoi (t)
)C
. Then, the probability of transmitting with success at least
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dropped 
packets
Qi(t)
Qi(t)
Pi(t)
Figure 3.3: Sparsity description including feedback for node i.
one innovative packet using a field size GF(q) is Pi(t) ≥ Ki · (1 −
1
q
) ·(
1−
(
1−
Qi(t)
Qoi (t)
)C)
.
Density of a C-Sparse Packet
As an alternative method, we consider the previous results from [70], where
the density ρ of a C-sparse packet is given by
ρ =
C
Qoi (t)
≤ 1−
1
q
. (3.11)
Maintaining ρ constant means increasing C as the size of the node’s queue
grows, while maintaining the sparsity C constant means changing the density
in time.
Lemma 9. According to [70] (Theorem 1), the probability of transmitting
with success an innovative coded packet, which has density ρ, from node i
using field size GF(q) is
Pi(t) ≥ Ki · (1− (1− ρ)
Qi(t)). (3.12)
3.3.4 Feedback Implications
The feedback provides information about the received packets, thus, sending
any type of feedback requires updating the non-innovative packets in the
queue of the node that transmitted the packets. We distinguish the following
situations.
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3.3.4.1 Pure RLNC Case
According to equation (3.2), there is no dependency on the non-innovative
packets, then, the feedback brings no benefit in terms of the completion time.
The only case when the feedback can be useful here is if the transmission
probabilities need to be updated during the transmission process. For exam-
ple, let us assume we have a line network with N = 2 and node 2 finishes
faster the transmission of its data packets. Then, the feedback sent by the
BS can help to minimize the transmission probability of node 2, such that
node 1 can also finish faster its transmissions.
3.3.4.2 Sparse Network Coding Case
According to equation (3.10) and (3.12), the expressions depend on the total
size of the node’s queue, including the innovative and non-innovative packets.
The sparsity without any feedback represents a particular case, because the
flow of non-innovative packets is considered 0, as Figure 3.2 shows comparing
with Figure 3.3. The level of sparsity is influenced by these two types of
feedback, i.e., by reducing the non-innovative packets from the nodes’s queue,
the coded packets become denser. Thus, controlling the level of sparsity by
using a feedback might be critical, because denser coded packets can have an
impact on the encoding complexity and the efficiency of the decoders. The
description of the non-innovative packets flow is provided by the following
definition.
Definition 14. The flow of non-innovative packets for a node i at a given
time t is represented by the probability of not transmitting with success an
innovative packet P i(t).
Proposition 2. In general, for each node i, the description of the non-
innovative queue variation in time is provided by the input flow of innova-
tive packets of node i, Pi(t), and the flow of non-innovative packets that
leaves node i at time t, P i(t), while for the BS, there is no flow for the
non-innovative packets,
dQi(t)
dt
= Pi(t)−P i(t), (3.13)
∀i = 1, 2, ..., N .
We explain separately the two types of feedback, e.g., the implicit and the
explicit feedback. Both of them are described from the side of the node that
receives the feedback. In general, the non-innovative packets of node i are
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already in the queue of node i + 1 and thus, for both feedback schemes, we
focus on modelling the changes that appear for the non-innovative packets
at node i. We keep the same idea as for the packet transmission, hence, the
feedback transmitted by node i+1 is heard by node i if node i and node i−1
do not transmit. The difference between the implicit and explicit feedback
is given by the description of the non-innovative packet flow.
Explicit Feedback
In this case, BS spreads to the nodes the information about all received
packets. The feedback is flooded to all the nodes in the network, which means
we have an inverse flow of transmission from the BS to node 1. A node i+1
sends the explicit feedback to a node i, including also the information about
all the non-innovative packets of node i. The feedback frequency can vary
and the time spent to send the explicit feedback is also counted to the total
completion time.
We define the parameter for the innovative packet flow Kefi = Ki ·(1−pf )
and the non-innovative packet flow K
ef
i = (1−ei) ·pi+1 ·pf ·(1−pi) ·(1−pi−1),
for node i. The probability of transmitting an explicit feedback is defined by
pf and represents the percentage of time allocated for the feedback from the
transmission probability pi for node i. The higher is pf , the more often the
feedback is sent.
Lemma 10. The description for a node i receiving an explicit feedback from
a downstream node i+1 includes both the flow of innovative packets and the
one with non-innovative packets, where Pi(t) and P i(t) are defined by
Pi(t) = K
ef
i ·(1−
1
q
)·
(
1−
(
Qi(t)
Qi(t) +Qi(t)
)C)
, (3.14)
P i(t) =K
ef
i ·Qi(t).
Proof. The expression for the innovative packet flow is similar with the one
in (3.10), but here it is written in terms of Qi(t). The proof for the non-
innovative packet flow is given by simply following Figure 3.3. Since the
explicit feedback provides information about all the non-innovative packets,
the non-innovative packets dropped are clearly described by the flow K
ef
i ·
Qi(t). The flow of non-innovative packets P i(t) is not a probability in this
case, but still contains value between 0 and 1. This happens because the
variation of the non-innovative packets has the meaning of a low pass filter,
Pi(t) − P i(t) =
dQi(t)
dt
, which means 1
K
ef
i
P i(t) − Qi(t) =
dQi(t)
dt
. The input
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is 1
K
ef
i
Pi(t) and the output is Qi(t). Since
1
K
ef
i
Pi(t) ∈ {0, ...,
1
K
ef
i
}, then,
P i(t) =K
ef
i ·Qi(t) ∈ {0, ..., 1}.
Implicit Feedback
This feedback appears if a node i updates its buffer status when hearing
the transmission from node i + 1. Thus, if packets of node i are already in
the buffer of node i + 1, then, node i removes those packets in the future
combinations. We use the same parameter for the innovative packet flow as
for the general case, Ki, and for the non-innovative packet flow we define
K
if
i =(1− ei) · pi+1 · (1− pi) · (1− pi−1).
Lemma 11. The description for a node i hearing the transmission from
node i+1 includes both the flow of innovative packets and the one with non-
innovative packets, where Pi(t) and P i(t) are defined by
Pi(t)=Ki ·(1−
1
q
)·
(
1−
(
Qi(t)
Qi(t)+Qi(t)
)C)
(3.15)
P i(t)=K
if
i ·
(
1−
(
M
M+Qi(t)
)C)
.
Proof. The expression for the innovative packet flow is similar with the one
in (3.10), but written in terms of Qi(t). For the non-innovative packet flow,
we based on the fact that the non-innovative packets from node i are already
at node i+ 1. Thus, any transmission by node i+ 1 heard at node i is seen
as a decreasing of the non-innovative queue size by Qi(t) at node i. At node
i+1, the probability of using C-sparse packets out ofM packets is written as(
(MC)
(M+Qi(t)C )
)C
=
(
M
M+Qi(t)
)C
, given that Qi(t) packets are received from Qi(t).
Hence, at node i, the probability that exists at least one non-innovative
packet from node i+ 1 using C-sparse packets is 1−
(
M
M+Qi(t)
)C
.
3.3.5 Completion Time Performance
Our performance metric, the mean completion time, is computed from the
variation of the number of innovative packets at BS. Thus, given QBS(t),
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we divide it by the total number of packets in the network and obtain the
cumulative distribution function (CDF), QBS(t)
N ·M
= FBS(t). Then, by deriving
FBS(t), we get the probability density function (PDF), denoted by fBS(t).
Using fBS(t), the expected value is E =
∫ tBS
1
t · fBS(t)dt, where tBS is the
time limit over which are performed the results. The mean completion time
is obtained from T = N ·M
fBS(E)
.
3.3.6 Solution for Two Nodes
Pure RLNC Case
For two nodes that perform common RLNC operations, the solution is de-
rived from expression (3.2) and is
dQ1(t)
dt
= −K1(1− q
−Q1(t)) (3.16)
The result for Q1(t) is given by
Q1(t) =
ln(1− eC1·ln q−K1t·ln q)
ln q
, (3.17)
where C1 can be easily found from the condition Q1(0) = M , which gives
C1 = logq(1 − q
M). Substituting C1 in the Q1(t), we obtain the following
expression:
Q1(t) =
ln(1− eln(1−q
M )−K1t·ln q)
ln q
=
ln(q−K1t · (qK1t + qM − 1))
ln q
. (3.18)
The derivative of Q1(t) is
dQ1(t)
dt
= −
K1 · q
M
qK1t + qM − 1
. (3.19)
For the second node, we proceed similarly, thus,
dQ2(t)
dt
=
K1 · q
M
qK1t + qM − 1
−K2(1− q
−Q2(t)). (3.20)
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Q2(t) = logq
C2 · q
t(K1−K2) − K2·(q
M−1)
K1−K2
+ qK1t
qM − 1 + qK1t
(3.22)
= logq
(q2M − 1) · qt(K1−K2) + K2·(q
M−1)
K1−K2
· (qt(K1−K2) − 1) + qK1t
qM − 1 + qK1t
The solution for Q2(t) is given in (3.22). Using the same procedure as for
Q1, we find the constant C2 as being
C2 =
(q2M − 1)
ln q
+
K2 · (q
M − 1)
(K1 −K2) · ln q
. (3.21)
Remark 2. For the particular case when K1 = K2, we have the following
result:
Q2(t) = logq
q2M − 1 +K2 · (q
M − 1) · ln q + qK1t
qM − 1 + qK2t
, (3.23)
since lim
K1−K2→0+
qt(K1−K2) − 1
K1 −K2
= ln q, with t > 0.
Sparse Network Coding Case
For the sparsity case, we provide the solution for two nodes using expression
(3.12),
dQ1(t)
dt
= −K1 · (1− (1− ρ)
Q1(t)) (3.24)
dQ2(t)
dt
=
K1 · (1− ρ)
−M − 1) · (1− ρ)K1t
((1− ρ)−M − 1) · (1− ρ)K1t + 1
−K2(1− (1− ρ)
Q2(t)). (3.25)
Example 1. When using expression (3.12), for specific values of the param-
eters, e.g., K1 =K2 =
1
2
(might be e1 = e2 and p1 = 1 and p2 = 0.5) and
q = 2, we have the results for Q1(t) in (3.26) and for Q2(t) in (3.27),
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Q1(t) = −
ln(((1− ρ)−M − 1) · (1− ρ)
t
2 + 1)
ln(1− ρ)
(3.26)
Q2(t) =
1
2
· (3.27)
·
−t ln(1−ρ)+2 ln
2(1+ (1−ρ)
t
2
(1−ρ)M
−(1−ρ)
t
2 )
((1−ρ)M−1)·t ln(1−ρ)+2(1−ρ)(M−
t
2 )−
2(−1+((1−ρ)M )2)
(1−ρ)M
+2M ln(1−ρ)
ln(1−ρ)
.
3.4 Analysis for the Grid Network
Given that the proposed model in the previous section is valid only for a
line network, we extend the work to a grid network using numerical analysis
and field size GF(2). Here, we consider a broadcast wireless network with N
nodes, where each node wants to transmit M packets to a BS. The position
of the nodes is randomly generated within a predefined square area. The
information data can be lost with erasure probability e. The transmission
range is defined by R. Thus, two nodes can transmit simultaneously only if
the transmission areas defined by R do not intersect. Moreover, the nodes
closer to the BS are called downstream nodes, and the one longer are the
upstream nodes. Nodes have information about the downstream nodes in
their neighbourhood, as we explain later how they obtained this information.
The time is measured in slots and each one hop transmission is equal to one
time slot.
3.4.1 Protocol Statement
Our communication protocol is based on TSNC introduced by [37]. The
level of sparsity is tuned, meaning that at the beginning sparse codes are
transmitted and towards the end of the transmissions contain denser codes.
Thus, the protocol uses a systematic approach, where first each node sends
M uncoded packets and then, the nodes transmit combinations using only
the original source packets. The coding process is performed over GF(2).
We use the same parameter C to express the density of the coded packets. A
coded packet is C-sparse if it contains C non-zero coefficients from GF(2).
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If less then C source packets are available at a node, then the selection of
the source packets is performed among the existing ones. The scheme is
different from the original TSNC in the sense that includes also two feedback
mechanisms, explained in the following.
• The explicit feedback is sent by the BS and flooded to all the nodes.
It contains information about seen packets (degrees of freedom) at the
BS, where the seen packets have the same meaning as explained in
[27]. This feedback is transmitted when at least L new source packets
are seen at the BS. The cost for the explicit feedback is equal to the
minimum number of hops between the BS and the farthest node from
BS in the network.
• The implicit feedback appears when the upstream nodes hearing the
data packet sent from a downstream node update their buffer state,
such that the packets transmitted by the downstream node and found
also in the buffer of the upstream node will not be included in future
transmissions by the upstream node. Thus, this feedback provides in-
formation about the original source packets decoded at the downstream
nodes and introduces no cost to the completion time.
Both feedback mechanisms influence the density of the coded packets in the
sense that the source packets at a node can be updated by the implicit and/or
explicit feedback.
3.4.2 Assumptions
The BS knows the topology of the network, performs all the required al-
gorithms, i.e., finding the downstream and the upstream nodes, the simul-
taneous possible transmissions, and distributes the information through the
network. The nodes are all synchronized and each node knows about its
downstream and upstream nodes from the information obtained from the
BS. All the nodes have the same transmission range and the erasures are
the same for each channel. We also assume that a node can only receive or
transmit, but not both at the same time.
3.4.3 Implementation Details
For the detailed implementation, we have the following steps. First, we de-
ploy the network, second, we analyse the topology of the network generated
in first step by using graph theoretic analysis, and then, we apply a com-
munication protocol and check the performance. The network deployment is
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described in the following, while the metrics used to analyse the topology of
the network are given later in the numerical results.
Three steps are required for the network deployment.
• Generate randomly the nodes : Each position is generated randomly
given the coordinates (xi, yi) within the square area and each node has
associated an ID from 1, .., N , where the BS has the ID equal to 1.
Given the coordinates of each node, we generate the space matrix S,
which defines the distribution of the nodes in the network, such that no
node is isolated. Thus, the matrix S is a square matrix whose elements
are whether the ID of a node, in the position of the node, or zero
otherwise.
• Find the upstream and the downstream nodes : Using Algorithm 2, we
find the upstream and the downstream nodes. The input data refers to
the number of nodes, N , the transmission range defined in meters, R,
the coordinates of each node, (xi, yi), and the matrix S. The output
of the algorithm is given by the upstream and the downstream nodes
for each node i, Ui and Di, respectively. The idea is to count the
number of hops away from the BS for each node. If more paths are
available, the closest one is chosen. Thus, for each node i, we select
the area range and compare the number of hops for each pair of nodes
(i, i′ = S(j, k)), where i′ is each of nodes from the area range of i, with
i′ 6= i. The comparison gives us the meaning of node i′ for node i,
e.g., if the number of hops for node i′, called H(i′), is higher than the
number of hops for node i, called h, then i′ is a upstream node for node
i.
• Schedule the transmissions : Algorithm 3 defines the sets of simultane-
ous transmissions, given the results from Algorithm 2, Ui and Di. The
algorithm starts by generating the sets with all possible neighbours
for each node, then each two nodes can transmit simultaneously if the
intersection of their sets is null. From the all possible simultaneous
transmissions for a node i, Ii, we further check the unique transmis-
sions over all the network and conclude with the set of simultaneous
transmissions, Ni, for each node i.
The transmissions are scheduled in two ways. (1) A Time Division Mul-
tiple Access (TDMA), where fixed time slots are allocated to the nodes. A
node occupies a whole slot for transmission whether it has or not packets
to transmit. The transmission process stops when all the source packets are
received at the BS. The scheduled slots are provided by Algorithm 3. (2) The
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Algorithm 2 Define the upstream and the downstream nodes for each node
Data: number of nodes (N), transmission range (R), coordinates of each
node (xi, yi), ∀i = 1, 2, ..., N , the matrix S
Result: Ui (upstream), Di (downstream)
H : array with the number of hops between each node and the BS
h: counter for the number of hops, starting from 0 for the BS
while for each node i do
h is updated for i according to H
for j = max(1, xi − R) to min(size(S), xi +R) do
for k = max(1, yi −R) to min(size(S), xi +R) do
if (S(j, k) == 0) then
continue
end if
if (H(S(j, k)) == h) then
Node from S(j, k) is a downstream node for i: Di = S(j, k)
continue
end if
if (H(S(j, k)) > h) then
Node from S(j, k) is a upstream node for i: Ui = S(j, k)
continue
end if
if (H(S(j, k)) == 0) then
Increase number of hops for node S(j, k): Ui = S(j, k)
H(S(j, k)) = h + 1
continue
end if
end for
end for
end while
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Algorithm 3 Define the set of possible simultaneous transmissions
Data: Ui, Di, ∀i = 1, 2, ..., N
Result: The set of possible transmissions for each node i, Ni
Bi = Ui ∪Di: define the neighbour nodes for each node i
Ii: define all possible simultaneous transmissions for each node i
Ii = {}
for i = 1 to N do
for j = 1 to N do
if Bi ∩Bj == 0 then
add j to Ii
end if
end for
end for
Ni = {}
while for each node j from Ii, i 6= j do
if i ∈ Ij then
add j to Ni
end if
end while
system uses a random access mechanism, e.g., the nodes for transmission are
selected uniformly at random. If a node has no packet to transmit, then the
next node is selected. This happens without adding any additional time slots
to the total completion time. If two or more nodes in the same transmission
range transmit, then a collision occurs. In fact, they collied whenever the
areas selected by their transmission range intersect. In this case, we consider
that none of the packets coming from the collied nodes is correctly received
by any node in the vicinity, but we count the time slot used for transmission.
We denote this scheme by using simple the word random.
3.4.4 Comparison Schemes
Two well-known schemes are used for comparison. The description of each
one is given in the following.
Master Slave Protocol
The master, in this case the BS, requests from a slave, a node in the network,
to transmit its data messages. Each node in the network is aware of its
downstream and upstream nodes. Thus, when a node transmits, called the
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reference node, the data is saved only by the downstream nodes that hear the
transmission. Then, at random, one of the downstream nodes attempts to
feedback to the reference node the reception of the data and, in this way, the
reference node stops sending any further data. At this point, the downstream
node is the new reference node, which broadcasts the data forward. The
process continues in the same manner with the other nodes and ends when
the data messages from all the nodes reach the BS. The completion time
is defined by the summation of all the time slots required for each node to
transmit its packets to the BS. We denote this protocol by MS.
RLNC Protocol
This is a scheme where a node combines the packets (source packets and/or
other coded packets) with some coefficients selected uniformly at random
from a finite field. The results are performed as in the case of TSNC over
GF(2). Nodes know about the downstream nodes and there are no restric-
tions for the number of packets used in a combination. RLNC does not use
the implicit feedback mechanism, but the explicit feedback can be applied.
3.5 Performance Evaluation
We perform numerical results for the line network, as explained in 3.3, and
the grid network, as described in 3.4.
3.5.1 Numerical Results for the Line Network
We organise the numerical results for a line network as follows. First, we
use the pure RLNC case and show the impact of the K parameter on the
completion time. Second, we provide examples with the limitations of the
proposed bounds. Third, we give some examples of the completion time using
the pure RLNC case, various levels of sparsity, and the feedback techniques.
3.5.1.1 The Influence of the K Parameter
We provide the influence of the K parameter on the completion time for the
simplest case, pure RLNC. Figure 3.4 shows an example for the changes in
the queue size for the innovative packets and the impact on the completion
time at the BS. We consider two nodes, the same transmission probability,
and different erasure probabilities. The first case is when the first node has
a much better channel than the second, with K1 = 0.225 and K2 = 0.1. In
this case, before 50 slots, node 1 finishes its transmissions, while the number
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(b) e1 = 0.1, e2 = 0.5
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(c) e1 = 0.5, e2 = 0.1
Figure 3.4: Queue size of the innovative packets, for two nodes in a line network,
each node transmits 10 packets, field size GF(28), different erasure probabilities,
and the transmission probability for each node is 0.5.
of innovative packets at the second node increases because K2 < K1. In the
second case, the node 2 has e2 = 0.5, thus, K1 = 0.225 andK2 = 0.25. Hence,
the number of innovative packets at both nodes decreases and the first node
finishes faster its transmissions. In the third case, e1 > e2, with K1 = 0.125
and K2 = 0.45, and thus, the second node finishes its transmissions faster.
The completion time is given by the node that takes longer the transmission
of the packets, hence, node 2 for the first two cases and node 1 for the third
case. This example also confirms equation (3.3).
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Figure 3.5: The probability that the coded packet is innovative from C selected
packets, for M = 10, C = 1 and C = 10, using Lemma 7 and Lemma 8.
3.5.1.2 The Limitations of the Expressions
We determine the limits of our proposed expressions for the sparsity case,
ignoring the effect of the erasure and the transmission probability. Thus, we
compare the bounds given by the approximated expression in (3.10) and (3.8),
for field size GF(2) and GF(28) and sparsity C=1 and C=10, as Figure 3.5
illustrates. The results show that (i) for GF(2) and C=1 the expressions
coincide, while for C=10 our approximated equation in (3.10) is significantly
below the other one, and (ii) for GF(28) and C=1 the expressions coincide
and for C=10 they go along for almost of the time. This clearly means that
for high field sizes the expression in (3.10) is reliable.
3.5.1.3 Completion Time
Figure 3.6 provides the results for the completion time when varying the
number of packets and the sparsity, using the theoretical expressions and
the Simulink tool [71]. For the variation of the number of packets, we use
pure RLNC case, expression (3.10), and observe that the difference between
GF(2) and GF(28) exists only when a small number of packets is transmit-
ted. This happens because the effect of the field size becomes negligible when
the number of packets increases, i.e., q−M from (1 − q−M) tends to 0 [57].
Moreover, the expressions from (3.10) and (3.12) support the results for the
variation of the sparsity, from C=1 (no coding) up to C=20 (pure RLNC)
for both nodes. The completion time decreases significantly after C=1 and
tends to 44 time slots.
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Figure 3.6: Completion time for a line network, N = 2, e1 = e2 = 0.1, p1 = p2 =
0.5: (a) Packet variation for pure RLNC, GF(2) and GF(28) and (b) Sparsity
variation for M = 10 and GF(28).
Then, we perform the mean completion time using feedback, and compare
with the results without feedback in Figure 3.7. For the explicit feedback
case, the transmission probability for each node is p1= p2 = 0.5 and the
probability of transmitting the explicit feedback is pf = 0.01 and pf = 0.1,
respectively. This means that 2% and 20%, respectively, of the total time
of the system is allocated for the feedback transmission. Thus, for a more
often feedback, up to C=4 the completion time decreases, but then, it tends
to 55 slots, which means a higher completion time than in the case without
feedback. This happens because the explicit feedback introduces costs for
its transmission. For a less frequent feedback, up to C = 4 the completion
time is reduced, but not so much as in the case of pf =0.1, and after C=4,
the completion time for the feedback case becomes close to the one without
feedback. In case of implicit feedback, the findings show that for only two
nodes, the implicit feedback can slightly improve the completion time when
the codes are very sparse. From these two examples, we conclude that both
the explicit and the implicit feedback are useful when applied for sparse
codes.
3.5.2 Numerical Results for the Grid Network
We divide the numerical results for the grid network into: (a) the transmis-
sion range variation, where we use two examples and different metrics to
characterize the network topology, and (b) the sparsity, the feedback, and
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Figure 3.7: Completion time for a line network varying the sparsity, N = 2,
e1 = e2 = 0.1, p1 = p2 = 0.5, M = 10 and GF(2
8), for the effect of (a) explicit
feedback, pf = 0.01, pf = 0.1 and (b) implicit feedback.
the number of packets variation, where the transmission range is fixed. The
results are given for 100 repetitions of each experiment and using 97.5%
confidence intervals.
3.5.2.1 Transmission Range Variation
We use the following metrics to describe the network topology:
• Node degree is the number of branches a node connects to.
• Path length is average shortest path between any pair of nodes.
• Algebraic connectivity shows how well a network is connected and how
fast information data can be shared across the network. If it is higher
than 0, the network is a connected graph, while if it is close to 0, the
network is close to being disconnected.
• Clustering coefficient is the ratio of the nodes tending to cluster to-
gether.
We vary the transmission range for various topologies and for each topol-
ogy we compute the mentioned metrics. The results are given in Table 3.1,
where the metric’s variation is shown only for the minimum and the maxi-
mum value of the range, 20 m and 70 m, respectively. The examples are for
30-node topology and 15-node topology. The metrics show that the networks
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(a) 30-node case (b) 15-node case
Figure 3.8: Completion time when the range is varied, M = 1, erasure probability
is the same for all the channels and equals 0, C = L = 50.
become better connected and tend to a cluster when the range is increased.
The results in terms of completion time are given in Figure 3.8 for the vari-
ation of the transmission range. Here, the TSNC protocol uses dense codes
(pure RLNC) and the explicit feedback is sent only at the end of the trans-
mission process (C = L = 50). In this example, the difference between
TSNC and RLNC is given by the fact that the first one uses the system-
atic approach for sending the packets, uncoded packets first and then coded
packets, and the implicit feedback mechanism. The worst protocol is RLNC
using random scheduling or MS depending on the transmission range. When
the range increases to 70 m, according to Table 3.1 the nodes become almost
all directly connected to the BS. In this case, the protocols using random
scheduling offer the worst performance, because allocating time slots using
TDMA becomes simpler for this case, e.g., the nodes transmit in order, each
node at the time. Thus, we conclude that for this type of network (a) TSNC
using TDMA outperforms the other protocols when the nodes become di-
rectly connected to the BS and (b) the choice of the scheduling mechanism
appears to be favourable for TDMA for the most situations.
3.5.2.2 Protocol Performance for Fixed Transmission Range
We choose 15-node case, fix the range to 20 m, and vary the sparsity, the
frequency of the explicit feedback, and the number of packets, as Figure 3.9
and Figure 3.10 show. In Figure 3.8, 15-node case for range 20 m, TSNC with
random scheduling performs better than TSNC with TDMA, while RLNC
with random scheduling worst than RLNC with TDMA. Here, we want to
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(a) TSNC (random) (b) TSNC (TDMA)
(c) RLNC
Figure 3.9: Completion time for 15-node case, transmission range R = 20 m, for
M = 1, the erasure probability is the same for all the channels and equals 0, when
varying the sparsity and the explicit feedback for (a) TSNC (random) and (b)
TSNC (TDMA), and when varying the explicit feedback for (c) RLNC schemes,
C = 15.
Table 3.1: Topological characteristics, area=100 m2, range varies between 20 m
and 70 m.
Case Links Node Path length Algebraic Clustering
degree connectivity connectivity coefficient
30-node 106 [3.7,..,24.8] [3.9,..,1.1] [0.1,..,15.2] [0.5,..,0.9]
15-node 15 [4,..,13.6] [2.4,..,1.02] [0.2,..,11] [0.6,..,0.97]
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Figure 3.10: Comparison of the completion time for various schemes for 15-node
case, transmission range R = 20 m, when varying the number of packets, C = L =
50, the erasure probability is the same for all the channels and equals 0.
understand if by varying the sparsity, the explicit feedback, and the number
of packets, these protocols maintain the same position. We classify the results
as in the following, the sparsity only for TSNC and the explicit feedback for
both TSNC and RLNC.
(a) Sparse network coding case : The findings show that for C = 1 the
completion time increases significantly comparing to the other cases. Also,
when the sparsity decreases, the completion time converges to a constant
value. For instance, the difference between C = 5 and C = 15 is irrelevant
for the completion time. But, the encoding and decoding complexity are
significantly influenced, e.g., higher is C more operations are required for
performing encoding and decoding operations, as well as the more overhead
is introduced by the coefficients sent together with the coded packets.
(b) Explicit feedback case :
TSNC: The minimum completion time can be achieved for different
values of L. Thus, the worst performance is achieved when C = 1 and
L = 15. We also observe that the density of the sparse packet is highly
influenced by the explicit feedback. Thus, the less frequent is the explicit
feedback, the higher is the difference between very sparse coded packets and
denser coded packets, for both cases with random scheduling and TDMA.
For instance, in the case of TSNC with random scheduling if L = 1, the
completion time for C = 1 is 1.5 times higher than for C = 15, while if
L = 15, the completion time for the same case becomes 4 times higher. We
conclude that for a grid network, the minimum completion time is achieved
for very sparse coded packets by using a frequent feedback and for dense
coded packets by using a less frequent feedback.
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Figure 3.11: Completion time for a line network varying the sparsity, N = 2,
e1 = e2 = 0.1, p1 = p2 = 0.5, M = 10 and GF(2), comparison between numerical
and theoretical results.
RLNC: In case of TDMA, we get a decrease when L increases and for
random scheduling, we observe a smooth increase of the completion time
when L grows.
In conclusion, for this case, TSNC with random scheduling outperforms
TSNC with TDMA for specific values of C and L, especially when the sparsity
decreases and the explicit feedback becomes less frequent. We also observe
that when C = 1 and frequent explicit feedback, TSNC with TDMA is a
better choice. For RLNC, for any value of the explicit feedback, the random
scheduling maintains worst performance than TDMA.
(c) Number of packets case : In Figure 3.10, the completion time grows
differently for the presented protocols by increasing the number of packets.
Thus, for this scenario, TSNC with random scheduling outperforms the other
protocols, while the RLNC with random scheduling gives the worst perfor-
mance.
In conclusion, we observe that the sparsity and the explicit feedback
depend one on each other and all the other factors, such as the topology,
scheduling mechanisms, and the protocols, contribute to the gains of the
system.
3.5.3 Comparison Numerical Results vs Theoretical Re-
sults
The results for the mathematical model are divided in: the pure RLNC
case, the sparse network coding case with no feedback, explicit feedback and
implicit feedback with sparse network coding case. The pure RLNC case
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is the classical RLNC, where all the existing packets in the node’s queue
are combined, including the original source packets and the coded packets.
The sparsity with no feedback and sparsity using feedback techniques are
tuned versions of RLNC, because (a) in the sparsity with no feedback case,
the sparsity level is fixed during all the transmission process, (b) both, the
implicit feedback and the explicit feedback, are optionally used, and (c) the
explicit feedback also introduces delays, but it is different than the numerical
results because the downstream node sends to the upstream node information
about all the non-innovative packets of the upstream node.
For the numerical results given by the grid network, the TSNC protocol
uses a systematic approach for the transmission of the packets, meaning
uncoded packets first and then coded packets. The coding is performed
using only the original source packets. The level of sparsity is also changed
by the implicit feedback, which is always used, and by the explicit feedback,
which is optionally used and introduces costs. Moreover, the explicit feedback
provides information only about specific packets. The RLNC protocol does
not use the implicit feedback or various sparsity levels for the coded packets,
but it can include the explicit feedback.
In terms of the limitations, the theoretical results are valid for a line
network, any number of nodes, number of data packets, and field size, while
the numerical results are valid for an arbitrary network topology, any number
of nodes and number of data packets, but only for GF(2).
In the following, we compare the numerical results, using 97.5% confi-
dence intervals, with the results from the mathematical model, using the
bounds given by the expressions (3.10) and (3.12). We take a simple exam-
ple for two nodes in a line network, GF(2), no feedback mechanism, while
varying the sparsity of the coded packets. Given that we choose the C pa-
rameter and then select the coefficients at random using a field size GF(2),
meaning that the coefficients are generated independently using a random
variable with probability of success 0.5, the “effective C” is really C/2. Sim-
ilar reasoning we use for the density case, equation (3.12). The findings are
given in Figure 3.11. The results show that the theoretical results represent
upper bounds and the expression (3.10) is closer to the numerical results.
3.6 Concluding Remarks
Inspired by the previous work in [36], we proposed to understand the feasibil-
ity of using TSNC and RLNC in more general scenarios. Thus, we addressed
the design for this class of protocols by using various sparsity levels of the
coded packets and different feedback types. We measure the performance
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of the network using as metric the completion time, the total time required
to gather the data packets from the nodes at a BS. First, we proposed a
mathematical model using the differential equations to describe the commu-
nication process in a line network. Here, our expressions are valid for any
field size and represent approximations for (a) the pure RLNC case, (b) the
sparse network coding case, (c) the sparsity with explicit feedback case, and
(d) the sparsity with implicit feedback case. The results show that the com-
pletion time is minimum when the codes are denser. We conclude that both
implicit and explicit feedback are useful in terms of completion time, but
only when applied for sparse codes. Second, we performed numerical results
for a grid network using a small field size and compared the findings with
a master slave protocol, conventional RLNC and with some tuned versions
of RLNC. The results show that the network topology dictates the protocol
performance, where TSNC using TDMA outperforms other protocols when
range is increased. Moreover, the completion time becomes worst when the
sparsity is increased. We also observed that the sparsity of a coded packet
is influenced by the explicit feedback in the sense that the less frequent the
explicit feedback, the higher the difference between very sparse coded packets
and dense coded packets. We conclude that for a grid network, the minimum
completion time is achieved by using very sparse coded packets and frequent
feedback or dense coded packets and less frequent feedback.
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106
Chapter 4
Hardware Abstraction Model
4.1 Motivation
Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 analysed the data transmission time using as met-
rics the delay and the completion time. These metrics are fundamental for the
energy efficiency of the system, because the energy consumption is derived
from the transmission time. Hence, in this chapter, given the disruptive
nature and potential benefits of network coding to enhance network per-
formance [5, 8, 72], we set out to understand network coding feasibility in
terms of energy consumption. Although network coding is known to reduce
the number of transmitted packets on the one side, particularly in multiple
receiver/transmitter scenarios [13], on the other side it requires also addi-
tional processing. This may be significant for the battery-powered networks
because of the network coding impact on the total energy efficiency over the
network.
Conventional wisdom in communications engineering says that transmis-
sion power is the most important factor in determining the energy consump-
tion of data gathering schemes for battery-powered networks, e.g., WSN. It
is therefore not surprising that protocol design for this class of networks has
been mostly concerned with reducing the number of transmitted bits, while
ignoring other sources of energy consumption, such as sleeping, data process-
ing, receiving, or switching between sending and receiving states. However,
sensor networks are heterogeneous in the sense that the underlying hardware
of each sensor may vary considerably. Although the transmission power does
dominate the energy budget for some sensors [73], [74], [75], it has become
apparent that this is not true for many commercially available sensor plat-
forms. A closer look at the technical specifications of common devices reveals
the importance of several other sources of power consumption that affect the
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total energy consumption of the system. As an example, it is not difficult
to find instances in which the receive power can be higher than the transmit
power [51], [76], [52]. The ratio might vary in the order of tens and even
hundreds. Another component that is usually ignored is the power required
for computation. Some of the sensors feature processing power equal to half
the transmit power or more [77], [78], [79]. Often, idle/listen power is almost
equal to the receive power, [52], [80], [81], which increases the total energy
consumption even more. Also, the switching between different modes can
take non-negligible time and energy [46].
It is also worth mentioning that sensor nodes can operate under various
power consumption modes. The most power consuming one is the active
mode, when both the radio and the µC are active and the sensor can send
or receive data. The idle\listen mode is when the sensor is neither sending
nor receiving any data yet can listen to the channel. Finally, several types
of sleep modes are possible depending on the components that are turned
off. The power consumption can be very low at times, depending on how the
sensor node was programmed to meet the requirements of the application
The processing time is highly dependent on the operations performed at
the sensor, and a deeper understanding on the implementation costs of net-
work coding in different sensors is needed to the successful design of coding-
aware protocols. For example, the microcontroller (µC) of the sensor node is
usually built as a simple device with the power consumption approximately
constant. Thus, when using network coding at the sensor node the time for
generating the coded packets will have a significant influence on the energy
consumption profile of the protocol.
We conclude that the transmit, receive, process, idle\listen, switching
and sleeping modes cannot be ignored, when designing protocols for sensor
networks. This calls for a hardware abstraction that addresses the overall
energy consumption in sensor nodes and allows for fast evaluation of the en-
ergy efficiency of the given protocol specifications. Our main contributions
are:
(a) Total Energy Model: We define the total energy model based on the trans-
mit, receive, processing, idle\listen, sleeping and switching energy. We also
identify the main energy parameters and show that existing sensor technolo-
gies can be divided in several classes with specific energy characteristics.
(b) Communication Strategies: We apply the model to a star topology net-
work and illustrate the energy consumption of two different protocols, in-
cluding (1) TARQ: Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) with Automatic
Repeat reQuest (ARQ), and (2) TNC: TDMA with network coding, under
two different platforms (i.e., different commercial sensors). Network coding
constitutes an instance of computation at a sensor µC that is shown to have
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a non-negligible cost in energy.
(c) Experimental Results: We implement network coding on TelosB motes
and identify the main obstacles caused by the µC processing.
(d) Hardware Dependency: We show that the choice of communication strat-
egy depends on the hardware characteristics.
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 pro-
vides an overview of the related work. The description of the total energy
model is given in Section 4.3, with the identification of the main consump-
tion parameters, the proposed hardware abstraction and the definition of the
communication protocols. The numerical results are given in Section 4.4,
including the real-life measurements. The chapter concludes with Section
4.5.
4.2 Related Work
Minimizing the communication cost of sensors has constituted a key concern
for ensuring low energy consumption in WSN. Energy efficiency of commu-
nication protocols has been analyzed using the sensor’s radio characteristics
in [46], [82], [83] and [47]. In fact, [82] provided optimization mechanisms
for parameters such as data rate, power consumption in transmit, receive,
sleep and switch mode. [46] characterizes the switching energy for transi-
tioning between two modes of operation, while [47] analyzes the benefits
and caveats of deep sleep and light sleep modes. Studies that analyze the
interplays amongst energy consumption, switching energy between different
modes, and the battery capacity have also drawn some interest [83]. A dif-
ferent approach to understanding energy efficiency in sensors has focused on
the computational energy of the sensor. In particular, [47] analyzed the cases
when both the µC and radio are waked-up for transmission/sensing, but not
for extra processing, e.g., encryption or coding of data packets. None of
these works consider a hardware abstraction of the sensor nodes, including
a complete characterization of the radio and µC, tremendous significant for
the total energy consumption of the WSN.
In terms of encoding complexity for network coding, [84] proposes a
scheme with O(L) complexity at the source, where L is the number of bits
in each transmitted packet for multicast sessions. Network coding has also
the potential to minimizing the time and/or energy to transmit a batch of
data packets for half-duplex channels by providing protocols that adapt to
channel, traffic, and transmission energy profiles [85]. Our work was inspired
in part by the observations of Shi et al. [40], which present guidelines for
protocols in body area networks that take into consideration the transmit
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power, the receive power and the processing power of the sensing devices.
(a)
(b)
Figure 4.1: (a) Total Energy Model Description, (b) Time diagrams for one node
showing sleeping, processing, transmit, idle\listen, and receive power.
4.3 Total Energy Model
The sources of energy consumption in a sensor are directly linked to differ-
ent hardware components. Although this work considers two main elements,
namely the µC and the radio, additional hardware components could be mod-
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elled and brought into our framework on a sensor-by-sensor basis. However,
the interactions among these sources of energy consumption, the sensor’s
functionalities, and the communication protocols are more relevant to char-
acterize the WSN’s energy footprint as they provide a holistic view of the
problem. The total energy model is thus described as three main blocks (see
Figure 4.1(a)): (a) the energy profiles available at the sensor, (b) the hard-
ware characteristics of the µC that give the constraints for the energy cost,
and (c) the communication protocol that defines the data exchange process.
The blocks are explained in the following.
4.3.1 Energy Profiles
We describe in detail the different energy profiles available at a sensor node
and use Figure 4.1(b) to describe some of these profiles and their interactions.
The parameters used in Figure 4.1(b) illustrate the active periods of different
energy profiles, and their corresponding hardware component for the case of
a sensor waking up from sleep mode to transmit a data packet and receive a
(control or data) packet.
Our energy model incorporates the power required by each profile as well
as their active periods. Since the power level is considered fixed per profile,
the main challenge is to characterize the active time of the various energy
profiles in order to determine their energy consumption.
4.3.1.1 Transmit Energy
It refers to the energy consumed when the radio of the sensor is in transmit
mode and sends packets to the network. The transmit energy is given by
Et = TtPt, where Tt and Pt correspond to the transmission time and power.
Pt may vary, as shown in Table 4.1.
4.3.1.2 Receive Energy
It is the energy consumed when the radio is in receive mode and the sensor
receives data from another node. By looking at different sensor models, it is
clear that receive power can be either smaller or greater than the transmit
power. Defining α = Pr/Pt as the ratio between transmit and receive powers
(Pr), Table 4.1 illustrates that α varies by a factor of 10 and even 100 de-
pending on the sensor, with Pr ≥ Pt in several cases. Thus, the expression
of receive energy is given by Er = TrPr = αTrPt, where Tr constitutes the
receive time.
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Table 4.1: Transmit power Pt, receive power Pr, and the ratio α for different sensor
models.
Sensor Model (radio) Pt[mW] Pr[mW] α
Rene (TR1000) [87] 48 15.2 0.32
TelosB (CC2420) [76], [88] [25.5 52.2] 56.4 [1.08 2.21]
TelosB CM5000 (CC2420) [89] [25.5 52.2] 56.4 [1.08 2.21]
Tmote Sky (CC2420) [90] [30.6 63] 70.92 [1.13 2.31]
Imote2 (CC2420) [88], [91] [30.6 63] 67.68 [1.13 2.31]
Lotus (802.15.4) [77] [33 56.1] 52.8 [0.94 1.6]
Mica2 (868/916) [92] 89.1 33 0.37
Mica (TR1000) [93] 36 5.4 0.15
MicaZ (802.15.4) [51] [36.3 57.42] 65.01 [1.13 1.79]
IRIS (802.15.4) [94] [33 56.1] 52.8 [0.94 1.6]
Mulle (AT86RF230) [95] [32.3 56.1] 52.7 [0.94 1.63]
Eyes (TR1001) [80] 36 11.4 0.32
Bean (CC1000) [81] [15.9 80.01] 28.8 [0.36 1.81]
BTnode (CC1000) [81] [15.9 80.01] 28.8 [0.36 1.81]
Zolertia Z1 (CC2420) [79] [25.5 52.2] 56.4 [1.08 2.21]
FireFly (CC2420) [96] [25.5 52.2] 56.4 [1.08 2.21]
Ubimote2 (CC2520) [97] [56.76 73.92] 40.7 [0.55 0.71]
Waspmote 1 (XBee 802.15.4) [52] 148.68 150.78 1.01
Waspmote 2 (XBee PRO 56) [52] 562.74 171.24 0.3
Waspmote 3 (XBee ZigBee) [52] 113.94 113.04 0.99
Waspmote 4 (XBee ZB PRO 45) [52] 315 151.38 0.48
Waspmote 5 (XBee 868) [52] 405 219 0.54
Waspmote 6 (XBee 900) [52] 231 198 0.86
Waspmote 7 (XBee XSC) [52] 145.05 330 2.28
VEmesh-LP (SX1211/1231) [98] 108 108 1
VEmesh-HP (SX1211/1231) [98] 2900 108 0.04
Tinynode 584 (XE1205) [99] [122.4 255] 75.6 [0.3 0.61]
Tinynode 184 (SX1211) [100] [75.6 90] 12.6 [0.14 0.16]
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4.3.1.3 Processing Energy
It is the energy consumed by the µC while it a) receives data from other
sensors, b) collects and processes data, and c) executes the algorithms and
decisions required by its communication protocols. According with the hard-
ware models from Table 4.2, the power consumption when the µC is active
can achieve high values comparing with the transmit power, i.e., Pp ≥ Pt in
some scenarios. We define the ratio β = Pp/Pt.
The sensors are typically simple devices in their energy profile, i.e., do
not use the sophisticated chip power management strategies, and the µC
of the sensor is also built as a elementary component. Thus, the power
consumption is approximately constant while executing instructions and this
happens because all the µC’s components, such as processor core, memory,
ADC, oscillator, timer and the input/output peripherals are turned on while
it is in active mode. Thus, to compute the processing energy it is sufficient
to find the time the µC is active. The time to perform additional operations,
e.g., for processing information or perform encryption algorithms, is denoted
by Tct, as in Figure 4.1(b). Tct can start before the transmission and last
during the sending of some initial data, depending on the requirements of
the application and performance of the µC. Thus, we denote by Tc the time
to perform computation before the transmission starts. Two extreme cases
can be considered for the total processing energy: (a) when all additional
processing is performed before the transmission starts, Tc = Tct, and (b) when
the additional processing is carried out only during the transmission process,
Tc = 0. Clearly, the µC is active during the transmission, reception and
listen modes, as illustrated in Figure 4.1(b). Thus, the energy consumption
for processing is given by Ep = (Tp + Tc)Pp = β(Tt + Tr + Tl + Tc)Pt, where
Pp and Tp are the processing power and time and Tl is the listen time.
4.3.1.4 Idle\Listen Energy
It is the energy when the radio of the sensor is active, but neither sending
nor receiving any data. For many sensor models the power in idle mode is
almost equal to the one in receive mode. We define the energy expression by
El = TlPl = γTlPr = γαTlPt, ∀γ = 0 . . . 1, where Pl is the power consumption
in idle mode.
4.3.1.5 Sleeping Energy
It refers to the energy when the radio and µC of the sensor are in sleep mode
and can be described by Es = TsPs = ǫTsPt, where Ts and Ps are the time
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Table 4.2: Processing power Pp and the ratio β for different sensor models.
Sensor Model (µC) Pp[mW] β
Rene (ATmega 8535) [101] 16 0.34
TelosB (MSP430F1611) [102] 5.4 0.1
TelosB CM5000 (MSP430F1611) [102] 1.8 0.03
Tmote Sky (MSP430F1611) [90], [102] 6.48 0.1
Imote2 (Marvell PXA271) [91] 111 1.77
Lotus (ARM7 Cortex M3) [77] 165 2.93
Mica2 (ATmega 128L) [92] 26.4 0.30
Mica (ATmega 103L) [93] 16.5 0.46
MicaZ (ATmega 128L) [51] 26.4 0.46
IRIS (ATmega 1281) [94] 26.4 0.46
Mulle (Renesas M16C/62P) [78] 25.84 0.52
Eyes (MSP430F149) [103] 1.68 0.05
Bean (MSP430F169) [103] 1.8 0.02
BTnode (ATmega 128L) [104] 23 0.29
Zolertia Z1(MSP430F2617) [79] 30 0.52
FireFly (ATmega 1281) [96] 18 0.34
Ubimote2 (MSP430F2618) [105] 1.8 0.02
Waspmote 1 (ATmega 1281) [52] 30 0.2
Waspmote 2 (ATmega 1281) [52] 30 0.05
Waspmote 3 (ATmega 1281) [52] 30 0.26
Waspmote 4 (ATmega 1281) [52] 30 0.1
Waspmote 5 (ATmega 1281) [52] 30 0.07
Waspmote 6 (ATmega 1281) [52] 30 0.13
Waspmote 7 (ATmega 1281) [52] 30 0.21
VEmesh-LP (VE209) [98] 0.072 0.0007
VEmesh-HP (VE209) [98] 0.072 ≈ 0
Tinynode 584 (MSP430F1611) [99] 9.35 0.04
TinyNode 184 (MSP430F2417) [100] 16.56 0.18
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and power consumption in sleep mode and ǫ = Ps/Pt. For the sensors from
Table 4.1, ǫ has values less than 0.01.
4.3.1.6 Switching Energy
It is used when the sensor switches from active mode to either idle mode
or a sleep mode, or viceversa. The energy consumption in the sleep mode
is very low, but the transitions between modes take both time and energy.
The decision of a node to switch to a sleep mode is mostly dependent on
the hardware model. According to [106], a transition to a low power mode
is worthwhile if the time necessary to stay in an idle mode is sufficient large,
namely, if Tl ≥
1
2
[Tls+
Pl+Ps
Pl−Ps
Tsl], where Tls and Tsl refer to the time to switch
from the idle mode to sleep mode and vice versa.
Finally, we characterize the total energy consumption (Etotal) for a WSN
with N sensors, where we abstract the various hardware energy characteris-
tics as 5 key fixed parameters (α, β, γ, ǫ, Pt) and the active times of each
profile, thus,
Etotal =
N∑
j=1
[Ejt + E
j
r + E
j
p + E
j
l + E
j
s ] (4.1)
=
N∑
j=1
[(1 + βj)T jt + (α
j + βj)T jr + β
jT jc + (β
j + γjαj)T jl + ǫ
jT js ]P
j
t .
The latter is determined by the sensor model and the communication protocol
implemented. This result illustrates that Etotal for a communication protocol
shall vary significantly from sensor to sensor or, similarly, that the total
energy for a WSN depends greatly on the used protocol. We distinguish two
cases for Etotal: (1) for hardware models where we have no control of Pt, and
(2) for models where configurable transmission powers are available. For the
latter, there is typically a control mechanism that allows to control Pt based
on signal strength metrics from the receiver, e.g., Received Signal Strength
Indicator (RSSI).
4.3.2 µC’s Hardware Abstraction
As previously defined, the radio and µC of the sensor are the main compo-
nents that contribute to the total energy model. However, when additional
cost is added to the sensor, specific µCs may influence differently the energy
consumption. In this sense, we show the main steps of the µC’s process-
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Table 4.3: Cost for coding operations over GF(2m).
Operation Cost
1GF(2m) addition m XOR
1GF(2m)multiplication m2 AND and 1.5(m− 1)2 XOR
1GF(2m) register m register write
ing that count the total time for performing arithmetic operations, namely
Tct. In fact, the amount of energy consumed by a sensor to perform a given
function is inherently affected by the µCs architecture and capabilities. As a
relevant example, we illustrate the key steps at the µC that count towards the
total time (Tct) required for completing basic arithmetic operations in Galois
Fields, which are essential to implement RLNC. In RLNC, the encoder mixes
the packets p1, p2, .., pM ,each of L bytes, and outputs coded packets of the
form
∑M
j=1 ϕj · pj . The coding coefficients ϕ1, ..., ϕM are independently and
randomly selected from GF(2m). Coded packets are transmitted together
with the coefficients used in combinations. At the receiver side, after collect-
ing M linearly independent combinations and by using Gaussian elimination,
the original packets can be recovered. In the following, we consider two ar-
chitectures for data processing and their effect over Tct, although alternative
implementations are possible, e.g., using look up tables.
4.3.2.1 Dedicated/Configurable Computing Model
This model is used when a dedicated hardware, e.g., ASIC, or a reconfigurable
device, e.g., FPGA, is available. Performing RLNC operations in this case
requires the following considerations.
(a) Cost of operations in GF(2m): is shown in Table 4.3 [107].
(b) Total number of operations: for one coded packet is given by (M−1)
additions and M multiplications, resulting [(m+ 1.5(m− 1)2)M −m] XOR
and (m2M) AND logic gates. Each packet has L bytes given the final number
of required logic operations as being 8L
m
[(m + 1.5(m − 1)2)M − m] XOR
and (8LmM) AND. Furthermore, each coded packet of L bytes contains in
the header also the coefficients used in performing the combinations, thus
additional (mM + 8L) operations are required for saving the data in the
memory.
(c) µC features:
• B-bit model: gives the final XOR and memory operations, which are
divided by B and the AND operations that are divided by (a) m, for
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m=3
m=4
m=16
m=8
symbol representation
packet representation
byte byte
byte byte
2 bytes
Figure 4.2: Packet to symbol representation at the µC for L=2 bytes for an 8-bit
microcontroller.
m≤B, and (b) B, for m>B.
• Number of clock cycles: that one instruction can take denoted by C
contributes also to the final processing time.
• Instruction cycle time: is well-documented in the description of the µC
and we denote it by Tict.
The total time the µC takes to process R coded packets based on all these
steps is
Tct =
{
RTictC[
1
B
[(1 + 1.5 (m−1)
2
m
)8L+m] + 8L]M, if m ≤ B
RTictC
1
B
[[(1 + 1.5 (m−1)
2
m
) +m]8L+m]M, if m > B.
(4.2)
4.3.2.2 Software Description Model
This model is based on performing operations using instructions available at
the µC. The software implementation of RLNC takes into consideration the
field size (m), number of coded packets (R), number of packets (M) and the
packet size (L bytes), and is affected by various effects including the µCs data
register bit size. Each packet is represented by ⌈8L
m
⌉ symbols, which together
with the coefficients are used to perform RLNC operations. We identify two
possible cases. (i) For m ∈ {2n+3 : n ∈ N}, the conversion of the packets
into symbols is straightforward as they coincide with the size of the µCs data
registers, e.g., the first two cases from Figure 4.2, where the coloured blocks
represent the data. The total coding time includes the time to perform linear
combinations using multiplication and addition operations, denoted by Tlc,
and the time to generate the coefficients, defined by Tcf . The addition and
multiplication are based on simple XOR operations and the summation of
the powers, from the polynomial representation of elements over GF(2m),
modulo 2m−1, respectively. (ii) For m ∈ {x : x ∈ N∗ \{1, 2n+3}, n∈N}, two
additional conversion functions are necessary (e.g., the cases for m=4 and
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m= 3 in Figure 4.2). One is to convert the each packet into ⌈8L
m
⌉ symbols
and the other is to convert back the combinations obtained from RLNC
operations into packets, namely, coded packets. Both conversion functions
are implemented by using SHIFT and AND operations and we denote the
time to perform them by Tcv. A special case is for GF(2) where the packets
are combined by using simple XOR operations and the coding time is denoted
by Txor. Thus, Tct is given by
Tct =


Tcf + Tlc, if m ∈ {2
n+3 : n ∈ N},
Tcf + Tlc + Tcv, if m ∈ {x : x ∈ N
∗\{1, 2n+3}, n ∈ N},
Txor, if m = 1.
(4.3)
4.3.3 Communication Protocols
We consider a N -node star topology network, where a sensor node, denoted
by Si, ∀i=1, 2 . . .N , wants to send directly M packets, each one of L bytes,
to the base station (BS). The channels corresponding to each sensor are
expressed as erasure channels with erasure probability ei. Each packet is
sent in a time slot and BS acknowledges the nodes about the reception of the
packets. Each acknowledgement packet (Ack) has A bytes and is successfully
received by all nodes.
We analyze two communication protocols: a coding-aware protocol that re-
quires energy to process each coded packet, and a simple protocol that needs
no additional processing for packets. The following settings are valid for
both protocols. At the beginning, the BS broadcasts a beacon message to
synchronize the nodes. Active nodes send a short length message to the BS
specifying their required M and L. We assume no collisions in this process,
which is reasonable given the short length of these packets. Then, BS allo-
cates transmissions slots for each node and broadcasts this information to
the nodes. A node sends its packets in the designated slots and goes into
sleep/idle mode for the other slots. Since BS coordinates the transmissions
and each node transmits only in its allocated slots, there are no collisions.
If a node does not receive the information about the allocated slots from
the BS, it goes into sleep mode and retries the transmission at the next BS
re-synchronization packet. Also, the BS can adapt the ideal power trans-
mission of each active sensor node based on the signal strength attenuation,
and sends this information in the broadcast message. A node sets up its
transmission power to the one computed by the BS. This power is stored in
sensor’s memory for future transmissions. We define a round as the event
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of transmission of packets by nodes in the network to the BS followed by
an Ack. The total number of packets sent by Si is on average
M
1−ei
, which
can be optimized for a minimum energy consumption as in [40]. The process
ends successfully when the BS has received all the packets from all nodes.
We assume that the BS has less energy consumption restrictions than the
sensors, e.g., it is not battery powered. Thus, the total energy model shall
exclude the energy consumption of the BS for now to focus on the more crit-
ical operation of the sensors. The following two protocols are considered:
(1) TNC: We assume that the BS knows ei of each channel and thus can cal-
culate the number of lost packets sent by node i (e.g., Ri =M
ei
1−ei
). We use
a systematic network coding approach as it is described in [108]. The redun-
dant packets are generated with RLNC, where each coded packet is an inde-
pendent linear combination with high probability and a sufficiently large field
size. The sensor node appends the coefficients used for the linear combination
of each packet to that packet’s header, so that the BS is able to decode. The
total number of coded packets is denoted by R =
∑N
i=1
∑K
j=1Rij =
∑N
i=1Ri,
where Rij refers to the number of redundant packets sent by Si in round j,
K is the total number of rounds and Ri is the total number of redundant
packets sent by Si. To each node i, M+Ri slots (M for uncoded packets and
Ri for redundant packets) are allocated, where Ri is assumed to be sufficient
to recover the lost data during the transmission. For simplicity, assume that
the radio is turned off when the µC generates coded packets.
(2) TARQ: In the first round, each node sends its M packets in the allocated
slots. After that, the BS acknowledges the received packets and allocates
slots to each node for the transmission of the missing packets in the next
round. This process is repeated until all data is recovered.
4.4 Numerical Results
We consider the limitation size for the data packet and Ack. Nodes are as-
sumed to use the 802.15.4 protocol [109] for communication, which considers
that the PHY packet has a payload of at most 127 bytes with 6 additional
bytes used for the protocol’s header, whereas the MAC packet size is 114
bytes plus 13 for the overhead (short addressing and unsecured frame). The
Ack consists of 11 bytes. Simulation results (4.4.1) and real-life measure-
ments (4.4.2) are provided for the models from Section 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: Coding time and transmit time (a) Tct for R = 1 (M = 5 packets),
different field sizes: (i) Tict = 125 ns, B = 8, C = 6 and (ii) Tict = 62.5 ns,
B = 16, C = 1, (b) Tct and Tt for R = 1 (M = 5 packets), different clock cycles,
GF(216), Tict = 125 ns, B = 8 and rate= 250 kbps.
4.4.1 Dedicated/Reconfigurable Computing Model
4.4.1.1 Total Coding Time
We present this metric using two extreme scenarios for R = 1 and M = 5:
(i) the case of a low performance µC with Tict = 125 ns, B = 8, C = 6, and
(ii) the case of a higher performance µC with Tict = 62.5 ns, B = 16, C = 1
(see Figure 4.3(a)). For case (i) the time for computation Tct for different
field sizes and the packet sizes is significant, while for case (ii) all the Tct
values are below 1 ms. Note also that Tt for one packet is similar to Tct
for one coded packet when one instruction takes between 1 and 2 cycles to
be executed (Figure 4.3(b)). Naturally, Tct and Tt contribution to the Etotal
depends also on the parameters β and α, respectively. These two cases show
that the choice of the appropriate hardware parameters (e.g., Tict, B, C) is
essential for a maximum energy efficiency of the communication protocols,
specially those that require processing of the data.
4.4.1.2 Energy Consumption
The energy consumption is provided when all the nodes use the same plat-
form and the protocols are applied for two classes of sensors, a Waspmote
with 8-bit ATmega µC and a Zolertia with 16-bit Texas Instruments µC.
We average the value for C using the related reference for Atmel [110] and
Texas Instruments [111]. The switching time between active and sleep modes
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Figure 4.4: Energy consumption of TNC and TARQ for N = 2 nodes, erasure
probability e1 = 0.05, e2 = 0.8, M = 5 packets, GF(2
16): (a) Waspmote XSC
mote (α = 2.28, β = 0.21, γ = 1, ǫ = 0.01, C = 1, B = 8, Tict = 62.5 ns, rate= 9.6
kbps) and (b) Zolertia mote (α = 1.08, β = 0.52, γ = 0.022, ǫ = 0.001, C = 4,
B = 16, Tict = 62.5 ns, rate= 250 kbps).
according with the specifications is small and the start-up time is negligible.
We compute the energy consumption for both protocols and show the find-
ings for Tc = Tct, M = 5, N = 2, GF(2
16) and asymmetric channels in
Figure 4.4. The results illustrate that, for this case, TNC protocol performs
better than TARQ for Waspmote platform and worst for the Zolertia model.
Thus, the energy efficiency for a specific protocol may vary significantly for
different sensor platforms.
4.4.2 Software Description Model
4.4.2.1 Network coding in Real-Life Measurements
We use TelosB motes (UC Berkeley, Crossbow) running TinyOS 2.1.1 op-
erating system. This mote is described by a CC2420 radio using the IEEE
802.15.4 frame format and a MSP430F1611 µC. A Serial Peripheral Interface
(SPI) connects the µC (master mode) and the radio (slave mode). A FIFO
buffer is available at the radio for transmission, where one packet is loaded
at the moment of transmission. The packet is first transferred from the µC
through SPI and loaded into the FIFO buffer. The SPI resources are re-
leased after the complete load of the packet into the FIFO buffer. We define
TSPI as the time it takes for a packet from the moment the µC initiates the
transmission and until the SPI resources are released. The transmit time is
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Figure 4.5: Transmit time and coding time using experimental results (a) TSPI
and Tt for one packet of different sizes, (b) Performing one linear combination
among M = 5 packets for different field sizes, (c) Comparison of the time Tlc+Tcf
with Tcv for R = 1, GF(2
4), M = 2 and M = 5 packets.
the time after the SPI resources are released until the packet is sent through
the air. The direct-memory access controller is enabled and the carrier sense
multiple access protocol is disabled. Thus, the packets are transferred faster
between µC and the radio and there is no need for the listening to the channel
for collisions, because according with our protocols only motes in different
transmission range send at a moment. We are interested on measuring the
time to transmit an uncoded/coded packet (Tt), the time to code a packet
(Tct) and the time to receive an Ack (Tr).
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Figure 4.6: Power levels and active intervals for coding and transmission using
Power Monitor device.
4.4.2.2 Measurements
We obtain the results by using the TinyOS timer module that can track the
time a sensor spends while performing a specific operation. Therefore, a timer
counter is used for all time measurements. We also use the Power Monitor
device provided by the Monsoon Solutions Inc. [112] for a better accuracy
of the measured values. We considered two TelosB motes communicating
via 802.15.4 and connected to the computer through USB for recovering the
measurements. Our results constitute an average of 3500 events and we
provide the 97.5% confidence intervals for those measurements.
We perform the following experiments. (1) We first measure the transmission
time of an uncoded packet. For this, we vary the size of the packet and the
findings are plotted for TSPI and Tt in Figure 4.5(a). For each addition of 10
bytes to the packet size, a linear increase of around 0.20 ms is observed for
TSPI and 0.30 ms for Tt. Also, the time for receiving an Ack is 2.1 ms. (2)
We measure the coding time, i.e., the time to obtain one linear combination
out ofM = 5 packets, where the size of a packet is varied from 1 to 100 bytes.
The results are shown in Figure 4.5(b), where Tct is very high for GF(2
4)
because of the conversion functions required. (3) Moreover, we observe that
the time Tcv is much higher than Tcf together with Tlc. In this sense, we
plot the results for GF(24), M = 2, M = 5 and different packet sizes in
Figure 4.5(c). Thus, the conversion functions, which are not common RLNC
operations, clearly limit the utilization of GF(24) in practice. In addition,
the time to generate a coded packet out of M = 5 for GF(24) is reasonably
small compared with Tt + TSPI . (4) Also, we observe the additional time for
sending one coded packet instead of an uncoded packet described in (1) can
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increase significantly for large L, m, M , e.g., if L = 50 bytes and m = 16
are fixed and M is varied between 2 and 8, then a 22% increase is observed.
Figure 4.6 illustrates the values for the power levels and the active periods
obtained with the Power Monitor device for coding of a 100 bytes payload
packet out of 5 packets, using GF(28), and transmission of the coded packet.
These results validate the findings obtained using the timer module and
are essential when designing protocols for a maximum energy efficiency in
WSN, because they give insight on the need for judicious matching of the
communication protocol to the sensor hardware, e.g., by using of field sizes
that avoid the conversion functions.
4.5 Concluding Remarks
We analyzed relevant hardware characteristics of various sensors revealing
that the transmission energy is not the main source of energy consumption
for the majority of sensor platforms. Our analysis evidenced the need of
a total energy consumption model to serve as a more accurate hardware
abstraction for protocol design. Our preliminary results indicate that, by
leveraging our proposed hardware abstractions, energy efficiency can be sig-
nificantly improved either by (i) developing hardware-adaptive protocols, or
(ii) choosing standard protocols judiciously in order to match the underlying
hardware. Real-life measurements on TelosB motes support the latter. As
part of the protocol design optimization, network coding has a full control
for the number of redundant packets which can be updated online given the
appropriate hardware parameters and the losses in the channel.
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Hardware-Aware Protocol
Optimization
5.1 Motivation
As mentioned in Chapter 4, the design of the communication protocol for
energy efficient applications needs to consider other power consumption, be-
side the transmission power, such as data processing, reception, switching,
sleeping, and listening. However, in WSN we need to take into account that:
(a) due to the low complexity of a sensor, a node can perform only one oper-
ation at a time; (b) transmission time can be greater or less than the one for
processing; (c) sensor operations cannot be split, e.g., processing or trans-
mission of a data packet; (d) the transmitted data can be lost; (e) sensors
within the same radio range have to transmit the data at different moments
in time to avoid interference; (f) the processing of the data by a node can be
done simultaneously with the transmission by another node; and (g) the data
is transmitted only after it is first encoded. The designer of the communi-
cation protocols in WSN calls for the integration of the sensor’s capabilities,
the effects of the transmission channel, and the requirements imposed by the
application itself. Thus, the goal of this chapter is to offer ways to optimize a
protocol based on the underlying hardware abstraction presented in Chapter
4.
The hardware abstraction model proposed in the previous chapter eval-
uates the total energy consumption, but optimum scheduling techniques of
different operations at the sensors are essential. The challenge here is im-
posed by how we devise mechanisms to find a match between the protocol
and the hardware for a low energy budget. The optimization aims on tech-
niques that are developed for feedback based protocols and allowed the de-
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signer to choose the communication protocol that spends less energy, given
the challenges in the communication process. This is done by minimizing
the energy consumption incurred due to different power consumption modes,
e.g. transmission, processing, receiving, listening, and sleeping and also to
different types of feedback, i.e., minimal feedback, meaning to signal the end
of transmission of an entire batch of packets, intermediate feedback and feed-
back on a per-packet basis. Each communication protocol implemented here
uses network coding techniques and the optimization is based on a Markov
Decision Process. Thus, our main contributions are:
• Optimizing the protocol to match the hardware shows the analysis of the
various types of feedback and channel conditions for different platforms.
• Optimizing the hardware and the protocol jointly demonstrates that a
judicious match for the hardware of the sensors and the relay nodes is
key to an energy efficient design.
• Cross-validation of the results based on real-life implementation of the
protocols using TelosB motes.
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. An overview of the re-
lated work is provided in section 5.2 and the protocol optimization is provided
in Section 5.3. The numerical results are given in Section 5.4 and the findings
from the real-life measurements in Section 5.5. The chapter concludes with
Section 5.6.
5.2 Related Work
As mentioned in Chapter 1 and Chapter 4, there exists significant literature
focused on the minimization of communication budget in WSN, especially
using the sensor’s radio characteristics. Some more examples on top of the
those already given are in [113], [114], [115], and [116]. Along with the radio
characteristics, [113] also includes an energy analysis for the multi and single-
hop transmission model, while [114] provides the energy consumption based
on clustering mechanisms. [115] reeals solutions for the slot allocation mech-
anisms, with a low protocol overhead. Moreover, minimizing the lifetime of
the sensor by providing a power-efficient MAC layer protocol is presented in
[116]. Also, adaptive sampling techniques are provided in [117] in order to
reduce the total amount of acquired data, and, thus, also to decrease the en-
ergy consumed for data communication. For biosignal monitoring sensors the
main challenges to increase the energy efficiency are discussed in [118], con-
sidering the radio block (reception and transmission) and antenna. Typically,
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the communication protocols are not optimized in terms of energy based on
both the hardware abstraction of the radio and the µC for any type of sensor
platform. We provide such analysis, including also the feedback techniques
and the cooperation with the relay nodes.
5.3 Problem Statement and Protocol Descrip-
tion
The previous results from Chapter 4 indicate that, by leveraging our proposed
hardware abstraction, the energy efficiency can be significantly improved by
either (i) developing hardware-adaptive protocols, or (ii) choosing standard
protocols judiciously in order to match the underlying hardware. As part
of the protocol design optimization, network coding has a full control of the
number of redundant packets which can be updated online given the appro-
priate hardware parameters and the losses in the channel. Hence, assuming
that the transmission, processing, receiving, listening, and sleeping time are
known as well as the channel losses and, given the limitations of the com-
munication process and the sensor’s hardware, our goal is to optimize the
communication protocol. This can be done by the mean of making the best
decision in each moment of time among the following options (a) coding the
data before sending it, (b) transmission of the coded packets, (c) listening
to the channel for reception of an acknowledgement packet, or (d) sleeping,
in such a way that the energy consumption is minimized, while gathering
the data at the base station (BS). Thus, the performance metric is the total
energy consumption of the system, which is computed using the expression
in (4.1). In the following, we describe the assumptions used, our basic setup,
the protocols and the main result.
5.3.1 Assumptions and Network Setup
We start by enumerating the set of conflicts considered significant for this
part of the work. First, the sensors are very simple devices, and, hence, we
assume that (1) a node can perform only one operation at a time (e.g., it
cannot process and transmit in the same time), (2) the time for transmission
can be greater or less than the one for processing, and (3) sensor operations
cannot be split, e.g., processing or transmitting of a data packet, except
that external factors are involved, like the depletion of the battery. Second,
the communication process introduces some challenges for the channel and
sensors, and thus, (4) the transmitted data can be lost and (5) the sensors
within the same radio range have to transmit the data at different moments
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Figure 5.1: System model: (a) Star topology; (b) Star-plus topology.
in time to avoid interference. Third, some rules might be imposed by the
designer in order to improve the efficiency of the communication protocol,
such as (6) the processing of the data by a node can be done simultaneously
with the transmission by another node, and, depending on the type of data,
(7) a packet is transmitted only after it is first encoded.
We consider a N -node star topology network, where a sensor node, denoted
by Si, ∀i = {1, 2, . . . , N}, wants to send directly M packets, each one of
L bytes, to a BS (Figure 5.1(a)). In addition, a star-plus topology is also
assumed, where each node can send data directly to a BS or through relay
nodes Ri (Figure 5.1(b)). The channels between the sensors and BS are
characterized by the erasure probability ei, between the sensors and relay
by eiR , and between the relay and the BS by eRi . Each packet is sent in a
time slot and BS acknowledges the nodes about the reception of the packets.
Each acknowledgement packet has Ack bytes and is successfully received by
all nodes. The direct transmission from the nodes to the BS is represented by
solid lines, the feedback from the BS to the nodes by dashed lines, while the
transmissions related to the relay by small-dashed lines, as Figure 5.1 shows.
Also, we assume that only the BS sends feedback about the reception of the
packets, while the relay is not able to send any type of acknowledgement.
Both the relay and the source node are able to perform the same operations,
like processing, transmitting, listening, receiving, and sleeping.
At the beginning, BS broadcasts a beacon message to synchronize the nodes.
Active nodes send a short length message to BS specifying their required M
and L. Then, BS allocates transmissions slots for each node and broadcasts
this information to the nodes. A node sends its packets in the designated slots
and goes into sleep/idle mode for the other slots. If a node does not receive
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the information about the allocated slots from BS, it goes into sleep mode and
retries the transmission at the next BS re-synchronization packet. We define
a round as the event of transmission of packets by nodes in the network to BS
followed by an acknowledgement. The total number of packets sent by Si is
on average M
1−ei
, which can be optimized for a minimum energy consumption
as in [40]. The process ends successfully when BS has received all the packets
from all nodes. We assume that BS has less energy consumption restrictions
than the sensors, e.g., it is not battery powered. Thus, the total energy
model shall exclude the energy consumption of BS for now to focus on the
more critical operation of the sensors.
We describe 3 protocols for gathering the data from the nodes, which are
different from the point of view of the feedback sent by BS to the sensors to
acknowledge the reception of the packets. (a) No feedback means that exists
no feedback between the transmissions, only one acknowledgement signalling
the end of transmission process. Here, a packet is discarded from the buffer
after each transmission, whether it was successfully transmitted or not. (b)
Full feedback applies when the BS announces the node about the reception
of the packet after each transmission, such that an unsuccessfully transmitted
packet is kept in the buffer of the node until it is correctly received at the
BS. These two protocols consider simple actions, such as sleeping, coding,
transmitting or receiving. (c) Min feedback refers to a protocol where an
action is defined by some sets of joint simple actions. A feedback is valid if in
the joint actions at least one transmission occurs, and a packet is discarded
whether it was successfully or not transmitted. For all cases, we assume that
the feedback cannot be lost or delayed, but introduces costs for listening and
receiving.
5.3.2 Main Result
The data is represented by packets of the same length and the coding and
transmission process are modelled by using queues, as Figure 5.2 shows. For
the source node, one queue is used to stored the original packets and one for
the coded packets obtained using RLNC. The queue for the coded packets is
denoted by qi and its length is Y ≥ 1. For the relay, one queue is necessary
to keep the received coded packets from node Si, denoted by q
1
Ri
and one for
recoding the packets from queue q1Ri , called q
2
Ri
. We assume the size of q1Ri
and q2Ri are equal to the one of qi. Another queue qBSi is defined at the BS
for the received coded packets from each Si. The size is qBSi ≤ M , because
the coded packets are linearly independent with high probability, since the
Galois field used to perform the coded packets is high enough [53].
The model can be described by using a MDP {(Q(n), A(n)), n ≥ 0}, where
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n represents the time slot, Q(n) is the state of the system, and A(n) is the
action taken at time n for state Q(n). The state Q(n) means the joint state,
while for each source node the state description is given by the queue qi, for
a relay node by q1Ri , q
2
Ri
, and for the BS by qBSi . The notation used for action
A(n) refers also to the joint action of the nodes, while the action for each
source node is given by ai(n), and for each relay by aRi , ∀i = {1, 2, ..., N}.
Furthermore, we denote the cost for action A(n) being in state Q(n) at time
slot n by C(Q(n), A(n)). The cost related to an action for Si is expressed
using the active periods T is , T
i
c , T
i
t , T
i
r , and T
i
l , where T
i
s means the time for
sleeping, T ic for processing, T
i
t for transmission, T
i
r for receiving a packet or
an acknowledgement, and T il for listening for a packet or a feedback. The
costs for listening and receiving of a feedback are added to the final cost.
Sleeping actions should be used in a restricted manner because they delay
the completion of the process and waste energy. To model this, penalties
are enforced for the sleeping action. Only the last states of the model are
exempted from this rule. Further, the transition from the current state Q(n)
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at time n to the next state Q(n + 1) given the action A(n) is defined by
the transition probability PQ(n)Q(n+1)(A(n)). The complete energy budget is
easily derived by using the fixed parameters α, β, γ, ǫ, Pt from (4.1). For a
better understanding, we provide a description in Figure 5.3 with all possible
transitions for no feedback and full feedback scheme from the first to the
last state of the model. Note that the same thing is difficult to show for the
min feedback scheme, since there are infinite possible cases and the choice
of the joint actions is dependent on each application developer. The detailed
description for the states, actions, costs, and transition probability for each
protocol is given after the example below. We start by describing the case
of one simple node, for a star and a star-plus topology, and at the end we
generalize the model to multiple nodes.
Figure 5.4 shows an example for no feedback, full feedback, andmin feedback,
respectively, for the case of one node whose current state is (2, 0),M > 2, and
Y > 2. The representation includes states, shown by solid line circles, actions
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by diamond shapes, and transitions between states. In case of no feedback,
state (2, 0) transits to (1, 0) if the transmission is unsuccessful, and to (1, 1)
for successful transmission. For coding action, the transition is possible with
probability 1 if both queues at the node and the BS are not full yet. Sleep-
ing is possible in any state with probability 1. A similar situation occurs for
full feedback, the only exception is related to the unsuccessful transmission,
where the packet is not discarded from the buffer. For both, no feedback
and full feedback, the figure shows all the possible transitions from state
(2, 0). But, in case of min feedback we show only 3 sets of actions, i.e.,
(xi = 1, yi = 1, zi = 1), (xi = 2, yi = 2, zi = 2), and (xi = 1, yi = 1, zi = 2),
but other sets are possible. Here, the transition to future states depends on
both coding and transmission operations from the joint actions.
5.3.2.1 Star Topology for N = 1
The state of the model is given by Q(n) = (qi(n), qBSi(n)), where qi gives
information about the available space for new coded packets in the buffer
of Si, and also the available number of coded packets for the transmission.
Moreover, qBSi provides information about the required packets at the BS.
The first state of the model is (0, 0) and the process stops when at least
one of the absorption states of the model is reached, i.e., qBSi = M . The
state space Θ is given by all possible combinations of the form Q(n), with
Θ = {(qi(n), qBSi(n)) : 0 ≤ qi(n) ≤ Y and 0 ≤ qBSi(n) ≤ M} \ {(qi(n) =
Y, qBSi(n) = M)}. State (qi(n) = Y, qBSi(n) = M) is not valid since one
node cannot process, transmit, and/or receive in the same time. The ac-
tions, costs and transition probabilities for no feedback, full feedback, and
min feedback are described in the following.
No feedback and full feedback Protocol
The action set for a node Si, ∀i = {1, 2, ..., N} is represented by A(n) =
{ai(n) ∈ {s, c, t},with s = sleeping, c = coding, t = transmit}, where a
node can take at each moment one action from this set. A coding action is
valid if qi(n) < Y and qBSi(n) < M , meaning that the node’s queue is not
full and less than M packets have been received at the BS from node Si.
Also, a transmission action is possible if qi(n) > 0 and qBSi(n) < M , where
the first condition means that the coded queue at node Si should contain at
least one coded packet. The cost for action A(n) being in state Q(n) at time
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slot n is described by
C(Q(n), A(n)) =


T is , if ai(n) = s;
T ic , if ai(n) = c;
T it , if ai(n) = t;
0, otherwise.
(5.1)
To transit from the current state Q(n) = (qi(n), qBSi(n)) at time n to the
next state Q(n+1) = (qi(n+1), qBSi(n+1)) given the action A(n), we define
the transition probability below, including also the changes in the queues for
each case,
PQ(n)Q(n+1)(A(n)) =


1, if ai(n) = s (sleeping),
qBSi(n+1)=qBSi(n), qi(n+1)=qi(n),
or if ai(n)=c (coding),
qBSi(n+1)=qBSi(n), qi(n+1)=qi(n)+1;
1− ei, if ai(n) = t (successful transmission),
qBSi(n+ 1) = qBSi(n) + 1, qi(n + 1) = qi(n)− 1;
ei, if ai(n) = t (unsuccessful transmission),
qBSi(n+ 1) = qBSi(n),
qi(n+1) = qi(n)− 1 (No feedback),
qi(n+1) = qi(n) (Full feedback);
0, otherwise.
(5.2)
Min feedback Protocol
The action set is given by A(n) = {ai(n) = (xi → s, yi → c, zi → t),with
xi, yi, zi ∈ N, yi ≤ Y, zi ≤M}, which means Si can take the following actions
sequentially, not necessarily in this order: sleep xi time slots, perform yi
coded packets, and transmit zi packets. The cost is given by C(Q(n), A(n)) =
xiT
i
s + yiT
i
c + ziT
i
t . A multiple action that includes coding and transmission
is valid when qi(n) + yi ≤ Y , zi ≤ qi(n), and qBSi(n) < M . The transition
probabilities are
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PQ(n)Q(n+1)(A(n)) =


PS, if ai(n) = (xi → s, yi → c, zi → t)
(sleeping, coding, and/or transmitting),
qBSi(n+ 1) = qBSi(n) +Nzi,
qi(n + 1) = qi(n) + yi − zi;
0, otherwise.
(5.3)
PS=
(
zi
qBSi(n+ 1)− qBSi(n)
)
· (5.4)
·(ei)
(zi−qBSi(n+1)+qBSi (n))(1− ei)
(qBSi (n+1)−qBSi (n)).
where Nzi packets from zi are correctly received at the BS, with Nzi ∈
[0, 1, ..., zi].
5.3.2.2 Star-Plus Topology for N = 1
The relay recodes the received packets from the node before the transmission,
thus, the state of the MDPmodel is described byQ(n) = (qi(n), q
1
Ri
(n), q2Ri(n),
qBSi(n)), with qi, q
1
Ri
, q2Ri , and qBSi as previously described. The state space
Θ is given by all combinations of the form Q(n), except (qi(n) = Y, q
1
Ri
(n) =
Y, q2Ri(n) = Y, qBSi(n) =M):
Θ = {(qi(n), q
1
Ri
(n), q2Ri(n), qBSi(n)) : 0≤qi(n)≤Y, 0≤q
1
Ri
(n)≤Y,0≤q2Ri(n)≤Y
and 0≤qBSi(n)≤M}\ {(qi(n)=Y,q
1
Ri
(n)=Y,q2Ri(n)=Y,qBSi(n)=M)}.
A packet is discarded from q1Ri only after it is recoded and from q
2
Ri
after it
is transmitted, according to the protocol used.
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Table 5.1: Possible joint operations for node Si and relay Ri in time slot n from
the set {s = sleeping, c = coding, t = transmit, l/r = listen/receive}, with
i ∈ 1, 2, ...N .
ai(n) t t c c c s s s l/r
aRi(n) s l/r s t c s c t l/r
No feedback and full feedback Protocol
The action set is represented by A(n) = {(ai(n), aRi(n)) : ai(n) ∈ {s, c, t, l/r},
aRi(n) ∈ {s, c, t, l/r}}. According to the assumptions from 5.3.1 (1)-(7), we
define a list with the possible operations at the node and relay in the same
time slot (Table 5.1). The action aRi(n) = l/r is available for the relay only
when the node is transmitting and for both, the node and relay, when the
BS sends acknowledgement packets. The cost function is
(5.5)
C(Q(n),A(n))=


T it+T
Ri
s , ifai(n)= t,aRi(n)=s;
T it+T
Ri
r +T
Ri
l , ifai(n)= t,aRi(n)= l/r;
T ic+T
Ri
s , ifai(n)=c,aRi(n)=s;
T ic+T
Ri
t , ifai(n)=c,aRi(n)= t;
T ic+T
Ri
c , ifai(n)=c,aRi(n)=c;
T is+T
Ri
s , ifai(n)=s,aRi(n)=s;
T is+T
Ri
c , ifai(n)=s,aRi(n)=c;
T is+T
Ri
t , ifai(n)=s,aRi(n)= t;
0, otherwise.
A transmission action is valid for Si when qi(n) > 0 and qBSi(n) < M , where
a coding action is possible if qi(n) < Y and qBSi(n) < M . The transmission is
still valid if the relay’s queue for received coded packets queue is full (q1Ri(n) =
Y ). The condition for a relay to transmit is imposed by q2Ri(n) > 0 meaning
that the relay has available coded packets for transmission, and qBSi(n) < M .
The coding operation at relay is possible if q1Ri(n) > 1, q
2
Ri
(n) < Y , and
qBSi(n) < M . The transition probability when only the node transmits is
given by (5.6), and the transition probability when only the relay transmits
is in (5.7),
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PQ(n)Q(n+1)(A(n))= (5.6)

1, if ai(n)=s, aRi(n)=s (sleeping), qBSi(n+1)=qBSi(n),
qi(n+1)=qi(n), q
1
Ri
(n+1)=q1Ri(n), q
2
Ri
(n+1)=q2Ri(n)
or if ai(n)=c, aRi(n)=c (coding at Si and Ri),
qBSi(n+1)=qBSi(n),qi(n+1)=qi(n)+1,
q1Ri(n+1)=q
1
Ri
(n)−1, q2Ri(n+1)=q
2
Ri
(n)+1
or if ai(n)=c, aRi(n)=s (coding at Si),
qBSi(n+1)=qBSi(n), qi(n+1) = qi(n)+1,
q1Ri(n+1)=q
1
Ri
(n), q2Ri(n+1)=q
2
Ri
(n)
or if ai(n)=s, aRi(n)=c (coding at Ri),
qBSi(n+1)=qBSi(n), qi(n+1)=qi(n),
q1Ri(n+1)=q
1
Ri
(n)−1, q2Ri(n+1) = q
2
Ri
(n)+1;
(1−ei)(1−eiR), if ai(n)= t,aRi(n)= l/r (successful transmission for BS and Ri),
qBSi(n+1)=qBSi(n)+1, qi(n+1)=qi(n)−1,
q1Ri(n+1)=q
1
Ri
(n)+1, q2Ri(n+1)=q
2
Ri
(n);
(1− ei)eiR , if ai(n)= t, aRi(n)=s or ai(n)= t, aRi(n)= l/r (successful
transmission for BS), qBSi(n+1)=qBSi(n)+1,
qi(n + 1)=qi(n)−1, q
1
Ri
(n+1)=q1Ri(n), q
2
Ri
(n+1)=q2Ri(n);
ei(1−eiR), if ai(n)= t, aRi(n)= l/r (successful transmission for Ri),
qBSi(n+1)=qBSi(n), q
1
Ri
(n+1)=q1Ri(n)+1, q
2
Ri
(n+1)=q2Ri(n),
qi(n+1) = qi(n)−1(No feedback),
qi(n+1) = qi(n)(Full feedback);
eieiR, if ai(n)= t, aRi(n)=s or ai(n)= t, aRi(n)= l/r (unsuccessful
transmission for BS and Ri),
qBSi(n+1)=qBSi(n), q
1
Ri
(n+1)=q1Ri(n),
q2Ri(n+1)=q
2
Ri
(n),
qi(n+1)=qi(n)−1 (No feedback),
qi(n+1)=qi(n) (Full feedback);
0, otherwise.
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PQ(n)Q(n+1)(A(n))= (5.7)

1−eRi, if ai(n)=c, aRi(n)= t or ai(n)=s, aRi(n)= t
(successful transmission for BS),
qBSi(n + 1)=qBSi(n) + 1,
qi(n + 1)=qi(n), q
1
Ri
(n+ 1)=q1Ri(n),
q2Ri(n+ 1)=q
2
Ri
(n)−1;
eRi, if ai(n)=c,aRi(n)= t or ai(n)=s,aRi(n)= t
(unsuccessful transmission for BS),
qBSi(n+ 1)=qBSi(n),
qi(n + 1)=qi(n), q
1
Ri
(n+ 1)=q1Ri(n),
q2Ri(n+ 1)=q
2
Ri
(n)−1 (No feedback),
q2Ri(n+ 1)=q
2
Ri
(n) (Full feedback);
0, otherwise.
Min feedback Protocol
The combined actions are defined for the node and relay by
A(n) = {(ai(n), aRi(n)) = ((xi → s, yi → c, zi → t),
(xRi → s, yRi → c, zRi → t, wRi → l/r)),
with xi, yi, zi, xRi, yRi, zRi , wRi ∈ N,
yi ≤ Y, yRi ≤ Y, zi ≤M, zRi ≤M}, (5.8)
but only some combinations are valid for each time slot, as Table 5.1 shows.
The cost function is given by C(Q(n), A(n)) = xiT
i
s + yiT
i
c + ziT
i
t +xRiT
Ri
s +
yRiT
Ri
c +zRiT
Ri
t +wRi(T
Ri
l +T
Ri
r ). Here, T
Ri
l and T
Ri
r are related to listening
and receiving for a packet transmitted from the source node. A multiple
action that implies coding and transmission at source is possible when qi(n)+
yi ≤ Y, zi ≤ qi(n), and qBSi(n) < M . A transmission action at relay is valid
when zRi ≤ q
2
Ri
(n), qBSi(n) < M , and a coding operation when q
1
Ri
(n) >
1, q2Ri(n) + yRi ≤ Y , and qBSi(n) < M .
Further, the transition probability when the source node transmits is
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PQ(n)Q(n+1)(A(n)) = (5.9)

PSR·PS,if (ai(n), aRi(n))=((xi→s,yi→c,zi→ t),
(xRi→s,yRi→c,zRi→0,wRi→ l/r)),
(sleeping, coding, and/or transmitting),
qBSi(n+ 1)=qBSi(n)+Nzi,
qi(n+ 1)=qi(n)+yi−zi,
q1Ri(n + 1)=q
1
Ri
(n) +NRizi − yRi,
q2Ri(n + 1)=q
2
Ri
(n) + yRi;
0, otherwise
(5.10)
PSR=
(
zi
q1Ri(n+1)−q
1
Ri
(n)
)
· (5.11)
·(eiR)
(zi−q1Ri(n+1)+q
1
Ri
(n))(1−eiR)
(q1
Ri
(n+1)−q1
Ri
(n)),
with PS in (5.4). The number of received packets from node Si at the BS is
given by Nzi and at the relay by N
Ri
zi
, with Nzi and N
Ri
zi
∈ [0, 1, ..., zi].
In the case of a relay, the transition probability for a multiple action that
implies transmission is given by
PQ(n)Q(n+1)(A(n)) = (5.12)

PR, if (ai(n), aRi(n))=((xi→s, yi→c, zi→0),
(xRi→s, yRi→c, zRi→ t, wRi→ l/r)),
(sleeping, coding, and/or transmitting),
qBSi(n+1)=qBSi(n)+NzRi ,
qi(n+1)=qi(n)+yi, q
1
Ri
(n+1)=q1Ri(n),
q2Ri(n+1)=q
2
Ri
(n)−zRi ;
0, otherwise
(5.13)
where
PR=
(
zRi
qBSi(n+1)−qBSi(n)
)
(eRi)
(zRi−qBSi (n+1)+qBSi (n)) ·
·(1−eRi)
(qBSi (n+1)−qBSi (n)). (5.14)
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Table 5.2: Possible joint operations for node Si and Sj in time slot n from the
set {s = sleeping, c = coding, t = transmit, l/r = listen/receive}, with i, j ∈
1, 2, ...N and i 6= j.
ai(n) t t c c c s s s l/r
aj(n) s c s t c s c t l/r
From zRi packets transmitted, NzRi ∈ [0, 1, ..., zRi] are correctly received at
the BS.
5.3.2.3 Star Topology for N>1
The state is described by Q(n) = ((q1(n), qBS1(n)), (q2(n), qBS2(n))..., (qN(n),
qBSN (n))), while the state space by Θ = {(q1, qBS1), (q2, qBS2), ..., (qN , qBSN )) :
0 ≤ qi ≤ Y and 0 ≤ qBSi ≤ M} \ {(q1 = Y, qBS1 = M), ..., (qN = Y, qBSN =
M)}. The possible joint operations for two nodes are shown in Table 5.2.
No feedback and full feedback Protocol
The action set is A(n) = {(a1(n), a2(n), ..., aN(n)) : ai(n) ∈ {s, c, t, l/r},
where for N > 2 similar conditions as in Table 5.2 are applied. The costs
associated to these actions are below. For simplicity, we denote in the equa-
tion (5.15) the cost C(Q(n), ai(n)) for a node Si by Ci. In addition to the
rules defined for N = 1, we have the following situations:
C(Q(n), A(n)) =


maxi(Ci), if ai(n) = c, i ∈ 1, .., N ;
max(maxi(Ci), Cj), if ai(n) = c, aj(n) = t,
i ∈ 1, .., N \ {j};
Cj , if ai(n) = s, aj(n) = t,
i ∈ 1, .., N \ {j};
maxi(Ci), if ai(n) = c, aj(n) = s,
i ∈ 1, .., N \ {j};
mini(Ci), if ai(n) = s, i ∈ 1, .., N.
(5.15)
The transition probability from state Q(n) to state Q(n+1) for a given action
A(n) is
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PQ(n)Q(n+1)(A(n))=
N∏
i=1
P(qi(n),qBSi(n))(qi(n+1),qBSi(n+1))(ai(n)), (5.16)
where the probability P(qi(n),qBSi(n))(qi(n+1),qBSi(n+1)) (ai(n)) is characterized as
in (5.2) for each node Si.
M in feedback protocol
The action set is given by
A(n)={(a1(n), a2(n), ..., aN(n)) : ai(n)= (5.17)
= {(xi→s, yi→c, zi→ t), with xi, yi, zi ∈ N}}.
The operations for each slot should guarantee the assumptions from Ta-
ble 5.2. In particular, the costs from (5.15) are examples when the joint
combination is composed by just a simple action. In general, the cost func-
tion is given by Algorithm 4, considering the descending order of the coding
time for each node, yiT
i
c . The transition probabilities are given by (5.16),
where actions are chosen as in (5.17).
Algorithm 4 Cost value C(Q(n),A(n)) of the MDP model for more than
one node N > 1, min feedback protocol and xi, yi, zi 6= 0
Data: T is , T
i
c , T
i
t , protocol parameters xi, yi, zi, ∀i = {1, 2, .., N} (C
i
p1
and
C ip2 are partial costs for node Si)
Result: C(Q(n), A(n))
C1p1 ← x1T
1
s + y1T
1
c , C
1
p2
← z1T
1
t
for i← 2 to N do
C ip1 ← xiT
i
s + yiT
i
c+ | min(xiT
i
s + yiT
i
c + ziT
i
t − C
i−1
p1
, 0) |
C ip2 ← ziT
i
t + C
i−1
p2
C(Q(n), A(n))← C ip1 + C
i
p2
end for
Taken the previous definitions, a star-plus topology for N > 1 can be written
in a similar way.
5.3.2.4 Solution
We apply the well-known value iteration algorithm [119] to solve the appro-
priate policies for our schemes. Our main goal, total energy consumption,
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Algorithm 5 Value iteration algorithm for computing the total energy con-
sumption
Data:P, C, A, Q, Θ, η, ζ
Result:Etotal
V0 ← O, j ← 0
repeat
j ← j + 1
for all states Q(n)∈ Θ do
Vj(Q(n)) ← minA(n)(C(Q(n), A(n)) +
η
∑
Q(n+1)∈Θ P(Q(n),Q(n+1))(A(n))Vj−1(Q(n)))
end for
until maxQ(n)(Vj(Q(n))− Vj−1(Q(n))) < ζ
Etotal = Vj(1)
is given by Algorithm (5), where the input data includes the state matrix
Q, state set Θ, transition probability matrix P (Θ × Θ × A), cost matrix C
(Θ × A), action matrix A (Θ × N), discount factor η, and value iteration
ζ . The output of the algorithm V (Θ × 1) represents the expected objective
value obtained following the policy from each state Q as defined in the Bell-
man equations. Since we want the energy consumption from the first state of
the model, our interest metric is equivalent to the first value of V , meaning
the value of the first state after j iterations, namely Vj(1).
The parameters α, β, γ, ǫ, and PT are introduced to the cost matrix C. For in-
stance, for one simple node and no feedback scheme, the cost C(Q(n), A(n))
is given by (a) ǫiT
i
sP
i
t , if ai(n) = s, (b) βiT
i
cP
i
t , if ai(n) = c, (c) (1+ βi)T
i
tP
i
t ,
if ai(n) = t. The cost for listening and receiving feedback are added at the
end when only one acknowledgement of the complete transmission of the
packets is sent by the BS, such as [(αi + βi)T
i
r + γiαiT
i
l )]P
i
t . In case of
full feedback and ai(n) = t, the energy budget is given by [(1 + βi)T
i
t +
(αi + βi)T
i
r + γiαiT
i
l ]P
i
t . For min feedback, the cost is C(Q(n), A(n)) =
[xiǫiT
i
s+yiβiT
i
c+zi((1+βi)T
i
t +(αi+βi)T
i
r+γiαiT
i
l )]P
i
t . Thus, one difference
between full feedback and min feedback is that in the first case the cost for
feedback is calculated after each transmission, while for min feedback the
cost for feedback is added after the completion of a set of actions, which may
contain one or more transmissions. In case of full feedback, the number
of transmissions is expected to be higher than the one for coding, since an
unsuccessfully transmitted packet is not discarded, but retransmitted. For
no feedback the number of operations for coding and transmission is similar
as we discard each packet that is successful or not transmitted.
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Figure 5.5: Time to perform one coded packet (Tc) on GF(2
8) out of M packets,
each packet of 114 bytes and to transmit the coded packet (Tt) for different sensor
hardware.
5.4 Numerical Results
We present the numerical results into two categories. We optimize the pro-
tocol to match the hardware, then the protocol and the hardware jointly.
Our protocols are oriented to different types of feedback, maintaining the
transmitted data in the same class (e.g., coded data). They are designed for
a specific erasure probability, size, and type of data packets. The idea is not
to show the benefits of network coding, but to understand the impact it has
on the total energy consumption of the network.
Nodes are assumed to use the 802.15.4 protocol [109] for communication,
which considers that the PHY packet has a payload of at most 127 bytes with
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Figure 5.6: The variation of parameter k defined for the time to listen to an
acknowledgement packet/packet, for star-plus topology, one node W and one relay
W, L = 114 bytes, Ack = 11 bytes, GF(28), M = 10 packets, Y = 4 (for
no feedback and full feedback scheme), erasure probability ei = 0.8, eiR = 0.1
and eRi = 0.1.
6 additional bytes used for the protocol’s header, whereas the MAC packet
size is 114 bytes plus 13 for the overhead (short addressing and unsecured
frame). The acknowledgement consists of 11 bytes.
The results are performed here for 4 types of commercial sensors. Zolertia
is characterized by a CC2420 radio and a 16-bit Texas Instruments µC,
Waspmote with a XBee radio and an 8-bit ATmega µC, TelosB with the
same radio as Zolertia and a 16-bit Texas Instruments µC, different than the
one for Zolertia, and Mica with a TR1000 radio and an 8-bit ATmega µC,
different than the one for Waspmote. For simplicity, we identify the various
sensors by their initials, i.e., Z for Zolertia, W for Waspmote, T for TelosB,
and Mi for Mica. The parameters α, β, γ, and ǫ are computed according
to the technical specifications for each platform. We average the value for
the number of cycles Cyc using the related reference for Atmel [110], Texas
Instruments [111] and [120]. The switching time between active and sleep
modes according with the specifications is very small. Moreover, Z has T it
for a packet higher than the one to code a packet, but they become closer
when the number of packets is increased, as shown in Figure 5.5. Moreover,
W shows that the difference between T it and T
i
c is much more higher than
in the case of Z. We choose intentionally a sensor with such a high energy
consumption to show the impact it has on the overall energy consumption
system. Then, a T mote demonstrates that T it can be higher or lower than
T ic . Finally, Mi has T
i
t higher than T
i
c , but not so high as for the W case.
In case of min feedback scheme, 6 joint actions are chosen for a node Si:
1. (xi = Y , yi = 0, zi = 0); 2. (xi = Y, yi = Y, zi = Y ); 3. (xi = Y, yi =
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Figure 5.7: Small example of the cost calculation and decision model for three
communication protocols.
0, zi = Y ); 4. (xi = Y, yi = Y, zi = 0); 5. (xi = 1, yi = 0, zi = 1); 6.
(xi = 1, yi = 1, zi = 1). For a star topology with two nodes Si and Sj , node
Sj performs actions by taking into consideration the joint possibilities from
Table 5.2. For a star-plus topology, the relay node chooses actions according
to Table 5.1 (e.g., for set 4, the possibilities for the relay are either sleeping,
coding or transmission). Also, we consider the min feedback scheme after
each transmission (1TX) if Y = 1, after 2 transmissions (2TX) when Y = 2,
and after 4 transmissions (4TX) when Y = 4. The value of Y does not
influence the results for a star topology and no feedback or full feedback,
because in a no feedback scheme a packet is discarded from the buffer after
each transmission, while for full feedback the same packet is retransmitted
until is successfully received at the BS.
In the value iteration algorithm, the parameters are fixed, i.e., η = 1 and
ζ = 0.001. Also, T il for an acknowledgement or data packet is defined here
by T il = k · T
i
t , where 0 < k ≤1. The variation of k for different schemes is
provided in Figure 5.6 for a node W and a relay W. The parameter k needs
to be carefully chosen according to both the protocol communication and the
sensor platform. Moreover, the time to receive an acknowledgement packet
is different than the time to receive a data packet, as L = 114 bytes and
Ack = 11 bytes.
Before giving the numerical results, we provide a simple example. We con-
sider the case of M = 1, N = 2, Y = 1, T 1c = 3 ms, T
1
t = 2 ms,
T 2c = 1 ms, T
2
t = 1 ms, and e1 = e2 = 0, illustrated also in Figure 5.7.
Without adding the feedback costs, the full feedback and the no feedback
protocol need the following time slots to transmit one coded packet from
each node to the BS: (1) both nodes are coding, thus, the required time is
C(Q(1), A(1)) = max(T 1c , T
2
c ) = 3 ms, (2) node 1 is transmitting and node
2 is sleeping, given C(Q(2), A(2)) = T 1t = 2 ms, (3) node 1 is sleeping and
node 2 is transmitting, thus, C(Q(3), A(3)) = T 2t = 1 ms, concluding with a
completion time of 6 ms. For the min feedback protocol, we have: (1) node
1 is coding (x1 = 0, y1 = 1, z1 = 0), while node 2 is coding and, then, trans-
mitting (x2 = 0, y2 = 1, z2 = 1), thus, C(Q(1), A(1)) = max(T
1
c , T
2
c +T
2
t ) = 3
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Figure 5.8: Energy consumption for two nodes in star topology, homogeneous
hardware, L = 114 bytes, Ack = 11 bytes, GF(28), M = 10 packets, k = 0.01,
erasure probability e1 is varied, e2 = 0.1.
ms, (2) node 1 is transmitting (x1 = 0, y1 = 0, z1 = 1), while node 2 is sleep-
ing (x2 = 1, y2 = 0, z2 = 0), giving C(Q(2), A(2)) = T
1
t = 2 ms, and the
total completion time is now 5 ms. For no feedback scheme, the acknowl-
edgement packet is sent only at the end of transmission. Both full feedback
and min feedback (1TX) mean that the BS sends a feedback after a trans-
mission occurs. But, for full feedback the first acknowledgement is after
the second slot at 5 ms, while for min feedback (1TX) the first one is after
the first combined action when the completion time is 3 ms, because the
transmission of one node can start while the other node is still coding.
The numerical results provide examples for different instances, e.g, varying
the number of packets or the erasure probability, where the metric is the
energy consumption or the gain. We derive the gain from the energy and
define it by comparing the energy consumption for a single node in a star
topology with the energy consumed by a node in a star-plus topology. The
nodes are assumed to be in the same transmission range. The plots are given
for the most relevant combinations between the mentioned platforms.
5.4.1 Optimizing the Protocol to Match the Hardware
Our first focus is directed to the various types of feedback used, from a
minimal feedback, to intermediate feedback and to a per-packet basis. The
findings are given in terms of energy consumption when the erasure between
one source node and BS is varied, for various platforms for the source and
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Figure 5.9: Energy consumption for two nodes in star topology, heterogeneous
hardware, L = 114 bytes, Ack = 11 bytes, GF(28), M = 10 packets, k = 0.01,
erasure probability e1 is varied, e2 = 0.1.
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Figure 5.10: Energy consumption for one node in star-plus topology, L = 114
bytes, Ack = 11 bytes, GF(28), M = 10 packets, Y = 4 (for no feedback and
full feedback scheme), k = 0.01, erasure probability ei is varied, eiR = 0.1 and
eRi = 0.1, for various platforms.
relay node. Then, we show the analysis for the variation of the erasure
probability of the different channels.
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Feedback Analysis
We first pick two homogeneous nodes in a star topology network, as shown in
Figure 5.8. The findings prove that the min feedback (1TX) scheme gives
the worst performance and min feedback (4TX) the best one for both cases,
the one with two nodes W and the one with two nodes Z. The gap between
these two minimalistic feedback protocols varies between 0.6 and 0.7. More-
over, the simple schemes with full feedback and no feedback show different
findings depending on the hardware used. For example, full feedback per-
forms worst than no feedback for two nodes W and better than no feedback
for two nodes Z. This happens because the listen and receive energy for node
W (γ = 1, α = 2.28) is much higher than the one for Z (γ = 0.022, α = 1.08).
Second, we choose two heterogeneous nodes, as in Figure 5.9. Similar sit-
uation happens here, where the gap between the energy performance for
min feedback (1TX) and min feedback (4TX) is again between 0.6 and
0.7, while the performance for the other protocols is according to the sensor
hardware. Also, we can observe that by comparing Figure 5.8(a) to Fig-
ure 5.9(b), a similar behaviour occurs, with a bit lower energy consumption
for Figure 5.9(b), because a node W has the dominant energy budget among
the other used platforms.
Third, we switch to a star-plus topology with one node and one relay of
different platforms, as it is shown in Figure 5.10. Here, the dependence
of each protocol on the used hardware is highly observed. For instance,
min feedback (1TX) acknowledges to be the worst choice for the combina-
tion node W and relay Z, with the energy variation between 208 mJ and
423 mJ , and the best one for node Z and relay W, where the energy con-
sumption is between 54 mJ and 75 mJ . Also, min feedback (4TX) per-
forms close to min feedback (2TX) for node W and relay Z, and worst than
min feedback (2TX) for a node Z and a relay W. Also, the findings reveal
that a W relay is not a good choice for full feedback protocol, because, as
mentioned before, this platform has a high receive and listen energy. More-
over, when the erasure probability between the node Z and the BS increases,
the no feedback scheme approaches the full feedback performance, because
the relay W is used more for transmission, which implies also more energy
consumption for listen and receive.
Comparing the results without relay with the ones with relay, we extract the
following conclusions. (1) Two nodes W can spend up to 1600 mJ, as shown
in the scenario from Figure 5.8(a). If the same node W is supported by a
relay node Z, then the total energy consumption is almost up to 450 mJ,
as Figure 5.10(a) demonstrates. This means that for two nodes W with two
relays Z the energy can be reduced to at least 900 mJ. (2) The same situation
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is not valid for two nodes Z in a star topology and one node Z and one relay
W in a star-plus topology, as Figure 5.10(b) shows much worst results than
Figure 5.8(b).
Feedback analysis concludes that (1) for two nodes of the same or not hard-
ware in a star topology consume less energy if the protocol uses multiple
actions with minimal feedback, such as min feedback (4TX), (2) while for
a star-plus topology, the use of the relay may or not reduce the energy con-
sumption and the choice of the protocol is dependent on the hardware.
Erasure Probability
In the following, we show the numerical results for a star-plus topology when
the erasure probability is varied. The findings are given in Figure 5.11,
where the energy consumption for a node W and a relay Z is exemplified
when one of the erasure probability eiR or eRi is varied, while the other
two are fixed. For simplicity, we limited the evaluation only for 3 schemes,
i.e., no feedback, full feedback, and min feedback (2TX). The findings
show that by varying any erasure probability, no feedback gives the best
performance for the chosen platforms. This is feasible for a node W with a
high energy consumption for listen and receive, since this protocol requires
no acknowledgement between the transmissions. For the other two schemes,
the results demonstrate the dependence on either eiR or eRi . For instance,
the full feedback outperforms min feedback (2TX) for any value of eiR
and when eRi < 0.4. We conclude that no feedback for a star-plus topology
scheme shows the highest energy efficiency for any percentage of losses in the
communication channel, when the node has the energy budget for listen end
receive higher than the one for the relay.
5.4.1.1 Optimizing the Protocol and the Hardware Jointly
We select a protocol and choose various platforms for the relay, while main-
taining the same source hardware. Our main goal is to find the best hardware
combination for the sensor and relay given a specific protocol. We show the
results for one scheme, but the experiment can be repeated in the same
manner for the other protocols. The findings are given in terms of gain in
Figure 5.12. First, we choose no feedback scheme, a platform W for the
source node, and vary the hardware of the relay node. Here, by selecting any
of the platforms T, Mi or Z for relay, we get the same reduction in the energy
budget, as Figure 5.12(a) proves. Therefore, the energy consumption can be
reduced between 3.22 and 4.55 times depending on the number of packets.
Less improvement is obtained for a relay W, where the gain is only between
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Figure 5.11: Energy consumption for one node in star-plus topology (a node W
and relay Z), L = 114 bytes, Ack = 11 bytes, GF(28), M = 10 packets, Y = 2
(no feedback and full feedback scheme), k = 0.01, varying the erasure probabil-
ity.
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Figure 5.12: Gain for one node in star topology vs one node in star-plus topol-
ogy: L = 114 bytes, Ack = 11 bytes, GF(28), Y = 2 (for no feedback and
full feedback scheme), k = 0.01, erasure probability ei = 0.8, eiR = 0.1 and
eRi = 0.1, no feedback scheme, varying the number of packets.
0.94 and 1.25. Second, we repeat the experiment when the source node is Z.
Here, the best choice for the relay is a platform T with an improvement for
the energy consumption up to 2.5 times, as Figure 5.12(b) demonstrates. In
this case, the findings for a source Z also show different energy gains when
choosing the hardware for relays among T, Mi, Z or W, with a significantly
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Figure 5.13: Sequences of performing simultaneously actions for two nodes using
Power Monitor device.
decrease for a relay W. In conclusion, the combination node W with any relay
among T, Mi or Z confirms the highest gain in terms of energy consumption,
where the network’s energy consumption decreases up to 4.55 times than in
the case of a simple node of type W.
5.5 Implementation Results
We implement our protocols in real-life measurements by using TelosB motes
(UC Berkeley, Crossbow) running TinyOS 2.1.1 operating system. Measure-
ments are performed by using the TinyOS timer module that can track the
time a sensor spends while performing a specific operation. We also use the
Power Monitor device provided by the Monsoon Solutions Inc. [112] for a
better accuracy of the measured values.
5.5.1 Protocol Measurements
For the implementation, we use three motes in a star topology, one as a
BS and two as sensor nodes. The steps are explained in the following and
are valid for any of the three protocols proposed in Section III. The erasure
channel between the sensors and BS is deployed depending on the distance
between the sensors and BS. We fixed the erasure probability between one
sensor and BS and vary the erasure probability between the other sensor and
BS. Thus, we found cases where the erasure varies between 0.05 and 0.71 for
the measured results and we choose between 0.1 and 0.8 for the theoretical
results, as Figure 5.14 shows.
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• Define the action sets: First, we define the sets of optimum actions
for each node, as described in Section III. We apply our MDP and
use as input parameters the active periods for different energy profiles
previously measured. These sets contain actions that the two nodes
can perform simultaneously in order to minimize the energy efficiency
of the network.
• Characterize the state model: We define a state model that in-
cludes a list with the actions used by the transmitting nodes, e.g.,
code, transmit, sleep, listen, and BS, e.g., initialization, synchronize,
feedback, sleep. The states for the nodes are simply described by their
names. BS starts the process by sending to each sensor the list with the
actions and the corresponding time intervals they need to carry out.
This coincides to the initialization state. Then, in the synchronize
state, BS sends a broadcast message for the initiation of the transmis-
sion process and the nodes start the process only after the reception of
this message. The order and the time of executing the actions by each
sensor is given by the action sets previously defined. The feedback is
also introduced depending on the protocol. For no feedback, we simply
define a last listening state for each sensor, for full feedback, the listen-
ing state is defined after each transmit state, where for min feedback
is given after a group of actions, as described by the protocol. Fig-
ure 5.13 provides an example using the Power Monitor device of the
concurrent actions performed by the two nodes in a star topology.
• Validation of the results: We program the sensors using the state
model and cross-validate the results. We check if the proposed model
fulfils the requirements of the real sensors. We run 3500 times each
protocol and obtain a successful completion of the process with a per-
centage between 98.6% − 98.9%. This percentage is calculated based
on (1) successful completion of the actions (coding, transmission, etc.)
within the time intervals we defined, (2) interference produced by si-
multaneously transmissions (here, we enable the carrier sense-multiple
access protocol, as defined by TinyOS in CC2420 radio stack), and (3)
the time deviation between the starting point of the transmission pro-
cess of the nodes, which includes the correct reception of each packet
at BS.
The results from the implementation are compared with the theoretical re-
sults for two TelosB nodes in a star topology and represent (I) measured
results, including (a) the total energy without any decision model, just as
described in equation (4.1), and including just one acknowledgement about
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Figure 5.14: Energy consumption for N = 2 nodes in a star topology, M = 10
packets, L = 100 bytes, Ack = 11 bytes, GF(28), erasure probability e1 is varied,
e2 = 0.1.
the reception of all the packets by BS, (b) the total energy using the decision
model for all three proposed schemes, and (II) theoretical results, including
the total energy using the decision model for all three proposed schemes.
The plots are shown in Figure 5.14. The theoretical results use the model
described in Section III B-1) for the coding operations and the data spec-
ification of the sensor [76], [88], [102]. Since this model is described for a
dedicated hardware and the parameters of the sensor are chosen at their
optimum values, as explained in the sensor’s datasheet, the corresponding
data gives a lower bound of the energy level. For instance, the transmission
data rate is set at 250 kbps in the sensor’s data specification, but in prac-
tice this value can hardly be reached. We also add 19 bytes overhead to the
data payload (13 bytes for the MAC layer and 6 bytes for the PHY layer,
as described in the IEEE 802.15.4). Furthermore, the measured results are
based on software description model and are obtained using the timer mod-
ule from TinyOS 2.1.1 and the Power Monitor device from Monsoon Solution
Inc.. The results represent an average of 3500 runs and 97.5% confidence in-
tervals. Here, the transmission time is the summation of the TSPI and Tt,
because TSPI is non-negligible. The upper bound is given by the total energy
consumption model without any decision, as explained in equation (4.1). For
the decision model, additional initializations and synchronization cost oper-
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ations are added, i.e., the BS computes the algorithm based on the MDP
and sends a message to each node indicating the actions and time intervals
for each sensor, and also, sends a synchronization message for the beginning
of the communication process by the nodes. Since BS is assumed not to be
battery powered, we only count the energy consumed by the nodes when re-
ceiving the initialization messages from BS, which is 1.23 mJ. TelosB sensor
nodes are characterized by high transmit energy comparing to the process-
ing energy (β = 0.1). However, the results for the total energy model using
equation (4.1) can be improved with the decision model, as Figure 5.14 illus-
trates. Moreover, the listen energy is low (γ = 0.022) and the receive energy
is approximately equal to the transmit energy (α = 1.08), which means the
cost related to the feedback used does not influence significantly the total
energy, but the decision to discard or not the packets does. This concludes
with less energy consumption for the full feedback scheme.
5.6 Concluding Remarks
Understanding the energy consumption and the design of communication
protocols in WSN requires an accurate yet simple hardware abstraction with
a total energy model that is calculated based on the transmit, receive, pro-
cessing, idle/listen, sleeping, and switching energy consumption. Our results
showed the need for this model to the dependence of the communication
efficiency on the energy profile of the underlying hardware. Consequently,
protocol optimization is based on the proposed methodology for feedback
techniques that allow the designer to choose the less costly communication
protocol, given the hardware description of each sensor and the challenges
in the communication requirements. For single hop transmissions with the
same or different hardware, a protocol with minimalistic feedback performs
the best, whereas for networks with relays, the energy characteristics of the
sensor nodes decide the performance. Moreover, we showed matches between
the hardware of the sensor and the communication protocol that decrease the
total consumption of the system 4.5 times. We also cross-validated the results
using real-life measurements.
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Conclusions and Future Work
Motivated by the applications where the delay and the energy consumption
are critical, we focused on the design optimization of the communication
protocols using network coding. The solutions provided by network coding
seem to be well-known from the throughput perspective, but not so well
from the delay perspective. With this in mind, we analysed the scenarios
where the transmission delay is critical, e.g., real time applications, and
provided the delay distribution in one-to-many scenarios. Then, we evaluated
the transmission delay for the data gathering applications and challenged
networks in many-to-one networks. Furthermore, we understood that the
data transmission delay is directly connected to the design of energy efficient
protocols. Thus, we modelled the total energy consumption of the system
based on the hardware descriptions of the platforms and offered optimized
solutions for the design of the communication protocol. We now have an
answer to the question from the introduction. Hence, we are able to minimize
the transmission delay and to design energy-efficient protocols by carefully
matching the requirements of the application and including the prerequisites
imposed by the network and the application design.
We present the main original contributions of the thesis and the possible
directions for the future research work.
Analysis of the Delay Distribution for Broadcast Applications
In Chapter 2, we explored the delay behaviour of network coding in the case
of finite field sizes and an arbitrary number of data packets. The first analy-
sis was based on a closed-form expression. This is valid for one receiver, but
gives crucial insights of the delay distribution. More precisely, we showed
that, even for a small finite field size, the probability of having M linearly
independent combinations after M received symbols is already close to 1. We
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also demonstrated that to obtain a similar performance to the standard ARQ
scheme, one can use RLNC in a finite field of small size, without the need
of a feedback channel. We extended this analysis to two receivers for era-
sure broadcast channels by introducing a Markov chain model. Our findings
were compared with the well-known scheme, such as ARQ with perfect feed-
back, round robin scheduling and a class of fountain codes. The comparison
reveals that network coding on GF(24) offers the best delay performance
for two receivers and GF(2) induces a heavy tail in the delay distribution,
which implies that network coding based on XOR operations bears a relevant
cost in terms of worst-case delay. For the case of more receivers, which is
mathematically challenging because requires taking complex statistical de-
pendencies into consideration, we proposed a brute-force methodology. The
model shows the delay distribution of network coding for small generations
and field size up toGF(24). The idea behind this method is to fix the pattern
of packet erasures and to try out all possible encodings for various system and
channel parameters. Our findings can be used to optimize network coding
protocols with respect not only to their average but also to their worst-case
delay.
One important remark here is that the proposed brute-force methodology
to compute the delay distribution can be used not only for RLNC but also
for other coding schemes. Uncoded packets are an example, whose perfor-
mance we compared against the case with coding. It would be interesting
to understand if the delay for random network coding with some constraints
(for example, in the choice of coefficients) is still well approximated by a
normal distribution.
We faced a high-dimensional and computationally demanding problem in
computing the delay distribution. What we proposed for further analysis is
a combination of the methods, the brute-force and the Markov chain. In
particular, a hybrid search would be able to select the most relevant erasure
patterns while capitalizing on the Markov chain to take the impact of the
field size into account. Devising such strategies is part of the future work.
Data Collection Protocol using Tunable Sparse Codes and Feed-
back Mechanisms
In Chapter 3, the data transmission time has been evaluated for the data
gathering applications, using inter-flow network coding. Inspired in part by
the previous work in [36] and aimed to build a robust network coding pro-
tocol for challenged networks, we analysed the performance of TSNC and
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RLNC. Hence, we applied various sparsity levels of the coded packets and
different feedback types. First, we proposed a mathematical formulation for
a line network that models the flow of innovative/non-innovative packets.
The analytical bounds are valid for any field size and apply for the pure
RLNC, the sparsity, the explicit feedback, and the implicit feedback case.
Second, since the previous results are valid only for a line network, we ex-
tended the analysis to a grid network. Here, we performed numerical results
using a small field size and compared the findings with a master slave proto-
col, conventional RLNC and with some tuned versions of RLNC. The results
demonstrated that the network topology dictates the protocol performance
and the completion time increases with the sparsity. Moreover, our results
show that the minimum completion time is achieved either by using very
sparse coded packets and frequent feedback or dense coded packets and a
less frequent feedback. The most important insight is that minimizing delay
performance can be achieved for a wide variety of sparsity-feedback pairs al-
lowing network designers to choose a setting that best matches their devices
capabilities.
The proposed methodologies can be extended to any number of nodes in
the network, where the mathematical model for the line network is valid
for any field size, and the numerical performance for the grid network ap-
plies only for GF(2). Designing a mathematical model for a general network
topology is part of our future work.
Hardware Abstraction Model for Protocol Design
Chapter 4 provided an analysis of the relevant hardware characteristics of var-
ious platforms showing that the transmission energy is not the main source of
energy consumption for the majority of sensor platforms. This was clearly an
evidence that for an accurate characterization of the energy consumption, a
total energy model is needed. With this in mind, we built a simple hardware
abstraction model that takes into consideration the transmission, process-
ing, receiving, listening, sleeping, and switching energy profiles. Moreover,
we illustrated the model by evaluating the energy cost of two communication
protocols under two different hardware assumptions. Thus, we considered
the microcontroller characteristics and a (i) hardware and (ii) software de-
scription of the arithmetic operations. The findings show that (a) the energy
cost for a protocol varies significantly on different sensor platforms and (b)
the protocols can be adapted to the underlying hardware for a maximum
energy efficiency. Hence, given the importance of the processing of the data,
we selected the hardware and switched between protocols with and without
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coding. As a result, we found cases in which coding brings benefits in terms
of energy consumption, and other cases, where with network coding, the per-
formance decreases. Our results indicate that, by leveraging our proposed
hardware abstractions, energy efficiency can be significantly improved either
by (1) developing hardware-adaptive protocols, or (2) choosing standard pro-
tocols judiciously in order to match the underlying hardware.
The findings for (ii) were supported with real-life measurements using TelosB
motes. More specifically, we measured the active periods of time using TelosB
motes for coding and transmitting coded/uncoded packets, under different
packet and field size. Hence, for the data transmission time, we demon-
strated that other factors, such as the SPI time, contribute to the energy
performance of the system. Moreover, an important insight for the future
optimization network coding protocols is that using a field size multiple of
µCs data registers is less energy consuming. This happens because the con-
version of the packets into symbols is straightforward. For the case of a
field size not multiple of µC data register, e.g., GF(24), the implementation
requires two more functions, one to convert the each packet into symbols
and the other is to convert back the combinations obtained from RLNC op-
erations into coded packets. These conversion functions definitely decrease
the system performance in terms of energy consumption, as shown in this
chapter. These results are opposite from the theoretical results for the delay
distribution, where the field size GF(24) is high enough to achieve the best
performance.
The next natural step is to extend the real-life measurements to other plat-
forms and to understand the limitations of network coding on general battery-
powered devices.
Protocol Optimization for Deadline Constrained Applications
With Chapter 5, we demonstrated the need in the communication efficiency
of the hardware abstraction model provided in Chapter 4. Thus, we mod-
elled the communication protocol from the point of view of the energy con-
sumption using feedback based techniques and under the challenges imposed
by the hardware description of the nodes, the application, and the network
channel. We provided the less costly communication protocol using a MDP
model for single and multiple hop transmissions. The results were divided
into theoretical and measured, both parts given solutions for the future pro-
tocol optimizations. Thus, the theoretical findings show that for a single hop
transmissions with the same or different hardware, a protocol with minimal-
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istic feedback performs the best, whereas for multiple hop transmissions, the
energy characteristics of the sensor nodes decide the performance. Moreover,
we showed matches between the hardware of the sensor and the communi-
cation protocol that decrease the total consumption of the system 4.5 times.
With the real-life measurements, we demonstrated that our protocols can be
simply implemented. A comparison between the theoretical and measured
results was also included.
The work shed light on the relation between the hardware of each sensor
and the design of the communication protocol in WSN. The analysis we pro-
vided here let some open questions for the joint effect of the network topology
and the hardware parameters for the overall energy budget.
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